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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY.

A number cf astronomical objects emit radiation with a non-thermal

spectrum. This is a spectrum which deviates from the spectrum given by the

Planck law for a black body with a given radiation temperature.

This non-thermal emission is often connected with the existence of a hot

tenuous plasma and a magnetic field.

The nature of these various objects seems to differ remarkably,

ranging from explosive events in the coronae of the sun and other stars

(flares) to supernova remnants and extragalactic radio sources.

Also,the ultimate energy source responsible for the hot plasma is diffe-

rent in each case: sub-photospheric motions (convection) in conjunction

with magnetic fields in the case of flares in coronae, the shock wave

associated with supernova ejecta for supernova remnants and activity in

galactic nuclei such as accretion onto a massive object in the case of

extragalactic radio sources.

Nevertheless, in all cases it is expected that the plasma becomes

largely turbulent at some stage. In such a turbulent plasma fluctuations

in temperature and density, as well as electromagnetic fluctuations are

present at a much higher level than in a plasma at thermal equilibrium.

In this thesis I consider the effects of weak turbulence .where the

turbulent energy densities are much smaller than both the energy density

of the thermal plasma and the energy density of the ambient magnetic field.

Thus I do not consider strong niagnetohydrodynamic turbulence where the

fluctuating quantities are comparable to the averaged components.

This so called weak plasma turbulence can accelerate a small fraction

of particles to energies much larger than the typical energy E = k_T of

thermal motions of particles in a plasma of temperature T. These accele-

rated particles then give rise to the observed non-thermal emission

through a variety cr mechanisms, such as synchrotron (radio) emission

in a magnetic field or bremsstrahlung (in X rays) during collisions with

other plasma particles.



An important factor determining both the morphology and the energy

requirements of a source of turn-thermal radiation is the propagation

of the energetic particles through the ambient plasma.

The collision frequency for interactions with thermal plasma particles

rapjldly diminishes with energy; for non-relativistic particles it diminishes

with velocity as (v/v-™)" , where vT„ « (fcl/ii)' is the thermal velocity

of the particles in the ambient plasma, and v the velocity of the energetic

particle (Trubnikov,1965).

This means that energetic particles are virtually unhindered by normal

collisions in tenuous plasmas,where the «tensity of thermal particles is low,

Their propagation characteristics are then essentially determined by collec-

tive processes, where the. electromagnetic fluctuations due to plasma

turbulence act as scattering centres.

These two processes,the acceleration and propagation of energetic parti-

cles in turbulent cosmic plasmas, are the main subjects of this thesis.

In chapter II the stochastic acceleration of relativistic electrons by

long-wavelength weak magnetohydrodynamic turbulence is considered.

This so-called small amplitude Fermi acceleration is a candidate for the

reacceleration of synchrocron emitting electrons in extended extragalactic

radio sources (Eilek,1979).

The stochastic nature of this acceleration is typical for acceleration by

turbulent plasma waves. The detailed 'behaviour of the energy of a given

particle as a function of time resembles a random walk in energy with an

averaged mean increase in energy, the average being taken over a time long

compared with the frequency of the plasma waves. In this particular case

the energy change of the electrons is due to small fluctuations in the

magnitude of the magnetic field induced by the plasma turbulence. This

turbulence is described as a superposition of Alfvën waves and fast M.H.5.

waves, with wavelengths long compared with the gyration radius RG = v± /fi

of the relativistic electrons, where vj^ is the velocity component perpendi-

cular to the ambient magnetic field B. , and $2 = |e|B_c/E the gyration

frequency in that field of a particle with charge e and energy E.
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The equation of motion can then be written as (see chapter III):

dVP//) a - Pl VX l k//.exP{i(k//v// - w^t + a}, (1)
* Bo

where the fluctuations in the magnetic field strength superposed on the

mean field B_ are written as a supei

vector k and angular frequency in. :

mean field BQ are written as a superposition of plane waves with wave

SB = E B(k).exp(ik,x - iu.t) . (2)
k ~ - - i

The subscripts // and 1 indicate the components of k , v and momentum £

along and perpendicular to the direction of the ambient field. The equa-

tion of motion (1) must be supplemented with an equation for p^ , but

this equation turns out to have the trivial solution pj_ = constant.

As can be seen from eq. (1) , a particle feels a net force which is not

averaged out by phase mixing due to the time dependence of the exponential

factor when the resonance condition

is satisfied. The occurance of the more general resonance condition

co. - k. .v., - nfi = 0 , with n an integer , is a characteristic feature of

the interaction between waves and particles in a magnetized plasma.

The observations of extended extragalactic radio sources show that

relativistic electrons fill large diffuse volumes which at radio frequencies

show up as radio lobes on either side of a galaxy, or radio tails which

seem to trail behind a galaxy. The frequency spectrum of the observed

synchrotron radiation has the form of a power law (synchrotron flux F(v) .;»>'

proportional to v~a ; v is the frequency and a the spectral index ) . ,'f

This indicates an energy distribution of the radiating electrons of the form ,,ï

N(E)dE = N0(E/E-j)~
Y dE , where N(E)dE is the number of relativistic elec- i

trons with their energy between E and E + dE . The power law index y is ;|

connected to the spectral index a by the relation y = 2a + 1 . f
•Ï
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The energy losses an electron suffers due to synchrotron rad iation are

proportional to E , This would tend to deplete the number of electrons at

higher energies, leading to a steepening of the energy distribution and con-

sequently the radio spectrum at high frequencies as the electrons travel

from their source region into the extended radio lobes or tails. The amount

of steepening observed at large distances away from the "hot spots" of in-

creased radio brightness is rather small. These hot spots presumably are the

sources of the relativistic electrons. This means that «acceleration or

efficient transport of these electrons is necessary so that the synchrotron

losses are compensated, or the travel times of the electrons are too short

to produce significant steepening (Van Breugel, 1980a,1980b; Willis and

Strom,1978; Strom and Willis,1980).

The recently discovered non-thermal optical emission from radio jets

(Butcher et. al. , 1980),which conduct the energy from the galactic nucleus

to the radio lobes or tails (Blandford and Rees,1974), implies efficient

local acceleration of the radiating electrons if this optical emission is

due to the synchrotron mechanism. The observed spectrum seems to indicate

that this is indeed the case. Without acceleration the lifetimes of these

electrons would be very short (roughly 10 years) (Hi?.ey,1980).

The model discussed in chapter II for this acceleration allows the

determination of both the electron energy spectrum and the wavenumber spec-

trum of the magnetohydrodynamic turbulence iii a consistent way. The models

published so far which invoke gyroresonant acceleration by Alfvéri "waves

(with approximate resonance condition k, ,v., +_ Ü = 0 ) have to assume a

spectrum for the turbulence (Lacombe,1977). These gyroresonant interactions

take place at wavelengths equal to or smaller than the particle gyroradius

Rg. One would expect the long-wavelength small amplitude Fermi acceleration

to dominate when the turbulence is exited at long wavelengths by some insta-

bility and the turbulent energy is transported downwards to shorter wave-

lengths by non-linear interactions between the turbulent waves. It is then

effectively damped ,losing its energy by accelerating particles through the

Fermi mechanism, before reaching wavelengths of order Rg.

12



Figure 1. The radio galaxy 3C 465 as observed by the Westerbork

Synthesis Radio Telescope, at 4995 Mhz.

This is a typical example of a radio galaxy with jets emerging on

either side of the galaatio nucleus. These jets are bent beaauae of

the relative motion of the nucleus with respect to the intergalactia

medium. The linear size of the jets is roughly 100 kpa3 its
— 7 7

distance 91 Mpa (H = 100 km s Mpa~ ) .

(From: Van Breugel , 1980 i Ph.D. Thesis Rijksuniversiteit Leiden )

13
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Figure 2. The extended double radio galaxy 3C 310 at 5 Ghz „ as

observed by the Westerbork array. The many regions of increased

brightness (hot spots) may designate regions where local

acceleration of relativistic electrons takes place. The typical

diameter of a radio lobe is 100 kpc , the distance 165 Mpa .

(From: Van Breugel, 1980 3 Astron. Astrophys. 81^ , 265 )

'•&

-"-•if.
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The electron distribution turns out to be a power law,as is observed.

The power law index y depends only on one parameter ( the ratio r of energy

injected per unit time into M.H.D. turbulence and relativistic electrons)

provided that the damping of the turbulence by thermal electrons can be

neglected with respect to the damping due to acceleration. This could explain

the fact that the observed values of the power law index y are similar for

many objects, regardless their sige.magnetic field strength and other

physical conditions. These radio galaxies would have values of r > I which

corresponds to 3 > y > 2 .

The precise conditions which must be satisfied in order for small ampli-

tude Fermi acceleration to work are discussed in chapter III.

It is shown that a first stage acceleration mechanism is needed so that the

accelerated particles can be kept isotropic by gyroresonant pitch angle

scattering on Alfvén waves. Pitch angle scattering is a stochastic redistri-

bution of the direction of the particle velocity vector with respect to the

direction of the ambient magnetic field. This keeps the distribution of

accelerated particles nearly isotropic. Also, a rather small value for the

p U w g 5 thermal pressure _ 8lmknT/B
2 is required ( B < 10"2 ) to

r magnetic pressure B ^
minimise damping by thermal electrons.

It is also shown that many mechanisms proposed for the acceleration of

charged particles by long-wavelength M.H.D. waves are really identical .

Chapter IV adresses the question of second phase acceleration in large

solar flares. Large solar flares are accompagnied by type II radio bursts

which indicate a shock wave propagating outwards into the solar corona (Wild

et. al. ,1969). Associated with these shock waves is the acceleration of

protons and electrons to energies up to 500 MeV. These particles can be ob-

served directly by spacecraft in interplanetary space. This acceleration

takes place well after the first impulsive (explosive) phase of the solar

flare,which explains its name.

The mechanism used to explain this second phase acceleration is the

regular first order Fermi acceleration that takes place near shock fronts.

This type of acceleration differs from the stochastic (second order) acce-

leration discussed in the chapters II and III by the fact that the particle

f
t
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23h21m30s 20 10s 00°
Right Ascension (1950.0)

50s

Figure 3 . A contour map of the supernova remnant Cassiopeia A at
2695 Mhz. The roughly circular appearance of the region of increased
radio emission designates the position of a shock wave (blast wave)
due to the supernova explosion. The radiating electrons could be
accelerated by the regular first order Fermi mechanism ( chapters
IV and VI of this Thesis ).

(From: Dickel and Greisen, 1979 t Astron. Astrophys. 7S_ , 44 )

8
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energy increases regularly in time as long as the particle is involved in the

acceleration process and does not escape from the region where the acceleration

takes place. It does also not (directly) involve a resonance condition such as

equation 3. This particular mechanism uses hydromagnetic waves (Alfvén waves)

to scatter particles repeatedly across the velocity discontinuity associated

with the shock front. Since the scattering centres (magnetic fluctuations due

to the waves) on either side of the shock are converging towards each other,

being convected with the plasma flow,the particles trapped near the shock gain

energy in a way analogous to a particle trapped between two converging mirrors.

This acceleration continues until the particle escapes from the immediate

vicinity of the shock front and is convected away into the downstream medium.

This acceleration mechanism is of special significance since it gives a

very natural explanation for the occurence of power law energy distributions of

the accelerated particles. This model is used to explain several observed

features of second phase acceleration, such as the observed spectra of protons

and electrons and the delay between the impulsive phase of the flare and the

start of second phase acceleration. This delay is due to Coulomb losses of fast

particles in the ambient coronal plasma. These energy losses prevent particles

from gaining much (net) energy until the shock reaches a height in the corona

where the ambient plasma density is so low that shock acceleration can overcome <

these losses.

Acceleration by the regular Fermi process near shocks is also of importance

in other astronomical objects. It was originally proposed in connection with the

acceleration of cosmic rays in interstellar space (Axford et. al. ,1977 ; Bell ,

1978a,1978b ; Blandford and Ostriker,1978) and has since been applied to the

acceleration of relativistic electrons in the jets (Blandford and Königl,1979)

and lobes (Smith and Norman, 1980) of extragalactic radio sources. ?,'

In chapter V the closely related question of the precise form of the force f

excerted on the background plasma,when Alfvln waves are generated by fast parti- 'f

clesjis considered. Thu Alfvén waves are responsible for trapping the fast !|

particles near the shock front where acceleration takes place. At the same time J
«ft

they escert a force , the so-called ponderomotive force , on the background ?f

plasma streaming towards the shock. This force slows the incoming fluid down I

and regulates the shock strength. This is a measure for the velocity difference /$

17
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between the plasma on either side of the shock. Since the energy gain of a

particle at each shock crossing is proportional to this velocity difference

AU:

AE = f-^E , (4)

the efficiency of the acceleration is determined by AU and the precise value

of the ponderomotive force is important for shock acceleration. The accelera-

ted particles themselves are responsible for generating the Alfvên waves,and

the ponderomotive force provides s. feedback mechanism of the particles on the

shock that accelerates them (Eichler,1979).

Different results have been quoted for the ponderomotive force in the litera-

ture (Wentzel,1974,1977; Blandford,1980) and I hope to clarify this point.

The results of chapter V form the basis for a discussion in chapter VI of

the energy balance in the shock wave acceleration. It is shown that,when

viewed on scales large compared with the length scale associated with the spa-

tial distribution of accelerated particles in front of the shock,the energy

balance is that of a shock in an ideal composite fluid consisting of the

background plasma (which forms the actual shock) and the energetic particles.

This result is far from trivial since the energetic particles are not coupled

collisionally to each other,but interact with each other and the background

plasma by way of the hydromagnetic turbulence. This turbulence provides the

coupling,acting as ordinary collisions. Also,the distribution of the fast

particles is not a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution ,so the physical situation

is quite different from the situation assumed when deriving the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations for shocks in an ideal fluid.

\

In chapter VII I turn to the question of the propagation of energetic |,

particles in a high g plasma ( B > 10 ). In such a plasma the turbulent ï|

waves at short wavelengths ( X « Rg ) necessary to scatter particles at a i

pitch angle ( • angle between velocity vector and magnetic field ) near 90° i

are removed by resonant damping on protons in thfc thermal plasma (Holman et. If

al.,1979). This means that particles cannot be scattered from one hemi- ||

sphere to another through a pitch angle of 90°. Therefore they cannot reverse ,|

their direction of motion along the magnetic field. "|



A repeated reversal of the direction of motion along the field is absolutely

necessary to achieve a mean propagation velocity along the field which is

much smaller than the instantanious velocity of an individual particle. In

absence of pitch angle scattering through 90° particles will have a very

anisotropic distribution directed along the magnetic field in one hemisphere,

and a propagation velocity along the field of the same order as the velocity

of an individual particle.

The pitch angle scattering is a resonant process just as stochastic accelera-

tion which takes place at the cyclotron resonance:

\ - k//V// + tf " 0 . (5)

In most cases we can put (a. « Q and the pitch angle cosine y (which is

defined by v., = vy) of a particle resonant with a wave with wavenumber Ik is

given by y => + ft /kv . Damping by thermal protons removes all waves with
res *~~

wavenumbers k > k,. = fl./v. . , where J2. = eB /m.c is the proton gyrofrequency
H I 1 tl 1 O 1

and v . = (k„T./m.) is the proton thermal velocity. Therefore,according to
ti is i i

simple theory.particles having
2m.c v .

0 < lyl < y . = — I — . -=i < 1 (6)
|fM (min E v '

cannot be scattered since no resonant waves are available. In chapter VII

non-linear effects such as resonance broadening (Dupree,1966) and mirroring

on second order fluctuations in the magnetic field strength are used to

modify simple theory and to get a non-vanishing scattering rate near y = 0.

As is obvious from eq. 6 particles of higher energy have a smaller value of

^min atM* conse<luently a smaller "gap" near a pitch angle of 90° that must \ ,

be crossed using non-linear effects. It is shown that particles of relative- j

ly high energy can indeed cross this gap and consequently can be confined to i

low streaming velocities along the magnetic field. -.

This means that the propagation of not too energetic particles in a high B f̂ S

plasma is probably very fast in contrast with the standard picture (Wentzel, |
1974). |

f
I
1
,?•
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This could alleviate the problems concerning the reacceleration of rela-

tivistic electrons in extended radio galaxies. These electrons can be accele-

rated from a reservoir of electrons of somewhat lower energy which,unlike the

radio emitting electrons,are not confined to low streaming speeds and are

able to fill a large volume in a relatively short time. They then suffer less

synchrotron losses since the travel time is short, and the particles are

confined to small pitch angles (see eq.6).

Also,the plasma 6 in supernova remnants is quite high ( 3 = 10 ),so that

radiating electrons can propagate with very high velocities through the remnant

being trapped only in those regions where turbulence is very strong.

In chapter VIII sheared flow as a possible, source of plasma turbulence is

discussed for a magnetized plasma with field-aligned flow.

The velocity difference between adjacent plasma elements constitutes a source

of free energy which can couple to (turbulent) plasma waves by means of an

instability. The energy of the plasma waves grow at the expense of the kinetic

energy of the directed flow. In response the velocity shear is decreased by

a viscous drag due to the turbulent waves,the so-calles anomalous viscosity.

This is yet another example of particle transport due to turbulence rather

than ordinary Coulomb collisions. Its physical origin lies in the E(k) * B

drift velocity across the magnetic field induced by the electric fields EflO

of plasma waves at a given wavenumber k . With the particles their directed

momentum associated with the field aligned flow is convected across the

magnetic field,which gives rise to the viscous interaction when the flow is

sheared.

The particular instabilities considered here could be of importance to the

plasma turbulence in the boundary layer between a radio jet and the intergalac- 'f

tic medium as well as the interface between the solar wind and the magneto- \

sphere of Earth and Jupiter.

Something should be said about the relation between the various processes

described in this thesis. The small amplitude Fermi acceleration will be an

20
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important process in a low 8 plasma ( g < 10 ) where a macroscopic insta-

bility such as the Kelvin-Helmholz instability of sheared flow creates a

broad spectrum of long-wavelength M.H.D. turbulence. Such a situation is

likely to occur in the jets of extragalactic radio sources (Ferrari et, al.,

1979), Shock acceleration requires the presence of (strong) shocks and seems

a natural mechanism for the acceleration of relativistic electrons near the

heads of extragalactic radio sources,where the jet impinges on the inter-

galactic medium and the strongly supersonic jet flow is shocked. Also,

supernova remnants have shocks associated with them and acceleration near

shocks could occur, A necessary condition for acceleration near shocks is

that the particles are effectively trapped by pitch angle scattering in the

vicinity . ; the shock front. This probably limits the applicability of the

mechanism to situations where & < 10 , where camping of the scattering

turbulent waves on thermal protons1 is not too severe.

Efficient transport of particles in a high B plasma ( B > 10 ) is an alter-

native for (re)acceleration of particles in extended extragalactic radio

sources and can be seen from the forgoing discussion to take place in condi-

tions where the above two acceleration mechanisms cannot work. In general

one can say that efficient (fast) transport of energetic particles along the

magnetic field with respect to the thermal plasma and efficient acceleration

by hydromagnetic waves are mutually exclusive. It can be shown that the

pitch angle scattering rate for low frequency M.H.D. waves is equal to or

greater than the acceleration rate. So efficient stochastic acceleration

means even more efficient trapping of the energetic particles in the back-

ground thermal plasma.

It must therefore be concluded that the different processes described in this

thesis take place under different physical conditions . VI
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CHAPTER II

The Energy Spectrum of Electrons
Accelerated by Weak Magnetohydrodynamic Turbulence
A, Achterberg

Astronomical Institute of Utrreht, Zonnenburg 2, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Received August 28,1978, revised January 12,1979

Swnaary. The acceleration of electrons in extragalactic radio-
sources is considered.

It is shown that acceleration by small-amplitude magneto-
hydrodynamic wave-turbulence in a uniform magnetic field re-
sults in a unique, steady-state distribution of relativistic electrons
when the total fast-particle energy exceeds some minimum value,
determined by wave damping. The steady-state distribution1 is a
power law, and the index depends only on the ratio of energy-
inputs into turbulence and relativistic electrons. It is also shown,
that the efficiency of the accelerations is determined by the max-
imum wavenumber available in the spectrum of the turbulence.

Keywords: extragalactic radiosources - electrons - Fermi
acceleration - magnttosonic turbulence

!. Introduction

The nonthermal radio emission from galactic (e.g. supernova
remnants) and extragalactic (e.g. extended double radiosources)
objects is usually interpreted as synchrotron radiation from rela-
tivistic electrons.

The observed frequency dependence of this radiation can be
explained by assuming a power-law distribution for the electrons:

The values of y derived from observations of extragalactic sources
lie predominantly in the range y=1.5-3 with a majority of the
sources having y=2.5-2.7 (Moffet, 1975).

This raises the question of what acceleration-mechanism can
produce a power-law distribution in an astrophysical plasma with
y~2.5 in a wide range of physical conditions as size, particle
density, radio luminosity, and magnetic field strength. A mech-
anism that can produce a power-law distribution is Fermi-accel-
eration, with wi;;ch we denote any mechanism that accelerates
relativistic particles according to:

(2)

where £ is the particle energy, and a a constant, and in which the
escape probability from the accelerating region is independent of
particle energy.

In its simplest form the behaviour of the particles can be
described by a continuity-equation in energy space:

The first term on the right describes the acceleration, the second
the energy independent loss, and the third is a source-term de-
scribing particle injection. Taking as a source-term Q(E, t) = R/>
(£-£, , ) this equation has a steady-state solution:

«£0 \ £ 0 / ^

A traditional objection to the Fermi-mechanism is that one ex-
pects OLT to be strongly dependent on the physical conditions in
the radiosource, contrary to observations.

A possible resolution to this problem has been suggested by
Burn (1975). His argument is, that we should consider not only
the behaviour of the energetic particles (e.g. Eq. 3), but also the

, dissipation of the turbulence which drives the acceleration. The
energy density in turbulence is (/,, the energy density in rela-
tivistic particles is Ur. These two "reservoirs" of energy interact
via the Fermi-mechanism, which transfers energy from the tur-
bulence to the particles. Energy is injected simultaneously into
both reservoirs at a rate e into turbulence, and REB into particles
respectively.

The governing equations are:

at
, t)

(5)

(6)

(7)

It is assumed that particles with energy £>£m>> immediately
escape from the accelerating region. In a steady state the particle-
distribution will satisfy (4) and Burn finds, using (5H7):

Eq. (6) can be derived from (3) and

RE0

\taT< 1, and EmaPE0 this reduces to:

AT(£,») - N(E, O + Q{E,t).

(9)

Using (4) Burn then finds the following "unique" relation be-
tween the index y of the power-law distribution of accelerated
particles and the ratio RE0/c of input of energy into particles and
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turbulence respectively:

(10)

Equation (14) has two steady-state solutions:

(16)

Burn then assumes that the efficiency of acceleration i is propor-
tional to the total energy density of turbulence U,;

«c-fcl/,. (II)

and proves the steady-state solution to be stable against small
perturbations,

In this paper we will extend Burns argument to a more com-
plete model of small-amplitude turbulence in a uniform magne-
tized plasma and take into account the thermal dissipation of the
turbulence.

II. Model for Small Amplitude M.H.D. Turbulence

We consider snail amplitude turbulence in a plasma with a strong
ambient magnetic field Bn. so that the amplitude BT of the tur-
bulent fluctuations in the magnetic field is much smaller than Bo.

Weak turbulence in an isothermal plasma with a strong mag-
netic field [(16nn,*7;);Bo1<«t. a,=electron density, 7",=electron
temperature] in the M.H.D. regime can be described as a super-
position of Alfvén waves and Fast Magnetosonic waves with
random phases. (The Slow Magnetosonic mode is heavily damped
by thermal Landau-damping, and is therefore neglected). The
dominant process is wave-wave interactions (Davidson, 1972,
Ch. 13), which can be visualised as the decay of a wave a in two
waves p and y. Wave energy hoi and wave momentum hk are
conserved so that:

(12)

where vt and ft are related by the linear dispersion relation. The
exact expressions for the interactions between Alfvén and Fast
Magnetosonic waves are cumbersome (see for instance Akhiezer
et al., 1975a, p. 108), but can be simplified by the following ap-
proximations: (Mclvor, 1976)

1. The turbulence is considered to be isotropic, and the differ-
ence between Alfvén- and Fast Magnetosonic waves is neglected.
The approximate dispersion relation oj=ky,, (^ = J2/4nnrm i is
used.

2. Wavenumber space is divided into shells (octaves) around
radial wavenumbers A„=2"*o, where kn is some constant wave-
number

Taking only interactions between neighbouring octaves into
account one finds:

where Ax and Al are some constants.
In order to understand the physical meaning of these solutions,

we isolate from (14) the energy flow from octave n - 1 to octave n:

cl
(14)

where N„ is the total number of waves in octave n. and is defined
by:

N - w a v e e n e r 8 v density in octave n_ W„
" energy per wave ~hk„VA

(15)

(17)

From this we see that the first solution corresponds to a zero
energy flow, and the second to a constant energy flow towards
larger wavenumbers. This second solution is the magnetohydro-
dynamic analogue of the Kolmogorov inertiai-range spectrum of
hydrodynamical turbulence (Raudkivi and Callender, 1975, Ch. 4).
This inertial range spectrum N„~k~V2 was predicted by Kraich-
nan (1965) on dimensional arguments, and has since been cor-
roborated by analytical calculations of Nakano (1976) from the
M.H.D.-cquations of an incompressible fluid, and numerical cal-
culations by Pouquet(1976). An advantage of Mclvor's approach
is that it can be applied to a compressible, collisionless plasma,
end therefore incorporates Fast Magnetosonic perturbations,
which is more appropriate in view of the physical conditions in
extragalactic radiosources. A disadvantage is, that it can only be
applied to weak turbulence.

To complete the model for the turbulence we must include
sources and sinks of turbulence:

(18)

Here a„ is a (linear) damping coefficient which will be specified
in paragraph IV, Tn represents the nonlinear interactions between
the octaves, and is given by the right hand side of (14), and Q,
represents the excitation of turbulence by macro-instabilities, such
as the Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Their
importance in the evolution of extragalactic radio sources has
been pointed out by Blake (1972).

III. Fermi Acceleration

The effect of isotropic plasma turbulence on (relativistic) par-
ticles is described by (Tsytovich, 1977, p. 291):

i) is a measure for the interaction strength, which can be estimated
to be O.S, and Um is the energy density of the ambient magnetic
field: Un==B*ISn.

where p is the particle momentum, v the particle velocity and Dp

a diffusion coefficient (Dp=({Ap)2}/At, whi.re Ap is the small
change in momentum experienced by a particle during each
interaction with the turbulence] in momentum space. Equation
(19) shows that stochastic acceleration always exhibits a diffusive
term apart from the systematic acceleration.

The most complete treatment of acceleration of charged par-
ticles by small amplitude M.H.D. turbulence has been given by
Kulsrud and Ferrari (1971). They arrive at:

D^p2 Jd'fc J duri(«>, k„,p, v)/(ft, Ü)). (20)

Here I{k, m) is the correlation of the components of magnetic
field fluctuations of frequency to and wave-vector k along the
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ambient (man) field Bo, and is defined by:

(21)

Here the random-phase approximation has been used (Davidson,
1972, p. 13£>), Equation (20) is derived under the assumption that
the wavelength A of the turbulence is much longer than the cyclo-
tron radius of the particles:

A= l5>^=£!±£. (22)

Furthermore in deriving (20) it is assumed that the particle dis-
tribution is kept isotropic by pitch angle scattering, i.e. a constant
redistribution of the direction of the particle momentum on a
time scales smaller than x~p*ID,, the typical timescale for ac-
celeration; The pitch angle «is defined as a=arc cos (p • Bo/«?o).
Then the diffusion coefficient in pitch angle is given by:

v = - " — • ' , (23)
2 A\

where 4a is the small change in pitch angle which a particle'gets
during each interaction, and At the period between two inter-
actions. I

In our case pitch angle scattering arises through resonant
interactions with Alfvén-waves having wavelengths X~RC (Went-
zel, 1974).

y (o>, ktl, p, v) the denotes the contribution of fluctuations with
frequency cu and wavenumber ft to Dp for a given value of v.
In the care where

In a plasma with u strong magnetic field both the Alfven- and
Fast Magnetosonic mode have equipartition of kinetic- and mag-
netic energy, so that magnetic energy density in the turbulence
within octave n is given by i hk„ VAN,. Furthermore the turbulence
is considered to be isotropic, so the field fluctuations along the
mean field contain 1/3 of the magnetic energy density. Using the
approximate dispersion relation m=kVA we find from (21):

(27)

Within a factor of order unity we can estimate D, from (20), (25),
and (27), replacing the integral over ft by a sum over all octaves n:

(28)

Finally, adding the effect of particle losses and injection (cf.
Eq. 3) to Eq. (19) we arrive at the following equation for the
distribution function of relativistic particles:

y(o>, it,,, p, v) becomes (Kulsrcd and Ferrari, 1971, Eq. 9)

(24)

(25)

This expression is independent of v, and of such a form that the
acceleration has a Fermi-like energy dependence (cf. Eqs. 19 and
20):

(26)

(26)

for relativist»; particles (E~pc).
However the physical process is quite different from Fermi's

original mechanism in that it is a resonant process with the
modified Cherenkov-condition o>-£„!>„=<) (Achterberg, 1978).
This resonance condition gives rise to the first inequality (24).
The second condition in (24) means that the mean free path
/ s D/V for the pitch angle scattering is longer than the wave length
of the fluctuations, so that any resonance can take place at all.
We will assume that pitch angle scattering is sufficiently effective
to keep the particle distributie» isotropic, and to satisfy the
second inequality in (24).

From Eqs. (26) and (21) it also follows that only Fast Magneto-
sonic waves contribute to this form of Fermi acceleration, because
Alfvên-waves do not have a magnetic field component BJ along
the ambient field 80.

We will now incorporate the turbulence theory of the pre-
ceding paragraph into Kulsrud and Ferrari's theory of Fermi-ac-
celeration.

dl A !« JÏ,[E>mE, i)]

where a is given by (cf. Eqs. 2 and 26):

(29)

(30)

The factor i in the second term on the right hand side of (29) is
typical for Fermi-acceleration (Melrose, 1978). Expression (30)
for a is the analogue of expression (11) as used by Burn. Its
physical content, however, is quite different. In Burns expression

IV. The Dbsi|ntioo of the Turbulence

The dissipation of the turbulence comes from two sources:
a) thermal damping by the "background plasma";
b) energy loss due to work done by the turbulence ia acceler-

ating particles...
The background plasma in an extragalactic object should be

considered collisionless, the mess^free path of thermal particles
due to Coulomb-collisions being cf the same order of magnitude
as the dimensions of the radio source. The appropriate type of
dissipation for the Fast Magnetosonic mode is Landau-damping:
(Akhiezer,1975b,p.246):

VIk sin'g j Vi
f
A |cos fl| CXP L~2 V£ o

(31)
* v 8 m, VA

where

cos 0 = ( * ' i
m, = electron mass; m , = i o n mass

K, = (kTJm,)m, electron thermal velocity.

Since the Fast Magnetosonic mode is responsible for the acceler-
ation, we will take an average of (3!) over the angle 6 ÜS our
thermal damping in each octave:

VA, (32)

V

Is
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where 5 (VJK,,) is given by.

and Ei(X)ïs j

(33)

is the exponential integral of the first

order (see for instance Arflcen, 1970, p. 472),
The (lamping of turbulence in octave n due to Fermi-acceler-

ation is

r • \al f

where <d£/A>B=(«/12)(^/c(/B)ftft,?Nn£ is the contribution of
octave n to the acceleration (Eq. 30). Boundary terms in Energy-
space have been neglected. Then, using definition (3) for the
total energy density Vp in relativistic part ies , we find;

(34)

V. Model, Results and Interpretation

The combined behaviour of turbulence and relativistic electrons
is described by:

dff_ d m a & . , „
a» ~ " dE 4 BE2 T'

(35a)

A. The Steady-slate Solution

From Eqs. (35a) and (35b) we cai terive the following two
equations:

(38a)

(38b)

In deriving (38a) we have used (35f). In Eq. (38b) r. is the constant
input rate into turbulence;

' (»)

(40)

which expresses the fact that nonlinear interactions redistribute
energy between octaves, and hence do not change the total energy
density.

Together with expression (35b) for a this set of equations can
be solved in the steady-state. , .

The steady-state solution of (35a) can be approximated by a
power law for £>£„.!, where Emi„ is the energy where the lower
boundary condition is applied.

and wu have used definition (37) for U,,
Furthermore we have used

(35b)

(35c)

(35d) where:

)= T . ')EdE

(35e)

(350

y< = —z-x

V(E, £„)=

b^k) E<EB

(42)

Here we have introduced the variable F„ by

so that the total energy density in turbulence is given by:

U,= Um = i 1/2 Um

(36)

(37)

For (41) to be a good approximation we must have EmJEB

<\. This means that the boundary term at £=*£„,,„ in (38a) is
neglected (see the Appendix for a further discussion of the in-
fluence of the boundary conditions on the solution).

We will assume that the particle distribution extends to in-
finite energies.

Within this approximation Eq. (38a) is solved by:

RE0T (43)

where we have used that the interval A„k in fc-space for octave n
is given by 4„*=i fik.. In the expression for L, we have used " h e r e , , ^ » t o n f i n e d t 0 v a l u e s s m a l i e r t h a n uni ty- i n o r d e r t 0

>j=0.5[cf. Eq. (14)]. keep Up finite.
This result could also have been obtained by neglecting the

This set of equations differs from those used by Burn, in that boundary terms in Eq. (38a). From Eq. (38b) we find in the steady
an explicit expression for the acceleration efficiency in terms of a state:
turbulent energy density per wavenumber Fn is used, and damping
by the thermal background plasma is taken into account. We
note that for spectra F„ that decay more slowly towards large values
ofk than Fn~kï* the greatest contribution to o comes from large
k-values.

(44)
.4
11

1 -.1
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or equivalently, using (35b):

(45b)

Combining Eqs, (44) and (45) we find the following expression
for the steady-state value of Vp when a7"< 1

where:

v_24 m. c . (VA\ Um

it m, K,s \ ^ c / /J£07"

Upon substituting (46) in Eq. (45b) we find:

(46)

(47)

(48)

We will now consider two cases;

I.X4»

aT=sHRE0+s).
(49)

In this case the index y> of the high energy tail of the electron
distribution only depends on the ratio RBJe of the input-rates
into particles and turbulence respectively:

>-=+z 125+16
/

(50)

This corresponds to the case considered by Burn; the damping
of the turbulence is mainly due to Fermi acceleration:

m, l+8/fi£0
«1. (51)

Almost all energy supplied to the turbulence goes into particle
acceleration:

H.XS>l,e/RE0

(52)

24 m, _c_
it m( K̂

Now the steady-state value of the index y» is strongly dependent
[through X( VA,V„, {/„)] on the physical conditions in the source:

(53)

Thermal damping of the turbulence is most important:

The following remarks regarding these steady state solutions
should be made:

1. The Eqs. (38) are in fact equations for "integral" quantities
Ut and {/,. Therefore the steady state values of these quantities
(and »T) are only dependent on e and RE0, and not on the pre-
cise form of the source terms in the equations for the particle
distribution N(E, t) and the turbulence spectrum F„(k).

2, Analytical calculation of the steady solution has only been
possible because the dependence of thé damping coefficients ai
and <rf on fc„ is the same in this model. When the thermal damping
of the turbulence is of a different nature the term coming from
£ «Jfc„F, in general will not reduce to the form £ fc»Fn, and the
n "

set of Eqs. (38) cannot be solved, without knowing the detailed
form of the spectrum F„ and a numerical solution would be
necessary.

0. Numerical Calculations

A numerical case study of the set of Eqs. (35) was made, with i
twofold purpose:

a) to ascertain the stability of steady-state solutions;
b) to study the evolution of the system, including synchrotron

losses.
The existence and stability of the steady-state solutions ob-

tained in the preceding paragraph is hot obvious. One is dealing
with a set of coupled equations, which are nonlinear.

The Eqs. (35) were integrated towards a steady-state under
the following assumptions:

1. At the beginning of integration no energetic electrons are
present: N(E, t)=0;

2. As boundary conditions we take:

iV<£m,n)=Af(£™.)=0.
The significance of these conditions on the solution is discussed
in the Appendix.

3. Turbulence, on the other hand, is assumed to be already
present. The values of F„ at 1=0 are chosen to be those of the
steady state solution of (35c) with <r£=0, which was also obtained
numerically.
The boundary conditions for F„ are:

a) Fn=0 for k<k0, since we do not expect much turbulent
energy oh length scales comparable or larger than (he dimension
D of the source (Ar0=D _,).

b) F„=0 for k >&„„. This corresponds to a strong dissipation
for k>km„. The spectra obtained for F„ are not very sensitive
to this boundary condition since the damping <T„ included in the
model cuts off the spectrum at values of k<S fcma>.

4. The energy input into turbulence at a fixed rate e is assumed
to take'place at a fixed wavenumber k0. According U> Ei\. (39)
the source term Q, in Eq. (35c) is then given by:

(54)

We want to point out here that when aT< 1 all systems with the
same values of the parameters X and «/J?£o will exhibit the same
value for y> in the steady state. When X< 1 it only depends on
the dunensionless parameter e/RE0.

From (51) and (54) one sees, that the parameter X is a measure
for the importance of Landau damping of the turbulence relative
to the energy loss by Fermi acceleration.

C = 0 f o r n * 0 .
(55)

5. The properties of the background plasma are assumed to be
constant.
The values used for the various parameters are listed in Table 1.

In all cases the integration converged towards a steady state.
The values obtained for the various quantities (such as oiT and
t/p) in these numerical calculations in the steady state agree with
the analytical values within'an error of 15%.

i 1
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LEGEND
D-e-l.E-24
O - B - S . E - 3 4
fi-e-l.C-23
+ -S-5.E-23
x-e-J.E-22

*T=

0-0 «•« 5-0

£*=?..3 10"

T =10" s
t/,,=3.98 10"10 erg/cm"3 («=10* G)
fc10lo1

i/
=EaJE0=5 10 * •

In Fig. 1 the values found for y> are plotted as a function of
E/RE0 for various values of e. The dotted line indicates relation
(SO) between y> and c/K£0.

For higher values of e (and RE0) the values of y, approach
this relation.

Around y> the values found in the numerical experiment again
diverge from the dotted line because of the finite value used for
Ci"1 =E0/EaM. In Fig. 2 «T is plotted as a function of l/„/£/„ for
various vhies of e. The curves nicely reflect relation (45b).

2i
y

(56)

For t/,^l/?"°=(24/n)(e/K,)(m>1)«(»'V^)l/», the values
found for <xT are constant, and only dependent on c and the
properties of the background plasma. When UPP t/j?1" one finds

T T / l /
The evolution of the system described by the Eq. (35) was

studied, including synchrotron losses. For a consistent calculation
we must include these losses into Eq, (35a):

(57)

Fig. 1. Inden y, as a function of E /A£ , for various values of
c (ergcm"3 s~l)

Table 1.

where;

0=2.368 10~3B2 sin2 fl erg"1 s">,

and:

8=angle between electron velocity and magnetic field
(We will put sinJ ff=2/3) (Pacholczyk, 1970, p. 86).

The emitted power P is given by:

i>= J' PE1N{ (58)

As an example the evolution of Che turbulence spectrum F„ is
shown in Fig. 3, for the case E = 1 0 ~ " erg cm"3 s~' and B/RE0

—0.373. At the beginning of the calculation we have Vp=0, and
the damping of the turbulence is due to the background plasma.
When particles are injected and accelerated the turbulence is
damped at the higher wavenumbers. Around the wavenumber fcu

where the energy is injected into turbulence (octave number 0),
the spectrum Fn is unaffected, and has an inertia! range.

Using Eqs. (16), (J7), (36), and (55) we find for these wave-
numbers:

F.=
8

(32-2|/2)"2Vü,
(59)

This inertial range spectrum, having a constant energy flow E,
will continue until a wavenumber kc is reached. Here the linear
damping 2anFm becomes of the same order as the nonlinear wave-
wave interactions described by the term L„ in Eq. (35c). Using
(59) to estimate /.„ (see 35d) and Eq. (35e) one can estimate the
cutoff wavenumber k,:

4lS{v
\"fi

^+JLÏ
(60)

This cutoff wavenumber will decrease, when the energy density
of the particles Uf increases during the evolution of the system,
as is indicated in Fig. 3.

The correspondingevolution of the particle distribution N(E, t)
is shown in Fig. 4. The distribution fills up during integration
and reaches the power law form as given by Eq. (41). The low
energy part of the distribution is retained only for computational
purposes. It does not contribute significantly to the energy density
£/,.

Near £min there is a small deviation due to the boundary con-
dition K(EMa)-0.

The steepening of the distributions at higher energies is mainly
due to synchrotron losses. The energy, at which these losses be-

\
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Fig. 2. a r as a function of £/,,/1/„
from the numerical calculations.
The curves reflect the theoretical
result (56)
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o-T- 1000
4-T- 5000
+ -T-20000

0-0 2-D i-O fl-0 0-0 10-0 12-0 14-0 19-0 1S-0 20'0
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44444444444:
44444444444.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the turbulence spectrum; T denotes the time Kg. 4. Evolution of the electron distribution. Injection takes
since beginning of integration, and is measured in units of 1.06 Id's place at In £/£„,„=19
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0-0 S<« 10-0 l$<0 30-0 »>0 30-0 55-0
ti.ra« In units of l.«4 yr

Fig. 5. Evolution of aT, t/p/C/m «ml
/•(erg cm ~3 s ~') as a function of time
in the case e//{£0-0.375,
e=I0""e rgcm"*s" !

corns important can be estimated by comparing them to Fermi bution in Eq. (58), neglecting the contribution of the energy range
acceleration: E<E0, one finds: (in the steady state)

so one finds an energy.

where:

a_12= in units of 10" '2 s "

B.t =Bia units of 10"* G.

In Fig. 5 the time evolution of aT, Vp\Vm and the power P
emitted in synchrotron radiation are shown. One sees that aT
decreases when Vr (and consequently P) increases due to the
stronger damping of the turbulence.

The time it takes the system to reach a steady state is approx-
imately:

< , = i / n | i . (62)

the time needed for an electron to travel from the injection energy
Eo to the energy £,, where the distribution is cut off by synchro-
tronlosses.

In the case {^^{/"'"(Jf^l) we have according to Eq. (49)
a"'=/l£o/e+1 and we find:

(63)

Since the dependence of /, on £, is logarithmic, we see that ejRE0

and Tare the relevant parameters in determining r,. In the case
considered in Figs. 3-5 we have «T~0.23, e//?E0=0.375,
tnEJE<,~9 and r = 1 0 " s and one finds: f,=3.3 1013 s^
This value agrees very well with the numerical result.

The power P of the emitted synchrotron radiation can be
estimated by assuming the electron distribution is given by (41),
and extends to £=:£, as defined by (61). Substituting this distri-

M^)v>2 y><3

V> = 3

y>>3

(*»)

The estimates (56) agree with the values found in the numerical
calculations within a factor 2. These values are listed in Table ?.
for the cass s=10"M erg cm"3 s~';

For the model to be relevant y/e must have E0/E,<il, so the
efficiency P/RE0 of converting isjected particle energy into syn-
chrotron radiation will be low.

In Fig. 6 the time evolution of the system is shown fort/REo=6.

From the values listed in Table 2 it can be seen that the total
energy density U, of the turbulence is approximately constant
(for a given value of e). This is due to the fact that for a spectrum
F„ as given by Eq. (59) V, is determined by the level of turbulence
at the smallest wavenumbera! around k=k0:

This means no significant correlation will exist between (/, and «,
which is determined by the level of turbulence at the highest
wavenumbers. Burn's assumption ct~U, therefore is invalid.
Using Eq. (35b) and (59) one finds:

24Q/2-1)
(66)

VI. Physical Conditions in KtiUosources

The following remarks should be made in regard of the physical
conditions in radio sources and the various quantities of the model.

'M
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, Tor the case elRE0=6
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Table 2

0.375
0.75
1.50
3.00
6.00

«r
0.23
0.35
0.48
0.61
0.71

8.75 50"
5.08 10"
3.1110"
1.97 10-
1.2610"

VJVm

1 0.2054
' 0.2095
1 0.2121
* 0.2136
1 0.2146

/•(ergernis"1)

3.510""
3.910""
6.5 10"26

1.1 1 0 " "
i .410""

erg

a) The energy input into turbulence should be larger than the
synchrotron emissivily per unit volume, in order to sustain the
electron distribution against synchrotron losses. A "typical"
radio source emits ttC-lO*5 erg s~* from a volume of 10" cm3,
corresponding to s^lO'^-lO"2 1 ergon"3 s"1.

b) In this model we have assumed that the relativistic electrons
undergo frequent pitch angle scattering to keep the distribution
isotropic. This pitch angle scattering is caused by resonant inter-
action with short wavelength M.H.0. waves, with resonance
condition fc, V,—G,=0; Qc=eBjE. Only electrons with an energy
larger than micVA are able to satisfy this condition. This is con-
siderably larger than the electron thermal energy', so we must
assume pre-acceleration to take place, injecting electrons into this
energy range.

c) The timescale for diffusion should be chosen to be 7"= D/ VA,
where D is the dimension of the radio source. This corresponds
to the situation thai; particles undergo frequent pitch angle scat-
tering by M.H.D. waves, and are locked in the wavefield moving
with the Alfvén velocity (Skilling, 1975). For D= 1 kpc and
K«=7 10" cm/s one finds T~4.41011 s.

VII. Conclusions

In this Paper, I have attempted to demonstrate that:
a) for a reasonable model of weak magnetohydrodynamic

turbulence waves with the shortest wavelengths are most effective
in accelerating electrons with a Fermi-like mechanism. This re-

sult agrees with Kuijpers' suggestion in the case of Fermi-acceler-
ation by a Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence (1978).

b) A steady state will be reached in which the turbulence
maintains a power-law distribution of relativistic electrons against
escape losses.

c) Only if the total energy density of the relativistic electrons
exceeds a minimum value, the index y» of this power law in the
high energy tail of the distribution will depend only on the ratio
cf injected energy into turbulence and relativistic electrons, and
in Burn's result valid.

d) This minimum value for the energy density is determined
by the dissipation of turbulence by the background plasma.

e) When the energy density of the relativistic electrons exceeds
this minimum value, almost all energy supplied to the turbulence
goes into particle acceleration. Otherwise the turbulence merely
heats the background plasma.
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Appendix

As a steady-state solution of Eq. (35a) we try:

It turns out there are two possible values for y:

(Al)

We now can solve (35a) for E<E0 and E>EB and connect the
two solutions by requiring:

a) continuity of N(E)

)±( (A3)

which can be found by integrating the original equation, and
using condition a).

As boundary conditions we take:

N(£ )=m for £=£„„,<£•„

JV(£)=Ofor£-.oo.

The solution then reads:

m +B©"
(A4)

where:

v

1 + CÏ»

Only values of y> >2 (iT<\) are allowed in order to keep Up

finite. In thnt case y> — y< > 5 and all terms involving Ü1* "•' * can
be neglected with respect to unity.

We then have:

B=-
«7

f9+
(A5)

We now consider the influence of the boundary condition
N(EmiJ=mon solution (A4) and the coupled system of Eqs. (38).
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The energy leaking per unit time across the lower boundary significantly to the energy density Up, which is the important
E=EMn is of the order aE^m, as can be seen from (38a). When parameter in determining a from the set of coupled Eqs. (38),
we compare this with the energy RE0 injected at E=E0, we see We note here, that it is possible to have a (differential) particle
that this leaking i» negligible as long as: density N(EmlJ> N(Eo)^RIEoa, and still satisfy condition (A6).

P Since we are interested in the case of a constant energy supply
m 4 ~ {E0IBminf. (A6) as a function of time we have put m=0 in the numerical calcula-

"*• tions.
When this condition is satisfied we can neglect the term involving Similar conclusions can be drawn when we apply an upper
m in the expression (AS) for C, This means that for £ > £ 0 the boundary condition JV(£)=Q for £=£„ ,„ . This makes values
particle distribution is given to a very good approximation by 1 £y* 3 2 possible, but does not produce a significant deviation
(41), which corresponds to the solution with m = 0 (note that in Jhe high energy tail of the distribution from (41) as long as
y» > 2). A deviation from solution (41) will occur at the low energy £o/£m., < t •
tail ( £ « £ 0 ) of the distribution, but as long as condition (A6) A solution with K=0 and m # 0 is also possible, but will be
remains satisfied this part of the distribution does not contribute treated elsewhere.
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CHAPTER III.

QN THE NATURE OF SMALL AMPLITUDE FERMI ACCELERATION.

It is shown that "Fermi acceleration" by small
amplitude magnetohydrodynamic wave turbulence in a
strong magnetic field by Kulsrud and Ferrari (1971)
and "Stochastic magnetic pumping" by Hall and Sturrock
(1976a) and "Acceleration by transit-time-damping" as
calculated by Fisk (1976) are all equivalent to a
calculation of the quasi-linear diffusion of particles
in momentum space due to the interaction with fast
magnetosonic waves at the Cherenkov resonance
u - kzvz = 0 .

The precise conditions for which this process is
efficient are discussed, and the objections of Eichler
(1979) against Fermi acceleration under astrophysical
conditions are shown not to be very relevant in very
tenuous plasma's with (3 = 8TTP/B < nig/mj .

Keywords: Fermi acceleration,
Magnetosonic waves,
Quasi-linear theory.

1. Introduction

It has been shown by Hall and Sturrock (1967a) and
by Kulsrud and Ferrari (1971) that charged particles
can be accelerated by magnetohydrodynamic turbulence
having wavelengths long compared with the gyration
radii of the particles.

The mean acceleration rate is approximately that of
the original Fermi mechanism (Fermi 1949):

< g > « P O) §
where E denotes particle energy, and p particle "è,
momentum. "-'.t

Similar conclusions were reached by Fisk (1976) who ,;J|
discussed the acceleration of energetic particles in '%
the Solar Wind. :|

However, the method of calculation and the .af
assumptions used by the various authors differ, and f
the relationship with standard quasi-linear theory is :'M
not always obvious. S
The existence of a Fermi-like acceleration mechanism %
is important for the in situ acceleration of electrons I
to a power law distribution in extragalactic radio
sources (Burn 1975; De Young 1976; Blandford and Rees
1978; Achterberg 1979 and Eilek 1979), and second-
phase acceleration in Solar Flares (Melrose 1974;
Ramaty 1979).

It has been noted by Eichler (1979) that from
Equation (1) a non-relativistic particle gains kinetic
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energy 2c/v times faster than a relativistic
particle. He concluded that most turbulent energy
would be expended in accelerating near-thermal
particles, making Fermi acceleration rather in-
efficient for the acceleration of relativistic
particles.
We will show thai: this conclusion is modified when the
precise conditions under which particles can be
accelerated by this mechanism are taken into account.

In Section II the quasi-linear theory of particle
acceleration is briefly reviewed, in Sect. Ill the
different types of relevant waves are discussed and in
Sect. IV the consequences for particle acceleration
under astrophysical conditions are discussed.

II. Particle acceleration: quasi-linear theory

We consider the motion of a charged particle in a
magnetised plasma. It is assumed that there are
turbulent fluctuations in the magnetic field with
wavelengths X = 2ir/k which are long compared with
the gyration radius of the particle.

We take the magnetic field along the z-axis of a
cartesian coordinate system. In this case, the
equations of motion for the particle can be written
(Sivukhin 1965):

dp, pĵ  f 3B 3B -v

— + v z - —
<• 3t 3z ;

(2)

= — — + v z . —
dt 2B <• 3t dz

dp p, 3B

dt 2B dz

Here pj.,pz are the components of the particle
momentum perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic
field, and B is the magnitude of the field. We now
assume the turbulent fluctuations in the field are
weak, i.e.:

I " Bo lz
 + 1 T > llT| < < Bo O )

Then we can consider the turbulent magnetic field
]J* as a superposition of plane waves. Because of its
fast gyratiog around the mean magnetic field Bo at a
frequency £2 = |q|B„c/E , where q and c are the
particle charge and the velocity of light respectively
the field B_™ experienced by the particle in its un-
perturbed orbit contains oscillatory terms in the
phase $ of a Fourier component B^(k,w) :

VI jit ™~ """

* = *o + \ v
z

t + kJ~¥ s i n ^ t) ~ u t . and can be
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written:

BT (X,t) = | dk dw BT(k,u) exp (i

- i -±- B^k.w) (4)

exp i (<}>0 + k z v z t - ut + sJJ t)

where we have expanded the oscillatory term in the
phase in terms of a sum over Bessel functions Js of
order s .

In Equation (4) X now denotes the radiusvector of
the unperturbed orbit of the particle, and kj_ and kz
the components of the wave-vector perpendicular and
parallel to the mean magnetic field.

The Lorentz force q (v x ~&) / c will have a
similar dependence exp I i<|>0 + i (kzvz - to + s'Ji ) t ]
where in general s' differs from s due to the extra
dependence on the gyro phase angle introduced by v
into the Lorentz force. Only waves which satisfy
a) - kzvz + s'JJ* = 0 will be able to exert a net
force on the particle which does not vanish due to
phase mixing. We consider fluctuations with kvz/fl* < I
so that only the s = 0 resonance will contribute. As
can be seen from Equation (2), dpj_/dt « ID - kzvz ,
which implies that px is constant during interaction
with waves at the s = 0 (Cherenkov) resonance.

The slow time evolution of a particle distribution
f(pi,pz) due to wave-particle interactions in the
usual quasi-linear approximation is then given by
(Hall and Sturrock 1967b ; Melrose 1968, eq. 176) :

(Pi,p

3t

3f (pL,pJ
(5)

where the diffusion coefficient D z = < Apz
2 > / 2At

can be calculated from the second Equation (2) to be:

+00

dk du k

Details of such a calculation can be found in the above 'A
references, and will not be repeated here. In Equation ^{\
(6) we have defined a correlator I(k,iü) for the /!
Fourier component |BT(k,ü))| of the fluctuations in '4
the magnitude of the magnetic field: 1

< |B (k,ü))| |B (k' ,(*)') I > = '?

36 = Bo
z Kk.u) 6<k + k') Ö(Ü) + ID') (7) §



where we have made the usual random phase approximation
and < > denotes an ensemble-average.
Equation (6) corresponds to Eq. 23 in Hall and Sturrock
(1967a), generalised to a three-dimensional wave
spectrum, i.e. kj. ?* 0 ,
These authors call this acceleration mechanism
"stochastic magnetic pumping". The following remarks
regarding their results should be made;

a) They derive the equivalent of (6) assuming disturb-
ances with kj_ = 0 . As will be shown below this
does not correspond to a normal mode of the plasma.

b) The mean change in any quantity K(pj_,pz) due to
this process can be calculated to be (Melrose 1968,
eq. 178):

which immediately yields < dpĵ /dt > = 0 as was to
be expected from the discussion above. Nevertheless
they find a non-zero value which cannot be correct.
Furthermore their value of < dp /dt > is only
correct if 31 (k_,co)/3w = 0 , which is usually not
satisfied.

Of course wave-particle interactions with s f 0
(gyro-resonances) do change pj_ , and additional terms
appear in Eq. (5) describing the resultant diffusion in
perpendicular momentum. The waves causing these inter-
actions generally have wavelengths of the order of the
particle gyration radius, in contrast to the fluctua-
tions considered here. Note that in that case particle
motion no longer can be described by Eq. (2) and one
must use the full Lorentz Force equations, instead of
the "gyro-center approximation" which is implicit in
(2).

Kulsrud and Ferrari (1971) introduce additional
scattering in the pitch angle a = cos"1 (pz/p) , which
keeps the particle distribution isotropic against the
anisotropic diffusion in momentum space given by Eq. \
(5), whithout changing particle energy. The change in ;'•
the magnitude of the particle momentum is given by ••;
Ap = (3p/3pz) Ap • pApz , where y = cos a . The ;
corresponding diffusion coefficient D p = < Ap

2/2At > I
is therefore given by D_ = y 2D z . Changing the I
variables to p and y in (5) , assuming an isotropic j|
distribution Of/3p * 0) and averaging the resulting |
equation over \i we find: $

where D p = i ƒ dy y2 Dz(p,y) .
-oo

I
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Using Equation (6) and performing the integration over
VI this reduces to:

D
P

Here we have approximated the zero order Bessel func-
tion by unity since its argument is small by assumption
This expression corresponds to Eq. 9 of Kulsrud and
Ferrari,

They call the process described by (9) and (10)
"Fermi acceleration". Since the pitch-angle scattering
and the averaging procedure t>re introduced beforehand
in their treatment, the purely resonant character of
the mechanism was not clear.

The mean energy change of a particle is given by an
expression analogous to Equation (8) (Tsytovich 1977,
p. 290):

which is a good approximation when | to/k v | « 1 , or
when the particles are relativistic ( y = E/mc2 » 1 ).
It then has the same energy dependence as the original
Fermi mechanism, < dE/dt > = p .

I
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III. The relevant wave modes; wave damping

We now must determine which low frequency, long
wavelength hydronsagnetic waves can accelerate particles
through this mechanism. For small amplitude waves the
fluctuation in the magnitude of the magnetic field,
j BT(k,u>) | = | B + B^k.üO | ~ B , is equal to
BT

?(k,w) to first~order in e = |BX/Bj « 1 .
Ttus"~means that only waves which compress the magnetic
field give rise to acceleration. This leaves only the
slow- and fast magnetosonic waves, Alfvln waves merely
bend the field lines, without compressing them, and
have (Bx . JJ„) = 0 . They therefore do not accelerate
particles by this mechanism.
We will concentrate on the case of a low f3 plasma
(B => 8TT ni<T / Bz , where K is the Boltzmann constant
and T the plasma temperature). The slow magnetosonic
wave then becomes the electrostatic ion-acoustic wave,
which is strongly damped in an isothermal plasma. The
fast magnetosonic wave has a dispersion relation
ü)2 - k2v^z = 0 , where v^ = B/(4irnm£)3 is the Alfvén
velocity.

Landau damping of the fast mode will be small when
the Alfvën velocity is less than the electron thermal
velocity, i.e. when 3 < mg/mi (see below). The phase
velocity of the slow mode, cs = (K Te/m£)5 is always
smaller than the electron thermal velocity so that
electron Landau damping is always important while ion
Landau damping is important when T e - Tj ,

Using the relation W ^ k ) = -4- { |B(k)|2

Ej(k) j ^ji for the

energy density of the fast magnetosonic waves in wave-
number space in terms of the dielectric tensor E£•
and the Fourier components of the magnetic- and
electric fields, and wave polarization, one can easily
prove the following relation:

I B T
z(k) I' k.2

 M
= 1 — tT(k) (12)

8TT kz

On the other hand, this is also given by:

du I(fc,(o) (13)

.

8ir Sir J <i

;§
Since the waves have to satisfy the dispersion relation I
and since I(k,(u) = I(-k,-ui) , ti)(-k) = "w(k) , we 'I
arrive^at the following correspondence between I(k,(»))
and

2 8irWM(k) ( s II

k z
 B O

Z yK AJ AJi i
(14) j
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Substituting this in Eq. (6), combining positive and
negative frequencies together, we get:

IT Pj_
k) 6(kv. - k v )

Z 2.'

(15)

kj = OAs can be seen from Eq. (14) I(k_,w) = 0 if
and only waves propagating at a finite angle with
respect to the magnetic field contribute.
The resonance condition kv^ - kgvz = 0 means that
only particles with velocities in excess of the Alfvén
velocity can resonate with the waves.

The damping of the fast magnetosonic waves can now
be obtained from an argument of detailed balancing.
Quasi-linear theory conserves total energy:

ƒ d£ E || + -^ ƒ dk tf*(k) = 0 , with || given by

3$*(k) M
(4). Putting —jr-=- = - Y(k).W"(k) and using Eq.
(15), we obtain for the damping rate y(k) :

(16)

When a Maxwellian distribution is substituted in (16)
one finds the expression for collisionless thermal
damping by electrons (Akhiezer et al. I975, p. 246):

.th

where

exp
2vte

2cos26

• kv.

v t e = (KTe/me)J
cos 6 (k.BJ

(17)

the electron thermal velocity

/ kB0 = kz/k .

Thermal damping by protons is negligible when £ « 1 .
Damping due to an isotropic distribution of relativist-
ic particles can be calculated to be:

40

Y - T ~ 1 -

cos e
kv.

M
(18)

where: Up = ƒ 4ir p
2 dp E f (p) = energy-density

relativistic particles
UM E Bo2/8ir = energy-density magnetic field.

An expression analogous to (18) for damping of fast
magnetosonic waves due to Fermi acceleration of rela-
tivistic particles was derived by Achterberg (1979).

As shown by Stix (1962) this damping is the magnetic
analogue of Landau damping, as can be seen from the
second Eqtl. (2), and is called "transit time demping".
Fisk (1976) uses an equation equivalent to Eq. (9) to
describe the acceleration of particles in the inter-
planetary medium by fast magnetos^-nic waves, and calls
this "acceleration by transit time damping".



IV. Small amplitude Fermi acceleration under astro-
physical conditions

In this section i we will investigate [under which
conditions the acceleration mechanism outlined in the
previous section is important. We will concentrate on
three points: . {

a) The need for efficient redistribution of the pitch
angles of accelerated particles,

b) The efficiency oi: the mechanism in accelerating
relativistic particles compared with heating of the
thermal (electron) plasma,

c) A comparison with acceleration by other waves, in
particular Alfvén waves at the gyro-resonances

a) The. redistribution of the pitch angle

The fact that pi remains constant during accelera-
tion by fast magnetosonic waves at the s = 0 re-
sonance means that: the pitch-angle! a of a particle
will change with particle kinetic energy T = E - me 2

according to: ) ;

I sin ot|

|sin a|

1//T

1/T

non-relativisitic particles

reiativistic particles

Since D z « sin" a it follows that particles will
not be able to gain much energy by this mechanism be-
cause particles diffusing to higher energy see a
drastically reduced value of D z . : 1 j

The mean energy gain
Eq. ( 8 ) : ji |

< dT > = _±_ f r
dt 3p, A

< j7 > can beicalculated,fromat

(20)

Using Eq. (15), and assuming for simplicity an iso-
tropic distribution of magnetosonic waves, we find:

< § > - i
2v.2 - v 2 ̂A z_

V 2 - V 2
(21)

This means that on average only particles with
VA < lvzl < ^2VA can 8 a i n energy from the waves.
These particles then1; increase |vz| according to Eq.
(19) and the energy gain diminishes. Of course the
diffusive nature of the motion of the paHicles in
momentum-space results in a continued redistribution ;

of energy even when < -r- > » 0-r-
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These arguments show that an efficient isotropiua-
tion of the accelerated particles is necessary on a
time-scale short compared with the typical time-scale
T = p 2/Dz associated with the Cherenkov accelera-
tion by magnetosonic waves. This will assure a con-
tinued net energy gain of the piarticles from the
waves. That there is a net energy gain is simply due
to the fact that the energy losis experienced by a
particle in the range |vj > /2 vA is less then thep
gain in the range < /2

Figure 1. - The mean energy gain of a •particle with a
velocity v = 5 V£ as a function of y . Particles in
the hatched region cannot resonate with the waves and

dT
dt

have > = 0

42
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This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where < -j- > is

at
plotted as a function of y - cos a as given by (21)
and (15) for a particle with velocity v = 5 v^ .

We therefore conclude that the assumption of an iso-
tropic particle distribution as used by Kulsrud and
Ferrari (1971) and in the previous section of this
paper is not merely convenient, but absolutely
necessary when acceleration or heating by long-wave-
length fast magnetosonic waves is to be a continuing
process (provided the generation of the waves also
continues).

Whether a non-thermal level of fast magnetosonic
waves will give rise to bulk heating of the electron
plasma, or to a true acceleration of a small fraction
of particles to high energy from the tail of the Max-
well distribution depends on the nature of the pitch



angle scattering. We consider near-thermal electrons
in a plasma with g i roe/mi (i.e. v^ £ v t e ) . If
Coulomb-collisions are frequent enough to keep near-
thermal electrons (v > v^ i vte) iso.tropic,, a
continued energy gain of the particles from the waves
will result. However the energy gained by the resonant
particles is efficiently shared with the rest of the
electrons through these same'Coulomb collisions. The
reason is that for an electron with energy near K T e
the tirae it takes to change tha pitch angle ex by an
amount Aa - a through Coulomb collisions, TQ , is
roughly the same as the time T ^ that it takes the
electron to lose most of its excess energy to the bulk
of the non-resonant, thermal electrons: To - TQ
(XrubniLkov 1965). In order to have a near isotropic
distribution of particles with v > v^ , we must have
Tp « Pz

z/Dz , so in the time it takes a resonant
electron to double its energy, it has already had
ample time to lose its excess energy with respect to
the thermal electrons through the Coulomb collisions.
The xssult is pure heating of the electron plasma,
without the formation of an extended supra-thermal
tail on the distribution: that is a simple temperature
increase.

Another possible scattering agent is a supra-therm-
al level of plasma waves, in particular whistlers,
short wavelength Alfvén waves or - fast magnetosonic
waves. As shown by Melrose (1974) an external origin
of these scattering waves is not necessary. In this
specific case small amplitude Fermi acceleration gives
rise to an excess momentum along the magnetic field.
Using the precise expressions for the growth rate due
to such an anisotropic distribution (Kennel and Wotig
1967;-Melrose 1968, eq. 160) one can show that only
circularly polarized waves propagating along the
magnetic field (kj_ *< 0) can be driven unstable once

1 3fthe anisotropy

A„

A = f 'dy exceeds some critical;

value A c . This instability has a resonance condition
U) - k? vu + n* = 0 , and electrons emit left-hand
polarized waves, while protons emit right-hand
polarized waves. This excludes whistlers in the case
of electrons, since they have the wrong polarization.
Electrons can generate short wavelength Alfvén- or
fast magnetosonic waves (to S J OJC£ < Si*) with the
approximate resonance condition kvy - 52* = 0 ,
provided that their energy E satisfies the injection
condition

(22)m.l
2

C
C l

ID

which follows from the obvious condition \]l\ < 1
Th h h l d i iThe threshold anisotropy

A » (Ü./JJ*) I 4 5 - 1 I
*• 3 In p |

low.

\ \
Ac can be estimated to be.

which i s in general quite

I

I"
i

i
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The emitted waves have wavelengths of the order of
the particle gyro radius.

Condition (22) for the electrons is far more
stringent than the condition v > v^ needed to satisfy
the Cherenkov resonance condition, which is
ü^ - kz vy = 0 for the long-wavelength magnetosonic
waves, and in general only (near) relativistic
electrons are able to satisfy it. (For protons it is
satisfied when v - 2 v^) •

When there is an external source of whistlers
S w

V I
ce

). electrons with velocities of order

v, can be scattered by these waves,

which again is a more stringent condition than v > v..
In either case now true acceleration, as opposed to

heating, can occur in a low 3 plasma,, since only supra-
thermal particles gain energy,

b) Acceleration of relativistia particles compared with
heating of thermal electrons

Sichler (1979) has suggested that Fermi acceleration
is not very efficient, since near-thermal electrons are
more efficiently heated than relativistic particles are
accelerated.

Assuming that the thermal electron distribution is
kept isotropic and Maxwellian by Coulomb collisions,
and the relativistic particles are kept isotropic by a
non-thermal level of short wavelength hydromagnetic
waves, we can directly calculate the ratio R of the
wave ensrgy put into heating and acceleration of
relativistic particles. This is just the ratio of the
respective damping rates given by (17) and (18), and
can be written:

R =
th

I IT
V -5T exP32 2vte

2cos2eJ vte
(23)

V

where no is the density of the thermal electrons.
This can be straightforwardly interpreted as R =
(fraction of thermal particles able to satisfy the
resonance condition) x (ratio efficiencies) x (ratio
kinetic energy-densities) .

This shows that in a low 3 plasma where v^ » vt

most wave energy will go into particle acceleration.
Taking cos 8 = | as a representative value this will
be the case when:

U > 2.A x 1O~2
P -3 "

(24)

where T6 is the electron temperature in units of
10 K, and B_3 is the plasma beta ia units of 10~

•si

1
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In extragalactic radio sources (T6 = 1 - 100)
magnetic field strengths are derived assuming equi-
partition, i.e. Up = Uy , since this minimises the
energy requirements for explaining the observed level
of synchrotron radiation of the relativistic electrons
(Moffet 1975). The field strengths derived this way are
of the order 10"1* - 10~6 G , The density of the therm-
al electrons in the source derived from depolarization
measurements is of order ne = 10~3 - 10""1* . This
gives the values 0 - 3.5 * 10~3 n_i, T6 B_E

2 and
vee = 3.4 x 10~8 s~l for the plasma (3 and the
electron-electron collision frequency respectively.

If we assume this to be approximately correct, it is
likely that condition (24) is satisfied in radio
sources with (3 < 0.05 . We emphasize again that pre-
acceleration or injection of the relativistic electrons
is necessary to ensure the possibility of efficient
pitch angle scattering, and that the small amplitude
Fermi mechanism is not capable of accelerating
particles from thermal energies.

It should be noted that the energy absorbed by the
near-thermal electrons will be less than given in Eq.
(23) if Coulomb collisions are not able to keep them
isotropic.
Their distribution will then relax quasi-linearly to a
situation where 3f/3pz is small.

In either case the near-thermal electrons will not
catch up with the relativistic electrons in velocity,
as was suggested by Eichler.
This is a consequence of eqs. (19) and (21).

c) Comparison with acceleration by skort-wavelength
waves

When the waves responsible for the pitch angle
scattering are generated externally, they will also
accelerate particles.
The pitch angle scattering rate can be calculated by
standard quasi-linear theory, and is given by (see f.i.
Jokipii 1971):

2At 8 " ' C25)

Here W(kz) dkz is the energy-density in the waves
with parallel wavenumber between k z and kz + dkz .
This expression is correct both for Alfvén waves and
whistlers, but we will concentrate or. Alfvên waves
since they are the most important for relativistic
particles (c.f. Eq. (22)) . The momentum diffusion rate
corresponding with the pitch angle scattering rate as
given by Eq. (25) is (see f.i. Lyons 1974) :

DP
 = pZ [-r] \k (26)
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where the superscript A indicates that we are dealing
with Alfvén waves. Small amplitude Fermi acceleration
of (rèlativistic)particles will be able to work

JJ
 A

continuously if n

i
/ p2 < \ifp , and will be

energetically more1'important than gyro-resonant
acceleration by th«s Alfvën waves if S > D .

Using Eqs. (10) and (26) and the resonance condition
for the Alfvén waveis we find that small amplitude Fermi
acceleration will be important if the condition

< k 7F~> it) < 2 7 >

is satisfied. Here k - ti /c is the typical wave-
number of the resonant Alfvén wave, and
< k" > = ƒ dk kW™(k)/W™ is the mean wavenumber in
the spectrum of long-wavelength ki vj,/ft* « 1 fast
magnetosonic waves. W^ and W^(k") are the total
energy-densities in the fast magnetosonic waves and
Alfvën waves around kA respectively.

This leads to the conclusion that small amplitude
Fermi acceleration is only important if the energy-
density in the fast magnetosonic waves at large wave-
lengths exceeds that in externally generated Alfvén
waves at short wavelengths by at least a factor

Such a situation can arise when large scale instabili-
ties supply energy to the longest wavelengths, which

then "cascades" towards shorter wavelengths through
non-linear interactions where the energy is used to
accelerate particles by the Fermi mechanism, or heat
the thermal plasma before it reaches the wavelength
range where gyro-resonant acceleration is important,
as suggested by Achterberg (1979).

If gyro-resonant acceleration at short wavelengths
is more important, the work of Lacombe (1977) applies.

It should be noted that the required level of pitch
angle scattering for a given acceleration rate can be
much lower for small amplitude Fermi acceleration
(Dj[ = Dp/p2) than for gyro-resonant acceleration by
Alfvén waves (D^ • v2 D_/p2 v A

2) . Observations of
particle acceleration and - transport in the solar wind
plasma seem to indicate that the pitch angle scattering
rate is indeed of the same order as the acceleration
rate, which would favor the small amplitude Fermi
mechanism (Fisk 1976, 1979).

However, the Solar Wind near 1 AU has a value of
6 of order 0.1-1 , so electron Landau damping of
the fast mode is important, impeding generation of
these waves. Furthermore, observations of fluctuations
in the magnetic field by satellites indicate that some
fast-mode waves are present, but their power seems to
be less than 10% of the total power in field fluctua-
tions (Belcher and Davis 1971) which is dominated by
Alfvén waves.

V;,
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i
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V, Conclusions

In this paper we have demonstrated that the ex-
pression obtained by various authors for the accelera-
tion of particles by long wavelength hydromagnetic
waves can all be derived by considering the quasi-
linear theory of wave-particle interactions with fast
magnetosonic waves at the Cherenkov resonance

The necessary condition for continued acceleration is
that efficient pitch angle scattering keeps the
distribution of the accelerated particles isotropic.
This introduces an extra injection condition on
particle energy which is more stringent than the
condition v > v^ coming from the resonance condition
of the fast magnetosonic waves alone,
Therefore, this "small amplitude Fermi mechanism" needs
a first stage acceleration mechanism to accelerate
particles from the tail of a Maxwellian distribution tc
energies of at least nijv^2 ,
The majority of the wave energy goes into particle
acceleration if & < xa^/m^ , in contrast with the con-
clusions reached by Eichler (1979).
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CHAPTER IV

Particle Acceleration by Shock Waves in Solar Flares
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y. We propose a detailed shock wave model for second
phase acceleration associated with solar flares. The acceleration of
protons and electrons by solar flare generated shock waves is
analyzed. It is shown that high Mach number shock waves can
accelerate protons and electrons to MeV energies in the corona
and interplanetary space. The delay observed between the impul-
sive phase of the flare and acceleration of protons and relativistic
electrons (second phase acceleration) finds a natural explanation
in terms of shock propagation in an inhomogoneous atmosphere.
An important factor is the detailed consideration of the injection
of particles into the acceleration domain. A number of key
observational consequences of the theory are described.

Key words: solar flares - particles acceleration - second phase
acceleration - cosmic rays - shock waves

t. Introduction

Large solar flares often give rise to energetic protons and nuclei
(OlMeV), and relativistic electrons (£>100keV) (Svestka,
1976). These "proton flares" are often associated with type II radio
bursts, which are in general attributed to shocks travelling with
super-Alfvénic velocities in the corona (Wild et al, 1963). The
acceleration of these particles is referred to as "second phase"
acceleration and is distinct from the "first phase" acceleration of
non-relativistic electrons to SlOOkeV in the impulsive phase of
the solar flare (De Jager, 1969; Ramaty, 1979).

Observationally, second phase acceleration is characterized by
the following features:

a) protons and heavy nuclei are preferentially accelerated with
respect lo the electrons. The observed proton to electron ratio in
interplanetary space is of order 10J, where the proton energy
range is 90-180 MeV and the electron energy range is 12-43 MeV
(Datlowe, 1971).

b) The energy spectra of both the protons and relativistic
electrons are usually power laws in (kinetic) energy: N(£)oc£~'
with Z5gsg3.7 (Van Holtebeke et al., 197S; Simnett, 1971)in the
energy range 10-1000MeV. The proton spectrum exhibits a
flattening for E < 10 MeV.

c) Simultaneous observations of X-ray bursts, associated with
first stage acceleration of electrons in the impulsive phase of the
solar flare, and y-ray emission associated with protons and
relativistic electrons from the second stage, seem to indicate a

Send offprint requests to: A. Achterberg

delay of 10-100 3 between first- and second phase acceleration
(Bai and Ramaty, 1976; Lin and Hudson, 1976).

d) Radio observations of type II bursts indicate shock waves
v/ith velocity »S 1000km s"1 corresponding to Alfvén Mach
lumbers MAZ2, We associate the type II burst shock with the
shocks considered here. Note that there is always a type II burst
associated with second phase acceleration, but the converse is not
always the case.

Since we cannot directly observe the value of shock strength in
coronal shocks, we have to rely on model fitting from the
characteristics of observed type II bursts. From the work of Dryer
and Maxwell (1979) we conclude that type II burst associated
shocks have a density contrast across the shock x—4> which is
characteristic of a strong shock as discussed below.

Previous theories of second phase acceleration htve invoked a
pre-existing form of MHO turbulence. Long-wavelength turbu-
lence of wavelength i *•<?,,, where g is the proton gyroradius, can
give rise to stochastic Fermi acceleration (Parker and Tidman,
19S8; Kulsrud and Ferrari, 1971; Melrose, 1974; Ramaty, 1979).
However, in order to explain the observations, a high level of
turbulence is needed (öB/B~l), Gyroresonant absorption of
cascading turbulence has also been proposed (Eichler, 1979a).
Again, a high level of turbulence is needed, the origin of which is
left unspecified, but could in fact be associated with shock waves.

In both these models the resulting particle spectrum depends
strongly on the time the particles remain in the accelerating
region. In the case of Fermi acceleration by weak turbulence
Landau damping by thermal electrons can be important
(Achterberg, 1979; Eichler, 1979b), reducing the efficiency of the
mechanism.

We propose that acceleration directly associated with high
Alfvén - machnumbsr Shockwaves is the mechanism responsible
for second phase acceleration. This theory has a number of
distinct advantages over the previous theories, in that it relates the
acceleration directly to shock waves, and gives a natural expla-
nation of the observed delay time in terms of shock propagation
in the corona. We point out that this effect will inevitably occur if
there are shocks. The importance of coronal shocks for particle
acceleration and related effects was first considered by Schatzman
(1963). Evidence for direct acceleration in shock waves is provided
by spacecraft observations in interplanetary space of Energetic
Proton Events (Saris and Van Allen, 1974; Palmer and Gosling,
1978; Armstrong et al., 1977).

Direct measurements of the shock strength of interplanetary
shocks give a density contrast x-2-4.

In Sect. II, we review the theory of shock wave acceleration. In
Sect. Ill a detailed model for second phase acceleration is

I
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upstream downstream

/e,

Fig. I. The geometry used in the calculations. The x-axis is along
the shock normal, with the origin at the shock

discussed, and to a number of observational consequences are
explored. In Sect. IV the possibilities of shock wave acceleration of
electrons is discussed.

11. Shock Wave Acceleration in S o l » Conditions

We shall discuss various detailed aspects of particle acceleration
in shocks in conditions relevant to the solar corona. We formulate
a unified picture of the shock wave acceleration process and, in
taking various limits, obtain previously analyzed models.

There are two basic mechansims for particle acceleration in
shocks. The first is discussed by Oubchenko and Zaitsev (1979).
They consider the acceleration of energetic protons in a collision-
less, perpendicular (Bn=O, where B is the magnetic field, and n the
shock normal) magnetosonic shock. The electrostatic potential in
the shock front, together with the gyration of the particles around
the upstream magnetic field, constrain charged particles to move
with the shock front. There is an electric field E=(VJc)B directed
along the shock front in a frame comoving with the shock, where
V, is the shock velocity.

Particles are accelerated in this field until they can overcome
the potential barrier associated with the shock front. The typical
timescale in which the particle reaches this maximum energy is
t=(m l/m,)«>;; l~10~2(fl/20G)s, where u>cl is the proton gyro-
frequency. This makes the mechanism very efficient in principle.
However, in order for the mechanism to work, there are severe
geometrical constraints on the angle 0 between the shock front
and the upstre.;;. magnetic field namely \2n-8)<(m./ml)"

1. One
would therefore expect short bursts of energetic protons, when-
ever the shock wave "hits" the magnetic field in the right con-
figuration. This does not seem to agree with the observations,
which require continuous acceleration for I O ' - I O ' S . Note that
such short ~ 10 ms proton bursts should be searched for. We will
not consider this mechanism further.

An alternative mechanism has been proposed in the context of
cosmic ray acceleration (Bell, 1978a, b; Blandford and Ostriker,
1978; Axford et al., 1977). Consider the situation sketched in
Fig. 1. We use the frame in which the shock is stationary. The fluid
velocity in the upstream (downstream) region is U,(U2) and the
magnetic field B,(B2) makes an angle 0,(02) with the shock
normal. The compression x of the fluid follows from mass
conservation and is given by:

where the last equality follows from the continuity of the tangen-
tial electric field. When (/, tanfl, <c, we can always transform to a
frame where the flow is field-aligned and where there is no electric
field.

We will consider shocks with an Alfvén machnumber
MA=UJVAl> 1. These shocks have an extensive turbulent wake,
as is predicted theoretically (Biskamp, 1973) and also observed,
for instance in the earth bow shock (Formisano, 1977). Particles
will be isotropized in this wake through pitch angle scattering.
The distribution is then isotropic in the frame moving with
velocity V=V1+VwaU1[l+<M/MA)) where Vw is the phase
velocity of the waves in the turbulent wake (Skilling, 1975a).
Those particles that cross the shock to the upstream region have a

drift velocity

tanöj
" ton»,'

in the forward direc-

tion and are able to generate Alfven-waves through gyroreso-
nance. This makes the particle distribution isotropic in a frame
moving with velocity V= (/, - V^cosfi, towards the shock, where
O g ^ g l ^ [Skilling, 1975a, Eq. (9)]. Hence all particles are
overtaken by the shock, crossing back to the downstream region,
and a repeated crossing across the shock results. We assume h«re
an infinitesimal shock width which we justify later. Since the
particle is reflected between two streams of "scattering centres"
which are converging with a velocity a Ul — 172, they gain energy
in a way analogous to first order Fermi acceleration (but see
below).

The resulting particle distribution is most easily derived by
considering the How of the particles in phase space (Skilling,
1975a; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978; Webb and Gleeson, 1979).
As shown in the appendix the spectrum has the form

where

6(1
2 - E

(2)

(3)

Here F*, F' are the particle distributions behind and ahead the
shock, so that Fpdp is the number of particles with the magnitude
of momentum between p and p+dp, e is the probability that a
particle will be reflected at the shock.

Note that later, when we convert to an energy distribution for
the accelerated particles, we shall define a spectral index s related
to the spectral index a of the momentum distribution by s = j-a + 1 .

Blandford and Ostriker's (1978) result is recovered when E = 0
(no reflection), and Bell's result is recovered when £ = 0 and F~(p')
=<5(Po ~ P')- w e see that when there is reflection at the shock front,
a decreases and the spectrum nattens, This can be understood as
follows. Only the particles in the downstream region can escape
from the shock. The number of particles escaping at infinity per
unit area is Sj = l /2F*. The number of particles crossing the
shock from downstream into the upstream region is J D F * (where
v is the particle velocity), so the probability of escape for particles
in the downstream region is:

4 1 / ,
(4)

However, when there is reflection at the shock, only a fraction

•j=—r- of the particles at the shock front enter the downstream

region making the probability of escape effectively:

(1) (5)
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The escape time is here uniquely related to the acceleration time,
in contrast with earlier theories. Note that the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations are not strictly satisfied when particle reflection is
included but we are only dealing with a high energy tail of the
particle distribution which does not contribute significantly to
averaged physical quantities.

Let us now consider the typical time- and length scales of this
acceleration mechanism.

Each time a particle crosses the shock, it gains an amount of
energy dE given by (Bell, 1978b):

(6)

where E is the fcinetic energy of the particle, and m its rest mass.
The number of crossings per unit time is determined by the
amount of pitch angle scattering in front of the shock.

The pitch scattering frequency v is given by (Jokipii, 19?*):

(7)

(11)

which justifies our neglect of shock structure in these calculations.
The typical scale over which Fp decays in front of the shock

f+
from P to F~ is given by [see Eq. (A3) in Appendix A]:

(12)
x\pFj\ MA 'JO

where Q=» — is the cyclotron frequency of a particle with charge
ymc

q, Lorentz factor y, W(k||)<ifC|| the energy density in Alfvèn waves
between k^ and fcu+<ftn, where kn is the wavevector component
parallel to the ambient field, and Um=B\/%n is the energy density
in the ambient Geld ahead of the shock. The wave level k|,W<fcn)
can be expressed in terms of Ff by balancing wavegrowth due to
the (small) anisotrcpy of the distribution in the upstream region
with the convection of the waves towards the shock (Bell, 1978a;
Skilling, 1975b) and it follows that the pitch angle scattering
frequency is given by (see Appendix A):

(8)

.This agrees with the expression found by Bell [Bell, 1978a, Eq,
(20)]. Both I and Xo are increasing with particle energy. Xo is the
typical distance one sees accelerated particles in front of the shock.

Before using this model to analyse the problem of second
phase acceleration by flare associated shock waves, we must
consider departures from the highly idealized situation as dis-
cussed above. These fall into two categories: geometrical effects
and the influence of particle energy losses.

A. Geometrical Effects

We consider two effects, namely curvature of the shock front, and
decreasing fieldstrenglh in the upstream region due to effects such
as diverging field lines.

1. When the shock front is curved, particles moving too far
into the upstream region will "miss" the shock when mirrored

m \
back. A given particle goes a distance /~XOI—- into the

where a contribution from pre-existing turbulence has been
neglected. Here n, denotes the ambient particle density, and VA

the Alfvèn velocity in front of the shock. The number of shock
crossing per unit time is approximately v(p)=v(£), so the mean
energy change per unit time by shock wave acceleration is given
by

for non-relativistic particles.
It is the dependence of the pitch angle scattering frequency v

on p (or equivalent^ £), that makes this acceleration different

from a true first order Fermi mechanism which has ( — \ cc—,
\dt/ v

As can be seen from (2), pFp is a decreasing function of p, and
therefore v(E) will decrease with increasing energy.

A given particle will travel about one mean free path I into the
upstream region. According to (8), t is given by

(10)

Since this is the mean free path along the field, it will get a distance
OX=/cosö, in front of the shock, which is independent of the field
orientation.

The shock thickness, d, is typically a thermal proton gyro-
radius and we can write the ratio of mean free path to shock

upstream region, tor the particle distribution not to be signi-
ficantly affected, we demand that the "concentration length" Xo is
smaller than the radius of curvature R of the shock front. Using
(12) and neglecting factors of order unity we find:

(13)n, it \RQ

Since pFf is a decreasing function of p this in fact defines a
maximum energy below which the acceleration mechanism will
work efficiently. Converting Fp to an energy distribution using
N(E)dE=Fliip, and assuming for convenience all particles are
i j d i h l i i i h £l

injected into the acceleration
(F;oc«(p-po)) we find from (2):

ME)=Nohr

region with energy £ 0

with s = f » + 1 , and a is given by (3).
Using this in (13), we find for the maximum energy:

(14)

(15)

2. When the fieldlines in the upstream region diverge, as is to
be expected for a shock propagating upwards into the corona, the
particle distribution will become anisotropic because of "adiabatic
focussing" of the particles along the field lines. The competing
effects of "adiabatic focussing" and pitch angle scattering on the
propagation of energetic particles have been considered by Earl
(1976) and Kunstmann (1979). Their result is that, as the mean free

\ i
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shock

Fig. 2. The effect of a diverging magnetic field on the particle flux,
Scoh denotes ths combined effect of pitch angle scattering and
"adiabatic focussing", and SCTO, the convection of particles with
;i;e fluid

lag

Furthermore the divergence of the field lines introduces a
transverse expansion of the scattering centres (or equivalently a
P-17+0) leading to an energy loss. This loss is roughly
Jp

-r-
at

Fig. 3. Energy gain from shack acceleration and energy loss from
Coulomb collisions as function of energy

which is essentially the same condition as (IS).

WJ

- — i ~E, and can be neglected compared with
L

(U, — V,)v U,
the energy gain at the shock when 1—5 — > ~ r ' > >'e-

-L We see that the condition l<{UJo)L following

from (16) is more stringent, so that we can neglect this effect,

B. Effect of Particle Energy Losses

The energy losses of a proton due to Coulomb collisions in a fully
ionized plasma are given by (Trubnikov, 1965):

path for pitch angle scattering I becomes of the order of the scale

length / . = ( - — — j of the field divergence, the particles start

to stream "coherently" along the field with a velocity of order

Ki ,= i 7 ". where v is the particle velocity. This means that the flux

in the x-direction in the upstream region now becomes (see Fig. 2)

(f)=-2vo£,

When $-vcosOi>Ul the flux is directed away from the shock

front, and the shock is not able to sweep up particles once they
have crossed from the downstream to the upstream region.

Usina (10) and (14) we find the maximum energy at which the
shock will be able to accelerate particles:

(17)

dE mJE_\ - 3 / 1

£,

where'

(18)

Here kb is the Boltzmann constant, n. is the electron particle
density and Xtt the Coulomb logarithm, and v0 corresponds to the
ion-electron collision frequency in a thermal plasma.

These losses have a maximum around £ = £ =0.75—tkbTt,
m.

where the proton velocity is nearly the electron thermal velocity.
The average energy gain due to shock wave acceleration can

be written using (8), (9), and (14):

(19)

(20)

where v(£0) is defined by:

Since we are dealing with non retativistic protons, we have

replaced O by eod= — in (20). The injection energy £ 0 is smaller

than Eu. Shock wave acceleration will only accelerate particles to
high energies if

PL>lf).L (see Fig. 3).

We emphasize here that this result is fundamental to our under-
standing of the delay found between the first and second phase
acceleration process as discussed below. Using (18) and (20) this
leads to the following condition on the ion-electron collision
frequency:

3-21

(21)a *••
Since voocn, shock wave acceleration will only work when the
electron density falls below some critical value. If the converse is
true, panicles will only be accelerated to some energy £ „ , „ < £ „

V

\
'I
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(see Fig, 3). If particles an injected with an energy Eo > £„, shock
wave acceleration will be virtually unhindered by Coulomb losses,
except for steep spectra (weak shocks), s>3.

The injection energy £ 0 is in fact determined by the condition
that the protons must be able to generate Alfvén-waves through
gyro resonance. Using the dispersion relation taA=knvA, and the
resonance condition ^ , ± « , , = 0 , we arrive at the following
condition for the velocity:

(22)

The Alfvén wave dispersion relation applies up to frequencies
of ~i<osl, and for all practical purposes we can take £os2myVi.
Note that in a low 0 plasma (^=8iw*6T/B1) the particle velocity
is substantially higher than the thermal velocity. Therefore the
accelerated particles are only in the tail of the distribution
function and do not significantly affect the bulk properties of the
shock.

The maximum compression x behind a strong shock is
(y+l)/(y-l)=4, where y is the adiabatic index which we have
taken 5/3. In that case we have

In fact, this will be a lower limit, since one expects some extra
heating st the shock front due to micro instabilities, especially in
oblique shocks where the current, associated with the magnetic
field gradient can drive instabilities, leading to the formation of a
tail on the ion distribution (Morse and Creenstadt, 1976). For
proton spectra decaying faster than £~ ' towards higher energiy
we have f~NQEQ/nt.

In Table t of the Appendix B typical values for the relevant
parameters in the corona are given. We now assume that a
fraction /=>1(T4 of the particles at the shock front can be
accelerated (this would correspond to 0~O.I at the shock front),
and that the shock propagates parallel to the field (6, =0, e=>0).
For weak shocks («>j,5, X<4) , particles will be accelerated to
high energy when condition (21) is satisfied, Using Table 1 we find
the following condition on the density of the ambient plasma:

The average energy gain increases with increasing energy faster
than the energy loss, which is proportional to £, when s < | and
condition (26) is replaced by:

( 2 3 )

where we have used that Eoa2mrVjt~m,,(l/, - l / j ) a .

m . Second Phase Acceleration by Shocks

Recent studies en the mechanism of primary energy release in
solar flares seem to indicate that, in order to explain the observed
impulsive X-ray bursts, rapid bulk energization of electrons is
necessary (Brown, 1974; Brown et al., 1979). It is likely that the
ions are also significantly heated (Smith and Lilliequist, 1979). The
pressure pulse; associated with this rapid heating should lead so
shock wave formation. Shock wave formation is also expected to
result from MHD instabilities (internal kink modes) of a flaring
flux tube (Spicer, 1977).

These arguments, as well as the observations outlined in Sect.
I, lead us to assume that large flares will generate shock waves
that travel up from the high chromosphere (n,~ 10" cm"3) into
the corona When the shock travels upward, at one point con-
dition (21) or (23) is satisfied, and the shock begins to accelerate
protons in the manner outlined in Sect II. Therefore, in this model,
the delay between first- ant second phase acceleration Is the natural
result of the propagation of the shock down a density gradient. We
assume that first phase acceleration of electrons is directly associ-
ated with the rapid energy release triggering the shock. The
fraction ƒ of the particles accelerated at the shock front is
determined by the injection energy E0~2mfV*. If the particles are
accelerated from the tail of a Maxwell ion distribution, ƒ can be
simply estimated as

(25)

We have listed the values of n10 as given by (25) for various values
of a in Table 2 of the Appendix B.

The flare is situated In the high chromosphere where
n l 0 ~ 5 - 1 0 , so the shock has to travel 2-4 pressure scale heights
before it can start accelerating particles. The scale height
H0=fc»T//impg, where g is the gravitational acceleration, is of the
order 210'7^ cm, while the Alfvên-speed is of the order of.'
5107 cm s"'. Taking as a mean value of T6 between chromosphere
and corona 0.5, this means that it will take the shock between
20/MA and 40/M^s to enter a region of sufficiently low density
where acceleration can occur. We propose that this naturally
explains the delay between first- and second phase acceleration.
When injection at the shock is less efficient, say /_4=0.01, this
critical density, st which the shock starts accelerating, decreases.
Consequently the delay increases up to typically ~200s.

The maximum energy that the proton can gain in this process
depends critically on the field configuration, as outlined in the
preceding paragraph. Taking as the "worst" case a spherically
expanding field, B=B0(R/Ro)~

i, where Bo is th? field at the solar
surface, the scalelength for field divergence is given by L~\R
~ 10" cm when the shock propagates into the high corona. The
maximum energy, at which the shock is still able to accelerate
particles is then given by [see (17)]:

i i • . .

mu \* 4 ' *" T " i'll/-4"l01 "o> \*"/

where we must take Eosi2mpv2, and have neglected factors of
order unity. The time needed, to accelerate a particle to a given
energy £ follows from (19), (20):

(27)

£ ) ^ . fr-ft.
Numerically:

2s-3 \EJ
(28)

{'4

I
(24) where we have specifically taken
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Typical values for E^JEQ, and the corresponding acceleration
time as given by (26) and (28) respectively are listed in Table 3 of
Appendix B for B , - 0 . 1 , n l o=(M, £ , , = 1, / , 4 = I. For the given
parameters Eo = lOkeV, so a Shockwave giving a spectrum with
spectral index s=2,5 can accelerate a proton to 10 MeV, in 25 s, in
a diverging fluxtube,

When the field configuration is such that (locally) there is little
or no field divergence, the maximum energy is determined by the
time the shock resides in the part of the "fluxtube" where the cross
section is constant. In 100s a shock will travel, ~10 1 0cm in the
corona, and for s=2,S it will be able to accelerate a particle to
10*-10J times its injection energy is to 100-1000 MeV. Also, as
outlined in Sect II, oblique shocks accelerate more efficiently. We
note here two important effects:

a) s diminishes due to partial reflection at the shock. For very
oblique shocks (tan0S> 1) we find that the chance for reflection is

Here, we have introduced a "phase velocity" vph of the relevant

wavemode by n ^ v - . Two wavemodes should be considered,

whistlers and Alfvén waves.

A. Electron Scattering by Whistlers

The dispersion relation for whistlers can be written:

ike)2

- »
Q—

with 2.21O- }<4<0.3, and where * = c o s
M ! /

The corresponding phase velocity vpk is given by

approximately c = I— 1 (see Appendix A),

b) Micro instabilities in the shock can form a tail on the ion
distribution, increasing the fraction ƒ of particles accelerated.

From (26) and (28) we find that for ƒ .«=10 , L u = 1, n,0=0,1,
Bj=0,l and s = 2 one ceil accelerate particles to £=400MeV in
30s.

These calculations have been made under the assumption that
all turbulence in the upstream region is self-generated, and no pre-
existing field of turbulent Alfvén waves is present. If there is a pre-
existing non thermal level of Alfvén waves generated in the flare,
the acceleration will be more efficient since the pitch angle
scattering rate is correspondingly higher and the energy gain is
proportional to the scattering rate.

Summarizing the central points discussed in this section
concerning proton acceleration by shock waves in the solar
corona:

1. Only large flares, which are able to generate shock waves
with MA> 1, will give rise to acceleration of protons.

2. The proton acceleration will be delayed with respect to the
impulsive phase of the flare, and will start when the shock has
reached a region where the ambient electron density is low enough
to make Coulomb losses unimportant.

3. The energy-distribution of the accelerated protons na-
turally has the form of a power law.

4. Acceleration is most efficient when the shock travels
through a region where there is almost no field-divergence, for
instance in the case of a stretched out field in a coronal streamer,
or when the shock is very oblique (0>8O°).

IV. Acceleration of Electrons by Shock Waves

So far, we have only considered the acceleration of protons by
shock waves. Electrons have a much smaller gyro radius at a given
energy, and do not see the shock as a discontinuity, unless their
energy becomes very large, of the order of E=\mpV}
~25n^0'B| keV. Furthermore, they must be able to generate their
own scattering turbulence in the upstream region.

The resonance condition

< u - V l l = ± Q . (29)

gives the following condition on the energy Q = E+m,c1 of the
electrons (<t> <£<>;„)

For non-relativistfc electrons (30) reduces to

An additional constraint is that the velocity difference across the

shock is greater than v^. This gives vpk< -—v,, where u, is the

shock velocity, or

The minimum kinetic energy now follows to be:

(32)

Thus a strong shock with MA ~ 5 can accelerate a 25 keV electron
in a field of 10 G.

A first phase acceleration mechanism is needed here to inject
electrons with £>£m l n .

B. Electron Scattering by Alfvén Waves

For Alfvén waves we have <o=knvA^\v>ci, and (30) gives

Gmln=mpcvA = 6.8n ro"
2Bi MeV.

Since the observations show that electrons can be accelerated to
SlOOkeV in the first stage acceleration process, this high in-

jection energy rules out Alfvén waves for pitch angle scattering of
electrons near the shock front.

Returning to whistlers we note that pitch angle-scattering by
whistlers is very efficient:

V;

V = 4 * IL
(33)

where G,=eB/ym,c. The work of Skilling (1975a, b) is readily
generalized to whistlers propagating along the field. The pitch
angle scattering frequency can be expressed in terms of the
electron distribution FJ, as in (8):

6
cosfl.

6 nt m,V} M„h-i ( 3 4 )

(30)
1/2
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The electron energy distribution follows from (2) V. Further Implications

(35)

where s = ^ a + 1 is the spectral index of the proton distribution,
and «here we have assumed that all electrons are injected at

energy G0=m,e2+>,»*,, At nonrelativistic

A. Energetics

The energy put into energetic protons by shock wave acceleration
is approximately given by

energies this distribution has the same form as that of the protons,
a power law in kinetic energies with slope s, but at relativisme
energies (Q^Qo-1".**) it steepens to a power law with slope
2 s - 1 = « + 1 . The energy dependence of the pitch angle scattering
frequency follows from (35) and (34);

(36)

where

We have used the fact that for spectra with s > l the fraction of

electrons being accelerated ƒ'=:-?• ° . The mean energy-gain
c* n l

per unit time follows from (9), and can be written:

(37)

( v
The concentration length X J = - — c o s 2 0 , turns out to be

roughly the same for electrons as for protons:

I I7H . (38)

where

W'

This means that the relative gain in kinetic energy of protons and
electrons will be roughly equal at non relativistic energies. When
the electrons become relativistic (Q~l MeV) their relative gain in
energy diminishes, and their spectrum steepens. This steepening
can explain the low electron-proton ratio observed at MeV
energies (Datlowe, 1971). However, a detailed discussion awaits
further progress on first phase acceleration of electrons, to
determine the fraction of particles available for acceleration.

It seems then that electrons can be accelerated to MeV
energies by shocks with high Mach number (M^S5), when there
is some pre-acceleration to (kinetic) energies of about 25-50 keV.

We should note that, when the electrons reach an energy of
%«?,,•*» 6 MeV, they can generate Alfvén waves. They may also
resonate with the Alfvén waves generated by protons, making
further acceleration possible at these energies where electrons
cannot generate whistlers.

(39)

where L3 is the typical volume swept up by the shock, and s is the
spectral index, which we have taken 2.5 in the numerical ex-
pression. Taking £ , , = 0 . 5 , B , - 0 . 1 , ƒ_ 4 --= 1, we find
Wp=6102*erg, which compares favourably with the figures
quoted by Lin (1977) for the Hare events of the McMath plage
11976, August 2-7,1976.

If electrons are injected into the acceleration regime their total
energy will r-e of the order 256 W', where S is the ratio of the
number of electrons injected to the number of protons injected,
and the factor 25 comes from the fact tint the injection energy of
the electrons is roughly 25 times higher than that of protons

( M )

B. Interplanetary Shocks

This same mechanism probably also works in the case of accelera-
tion of low energy protons ( £ ~ 10-100 keV) at the forward- and
reverse shock pair associated with high velocity streams in the
solar wind (Palmer and Gosling, 1978), which are very oblique
with respect to the solar wind magnetic field. Taking as typical
parameters Bj = lO"*,n l o = lO"'°,cos0= 10" 2 , L , , = 10J we find
£o«2m,Kj = lkeV and E m l l s27/ 2 ' 4

3 E 0 ~27keV for a spectrum
with spectral index s=2,5.

C. Preferential Acceleration of 3He, " F e

There is significant enrichment of some heavy nuclei (3He, "Fe)
in the energetic particles from a solar flare. Although heavy nuclei
are preferentially accelerated in this mechanism because of their
larger rest mass [see Eq. (6)], their injection energy E0=2MV},

where M is the mass of the nucleus, is a factor / i= — larger,

making injection directly from the tail of the Maxwell distribution
much less efficient. The enrichment is probably due to a pre-
ferential heating mechanism injecting particular nuc!?i into the
shock wave acceleration, e.g. as proposed by Fisk (1978).

D. y-ray Lines

The spectra of the nucleonic component of the shock wave
accelerated particles have a spectral index s with values
1 . 5 < s S s M l at the shock.

While there is no rigorous theoretical limit for smv we see
from (26) and (27) that for large values of s, the ratio of maximum
energy attained by a particle accelerated by the shock to its initial
energy is given by E„JEVaio5"*""" for typical coronal con-
ditions. F or s ê 4 - 6 , EnJEoé 10-50, while the time needed to
accelerate the particles to this energy increases dramatically.
Therefore we do not expect shocks with s S 4 - 6 to be very
important for particle acceleration.

A minimum value for s is s = 1, which occurs when reflection at
the shock is total (e=l) . However this will only occur in very
exceptional cases, for which the theory presented in this paper is
probably not valid.

j
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Ramaty et al. (1975) deduce from the observed y-ray line
spectra a value of 1.5<s<2,l for the thin target, and 2.4<s<3,3
for the thick targot model, which is consistent with our model.

£, First Phase Accelerations

First phase acceleration of electrons also remains a problem,
which is intimately connected with the generation of hard X-ray
bursts. We want to stress that some pre-existing population of
energetic electrons near the shock is necessary to explain the
occurrence of relativists electrons in this model They would have
to constitute a fraction ~ 10"' of the ambient electron density to
explain the observed electron-proton ratio, with energies of about
20keV. If we assume the acceleration takes place at an ambient
density of 10', we would need ~1036 electrons for a volume of
1011 cm3 swept up by the shock. Such a number of electrons could
be provided by a volume of 310* cm' with electron density of
n=10 u heated to T=210"K. Similar numbers are used to
explain the hard X-ray emission of solar flares in the thermal
model (Brown, 1974),

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a model for-acceleration of
particles by shock waves in the solar corona. We have discussed
the conditions under which acceleration can actually occur.

For shocks propagating in diverging flux tubes the maximum
attainable energy is determined by the length scale of the
divergence.

Furthermore, collisions! losses constrain the mechanism to
work at relatively low densities. Therefore the shock must propa-
gate into a region of low density at several coronal scale heights
from its origin. We associate the observed delay time between
first- and second phase acceleration with the time jit takes the
shock to propagate to a region where acceleration can be effective.

The spectrum of both protons and electrons is a power law in
energy with index s for protons and s , = 2 s - l for relativistic
electrons.

We note that only super Alfvénic snocks can accelerate
particles in the low fi corona. The acceleration mechanism
involves pitch angle scattering of the particles. This scattering is
achieved by Alfvén waves in the case of protons, and tiy whistlers
in the case of electrons. The injection energy for the particles is
determined by the condition that they can resonate with these
waves, and it turns out that protons can be accelerated from the
tail of the Maxwellian distribution, but that a first phase
acceleration- or heating mechanism is needed for the electrons.

We have briefly discussed interplanetary shocks, y-ray lines,
preferential acceleration of heavy nuclei and first phase accelera-
tion of electrons.
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Appendix A

Following Webb and Gleeson (1979) we define F/p as the
number of particles with the (magnitude of) momentum between p
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and p+dp. Their streaming is then described by:

(Al)

Here S is the particle flux (in the x-direction, set) Fig, 1), in which
consists of a convective part VFf and a part S* describing the flux
in the frame where the fluid is at rest (V=0). When the particle
distribution is nearly isotropic this takes the form of a diffusion

along the field lines; S?<--Kt-j* with a diffusion coefficient

X u ~ -»cos a 0 where I=v/v is the mean free path for pitch angle

scattering, v s ^ f , and v the particle velocity. So, in this
At

Away from the shock, which we take at x = 0 , -r- =0, and in the

boundary condition we take: F p i ( - o o ) = F p , Fn{+ao)=F*.
Equation (Al) can be solved to give:

(A3)

(FPl(0)-f;)expR ( ^

; , (x>0)

where the index 1 indicates the area in front of, and the index 2 the
area behind the shock.

We now must specify the boundary condition at the shock
front Previous authors have assumed continuity of Fp across the
shock. However, it can be shown that in the case of oblique shocks
a significant fraction of the high energy particles can be reflected
(Saris and Van Allen, 1974). The condition for reflection is:
(*,>«,)

(A4)

(l-c)FPi(0).

resulting differential equation for Fp can be solved to yield [as in
(2)]!

ir o

>'), (A6)

(A7)

where

g a 6(1-8) $ ^ 6(1-6)

In this derivation we have assumed that the particles are isutropic
in the frame of the fluid. For a detailed discussion on this point see
Skilling (1975a, b). >

Since we have assumed the particle distribution to be isotropic
we can calculate e in terms of B, and fl2, using (A4)

- B A . (A8)

(A5)

B] is always larger than fl, because of relation (1) and the
continuity of the field normal to the r-hock:

steady state we have on either side of the shock: S=constant As •=- -
B, / ten'8t

where <t> is the pitch-angle of the particle in the upstream magnetic
field. We will suppose a fraction s of the particles is reflected at the
shock. They gain no energy at the reflection in the frame where the
flow is field-aligned. This frame moves with velocity U, tanfl,
along the shock front The expressions derived below are valid in
that frame. The transformation back to the frame of Fig. 1, or an
arbitrary observers frame introduces energy change and an
anisotropy (Compton Getting effect) which is small as long as
U, tanö, <<c. Details of the transformation can be found in
Ipavich (1974).

The appropriate boundary condition then is:

The momentum distribution of the downstream particles is
then found by integrating (Al) across the shock, using (A3) and

av
(A5) and the fact that — = ( t / j - Vx)S\x), where we have neglec-

ted the shock thickness. The value of Fp at the shock is defined as

usual as the arithmetic mean of F* =FP1(O) and FPl(0). The

(A9)

The self-consistent generation of scattering waves in this
mechanism was discussed by Bell (1978a) drawing from the work
of SkiUing (1975b).

The pitch angle scattering frequency v for Alfvén waves (or
whistlers) is given by (Jokipii, 1971):

(A10)^°: v.
where ;Q=\q\B/ymc is the cyclotron frequency of a [article with
charge q, Lorentz factor y, W(k^)dkv is the energy density in the
waves between k^ and k^+dkn, where k9 is the, wavevector
component parallel to the ambient magnetic field, and Vt,=B2/in
is the energy density of the ambient field.

The wave level fcl( *V(fc(l> is obtained by balancing wayegrowth
from the small anisotropy of the distribution due to the spatial

gradient - ~ in the upstream region with convection of the wave
ox

towards the shock with a velocity U% - VA (V^s

(All)

From this we immediately find

Here ni denotes the particle density of the preshock ambient
medium, p is connected with fc|| through the cyclotron resonance
condition knP^~ymCi=0, and we have used the definition of the
Alfvén maennumber, MA = X)JVA.

Using (A12) in (A10) we can express the pitch angle scattering
frequency in terms of the particle distribution Fp:

(A13)

where we have neglected the constant in (A12) which corresponds
to a pre-existing level of turbulent Alfvén waves not directly
associated with the accelerated particles. (A13) corresponds with
Eq. (8) of this paper.

\ ]
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Table 2. The critical density be-
low which shock wave accélera-

Table 1. Typical values for various quantities under coronal lion can take place, as given, by
condition» (25)wben B3=0.1,r6=! \

'A ' <

MeV

s

4
3
2.5
2
13

ƒ-«=-• i
nlQ

0.11
0.27
0.64
2,50

4y,uo

0.0S
0,11
0.20
0.55
4.00

Table3. The maximum attainable
energy in a diverging flux tube as
given by (26) for Ba=1
£, , = :

.V

4
3
2.5
2
1.5

B,l,n,o=»0.l,
I , / . 4=1 andcosfl=l

35
2.110J

1.3 103

4.410*
1.910»

t * W

58
40
25
8.4
0.43

flj=magnetic field in units of lO'G, etc.

• • « •

I'

I
-'A

I
I
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CHAPTER V.

THE PONDEROMOTIVE FORCE DUE TO COSMIC RAY GENERATED ALFVEN WAVES.

SUMMARY.

In this chapter an expression is derived for the ponderomotive

force due to Alfvên waves being generated by cosmic rays. This

force is excerted by the waves OR the background plasma. It contains
I

a term directly proportional to the current density carried by the
i

cosmic rays which leads to the resonant generation of the waves.

It is shown in an example that the expression obtained for the

ponderomotive force ensures conservation of energy in the system of

waves,cosmic rays and background plasma.
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I, Introduction

Went?el (1977) showed that the ratio of energy to momentum Q/D

deposited in a background plasma by Alfvén-waves when wave dissipation

dominates i s equal to:

Q/D = 2 (Ü ± VA) (1)

where U is the velocity of the background plasma along the magnetic

field, V. s B //4trp is the Alfvén velocity where B is the magnetic

field strength and p the mass density of the background plasma, and

the ± sign refers to waves propagating parallel or anti-parallel to the

field respectively.

On the other hand, the ratio of energy to momentum lost by cosmic

rays when they resonantly generate Alfvén waves is equal to ti)/k = U±V.,

which is different from (1). He therefore concluded that some of the

momentum lost by the cosmic rays must be used to accelerate the back-

ground plasma at the site of wave generation, while the rest is carried

away by Alfvén waves.

It is the purpose of this note to explicitly derive this direct

acceleration from the M.H.D. equations.

v!

II. Ponderomotive force due to Alfvén waves generated by cosmic rays. "t

The force exerted by Alfvén waves on a plasma in the M.H.D. approx-

imation can be found by averaging the non linear terms in the equation

of motion
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f
(2)

assuming each quantity can be written as the sum of an average plus

small fluctuation, e,g. v = U + 6v, B = B+fiB etc. The equation

of motion is expanded to second order in the perturbed quantities.

These are written as a superposition of plane waves with slowly

varying amplitudes (W.K.B. approximation) ,

[ *\
6B « =• B. (x) exp (i k.x - im, t)
~ J (2TT)3 ^ " ~ - ~k

, (3)[ A
6v • ^ V. (x) exp (i k.x - iu.t)
~ J (2IT)J "*

etc, with |Vln B, | « fc. Then the result is averaged over a wave

period, or a statistical ensemble in the case of random fluctuations.

When dealing with Alfvên waves (6p = <5P = o) the ponderomotive force

F is given by (Washimi, 1973; Hollweg, 1978):

F = - Po < 6v . V Sy > + ̂  < 6j_ x 6B > (4)

where the brackets indicate the averaging procedure. The current y

perturbation ój carried by the background plasma is connected to 6lJ '$

by the induction equation: |

(5)

where we have introduced a small external current j^ << 6 j which f

we associate with the resonant cosmic rays responsible, for wave- I

I
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generation. Substituting (3) and the equivalent expression for

in (S) one finds:

(6)

where 1 . is the Fourier component of j , c,f. (3). Using this

expression to evaluate jL in terms of B. and j . we can calculate

F , assuming the waves have random phase, i.e.:

<*> V <5> > = I V ^ I <2ir) (7)

and using the symmetry properties JVCx) = ]* (x)» î, = ~ w_v which

follow from the fact that SJJ is real, with equivalent relations for

V. (x). The result is:

f d 3k f

(8) it

If we assume that the external current j is so small that to first

order it can be neglected, the dipersion relation and the polarization

of the Alfvén waves is given by:

k.B
= w - k . U + k.V.

A

(9) I
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(c,f. Belcher, 1971). This is equivalent to saying that the growth

rate F = Im(u) due to wave generation by cosmic rays is small

compared with the real part of the frequency. Then, using the vector

identity C x (V x D) + D x (V * C) • 7 <£. D) - C . VD -D . 7 C in (8),

and eliminating V. in favor of B. , we get the following expression

F = - V
-P (2TT) 8TT

d3k

This differs from the usual expression for the ponderomotive force

due to Alfven waves (Belcher, 1971, Alazraki and Couturier, 1971) by

the inclusion of the last term which explicitly gives the effect of

wave-generation by cosmic rays.

We now limit the discussion to circularly polarized waves propa-

gating along the magnetic field. The magnetic field B. is related to

the electric field S. by Faraday's law B. = — (k * E. ). Using this it

follows that:

By inspecting the dielectric tensor for circularly polarized waves N

(Ichimaru, 1973, p. 90) one caa easily show that the current i of 1
•^e ''-4

resonant particles responsible for generation of circularly polarized ,;

waves is always perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field, i.e.

(ig.k) • 0. Using (11) in (10) we find:

, „ f dk ' 4 l 2 „ f d k / . . k2
^p V • 2ir 8IT " 2Ï ( ^ e k ' 4 ) ÏT '
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where we have taken the ambient magnetic field along the z-axis.

On the other hand, the amount of energy lost by the cosmic

rays in generating Alfvln waves is given by:

dk
2TT f rcr <k> Wk

where F (k) is the linear growth rate due to cosmic rays, and

W, dk/2ir the energy density of Alfvén waves in wavenumber interval

{.k, k + dk}, as measured in the "laboratory" frame of reference

where the background plasma moves with velocity U = Uz. Only in

this frame of reference can all energy lost by the cosmic rays be

attributed to the waves (see Schwartz and Ski11ing, 1978), so that

(13) expresses the energy balance between waves and cosmic rays, c.f.

Klimontovich, 1967, eq. (2.120). Using (13) we can express (12) in

the form:

dk
2TT 8ir

— r
2IT c.r.

(14)

This result explicitly gives the contribution due to wave

generation to the ponderomotive force on the background plasma in

terms of the growth rate T . In the next section we will use this

result to calculate F and to show that this form for the pondero-

motive force ensures energy flux conservation for the system of

background plasma + waves + cosmic rays in absence of dissipation.

III. Ponderomotive force and energy conservation

We consider a background plasma streaming with velocity

U(z)z= Û  along the magnetic field towards positive z. The cosmic

I
1
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ray pressure II has a gradient along the magnetic field -g- > 0.

According to the work of Skilling (1975a, Appendix) and Schwartz

and Skilling (1978) waves with their wavevector k = kz towards

negative z grow due to the (small) anisotropy associated with the

pressure gradient. When the wave amplitude is large enough so that

the cosmic rays are locked to the fluid by pitch angle scattering

on the Alfvén waves, this anisotropy varies inversely with the wave

amplitude ||L | . Furthermore the wave energy w, = '~k̂  + -r p fV, |

8TT

as measured in the plasma rest frame grows according to (quantities

in the rest frame are indicated by a tilde):

* r (w Jf = v —
2TT cr W \ VA 3z

where the cosmic ray pressure is defined by:

H --j j d3£pvf(£) . (16)

Here f (£) d £ is the number of cosmic rays with momentum between £

and £ + d £. The "wave action" density N, E W, /ai, is Galilean in-

variant, so we have:

\ = \ \ (17) " I

Furthermore, from (9) i t follows that: .53

, ,2

- k - - 8 ¥ - + i pol4l2 • -iff- • <18>st HJU

Using (15), (17) and (18) in expression (14) for the ponderomotive

force we immediately find, taking account of the direction of k :

'1
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32 I 2
(.9)

We now turn to the question of energy conservation. From the M.H.D.

equations including the ponderomotive force, and using an equation of

state P = P (p/p )Y, one derives the energy equation for the background

plasma:

A { | p u2 + p e } + -L { p U ( Iu 2 +h) } = - 0 ^ (I ft + It) . (20)

Here, e = P/(y-l)p and h = ̂ p/Cy-Op are the specific internal energy

and enthalpy of the background plasma, and W = -r- W. the total energy

density of Alfvén waves in the plasma rest frame.

An equation for W can be derived from the work of Dewar (1970)

(eq. 42), allowing for the wave generation by cosmic rays:

it h U B V W ' 2 W 3z VA 3Z

In the case of strong pitch angle scattering by the Alfvén waves that

couple the cosmic rays to the fluid, as considered here, the propagation

of the cosmic rays through the plasma can be described by:

3U 3S . . 3u

(c.f. Skilling, 1975b, Webb and Gleeson, 1979), where: j

ü
I

U = 4np f(p) (near isotropy), |

1 3
C = 1 - ;JT7- -r- (pU ) = Compton-Getting factor ,J.U dp p

D„ = 4 v2/v(p)
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and v(p) the pitch angle scattering frequency. The particle flux

S as seen by a stationary observer represents the dragging of

particles along with the scattering centres (i.e. Alfvén waves)

moving with velocity U-V. plus a diffusive contribution with

diffusion coefficient D|| • — \Vl with X • v/v(p) the mean free path

for deflection by pitch angle scattering.
2

Multiplying this equation with energy E = yac and integrating

over momentum then gives an energy equation for the cosmic rays:

f •è«'-0'-Vg . (23)

where £ 5 dp EU and S' = d p E S are the energy density and -

flux of the cosmic rays as seen by a stationary observer. Adding

equations (20), (21) and (23) we see that the total energy in the

system consisting of background plasma, waves and cosmic rays is

conserved:

(24)

where

W = ̂ p ü + pe + W + £ (25)

is the total energy density, and

2= PU (iü' + h)'+ £u-v.)tf + S'

the total energy flux of fluid plus Alfvén waves (c.f. Dewar, 1970, |

eq. (41)) and cosmic rays. This shows that the ponderorsotive force •fj

\
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(19) satisfies the requirement of energy conservation, as one would

expect since we neglected dissipative effects.

It is instructive to calculate F when the gradients in U and

V. can be neglected in the steady state (-̂- « 0). It then follows from

(20 that

U-V,
II + constant, (27)

and (see eq, 19):

U-V.
an
Bz

(28)

This means that in the case U » V. the full cosmic ray pressure works

on the background, whereas in the case U « V. only half the gradient

of the cosmic ray pressure appears. This same conclusion was reached

by Wentzel (1977) on the basis of heuristic arguments.

Conclusion

In this note we have derived the ponderomotive force acting on

a background plasma when Alfvén waves are generated by cosmic rays.

The resultant expression contains a term directly proportional to the

current of resonant cosmic rays responsible for wave generation, and

is due to the small but finite difference between the total current in

the system and the current carried by the background plasma. In an

example we have shown that this pondei'omotive force ensures energy

conservation within the system of plasma, waves and cosmic rays.
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CHAPTER VI

THE ENERGY BALANCE IN SHOCK WAVE ACCELERATION.

A. Achterberg and C,A, Norman

SUMMARY.

In this investigation of the acceleration of energetic particles near

shock waves, a set of Raukine-Hugoniot relations is derived which ex-

plicitly exhibit the strong coupling of fast particles to the fluid due to

pitch angle scattering by hydroinagnetic waves.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direct acceleration of energetic particles by converging scattering

centres at a shock front has been proposed as a source of cosmic rays

(Axford, Lear and Skadron, 1977; Bell, 1978a, b; Blandford and Ostriker, ^

1978). This theory has also been applied to acceleration of protons in ""'.«

solar-flare associated shock waves (Achterberg and Norman, 1980). ;i|

In all these calculations shock structure was neglected,-and the 'I

velocity jump at the shock was treated as given. In general the precursor if

of accelerated particles ahead of the shock will slow down the incoming f

fluid due to the particle pressure. Eichler (1979) used an approximate J

model to calculate that roughly half of the post-shock pressure resides ;|

in accelerated particles. p|
•1

In this paper we will argue that the acceleration process is an g
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integral part of the shock structure in tenuous astrophysical plasmas. In

Section II we discuss the basic physics of shock wave acceleration. In

Section H I a set of generalized Rankine-Hugoniot relations is derived.

Further discussion and conclusions are given in Sections IV and V ,

II. SHOCK ACCELERATION: BASIC PHYSICS

Consider the situation depicted in figure 1: a shock front,

perpendicular to the magnetic field, is located at x = 0 , where x is

a coordinate along the ambient magnetic field. We work in a frame of

reference where the shock is stationary. The plasma is arbitrarily

divided into two parts: a background fluid and accelerated particles. The

background fluid streams along the magnetic field toward positive x with

velocity u (x,t) .

U,

shock

Fig. 1 . Geometry assumed in the calculations
1
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The acceleration process occurs essentially because energetic

particles are locked to the magnetized plasma by hydromagnetic waves

(e.g. Alfvén waves) which act as scattering centres keeping the angular

distribution of the particles nearly isotropic in a frame moving with the

waves. The bulk streaming velocity of the accelerated particles along the

magnetic field, w , is much less than the velocity v of an individual

particle. Repeated scattering results in a diffusive propagation of the

energetic particles along the magnetic field, which can be described by

(Skilling, 1975a; Webb and Gleeson, 1979):

3U

Here, U dp is the number of particles with momentum between p and

p + dp , w = u - vs , where vg is the effective velocity of the

scattering centres relative to the fluid (0 < vg < v^ for Alfvén waves,

where vA = B / (4irp)* is the Alfvén velocity). D,, « - v ! / v(p) is

the diffusion coefficient along the magnetic field due to pitch angle

scattering with scattering frequency v(p) .

In tht: case of shock acceleration there are four relevant length
i

scales : I: , the typical scale for variations in the properties of the

background f f luid; Xo (p) = D.. (p) / w , the concentration length of the

energetic particles over which the balance of convection - and diffusion j

terms in Equation (1) plays a role; X(p) = v /v(p) , the mean free ;i

path for pitch angle scattering; and the thickness d of the shock ':iI
.front. The acceleration process works when the inequality "a

d < X(p) < X0(p) S L (2) f

is satisfied. Since Dn = -^ Xv , we have by definition |

w '•
X - 3 — Xo « Xo , so that the middle inequality is always satisfied. i
It is a crucial assumption of the model that the shock thickness d is |

s
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much less than X(p) , The actual acceleration process takes place in a

region with thickness ** X around the shock front. Behind the shock the

particle distribution is spatially uniform, whereas ahead of the shock a

precursor with spatial extent "^„(p) forms along the magnetic field, in

which the particle distribution decays from the post-shock value U^ to

the pre-shock value of the incoming particles at x = -«> , U (Bell,

1978a).

If the influence of the precursor on the fluid is neglected and the

velocity profile u(x) is treated as being constant with a discontinuous

jump at the shock (x = 0) , one can express U in terms of U

(Blandford and Ostriker, 1979; Achterberg and Norman, 1980, eq. A6) :

(3)

where a = 3u2 / (ux - u2) and u (u2) is the velocity ahead (behind)

of the shock. We have assumed that v « u . The amplitude of the
s

scattering waves can be calculated self-consistently by balancing wave-

growth due to the spatial gradient in U with convection of the waves by

the fluid. The resulting scattering rate then gives the concentration

length Xg(p) for the case of scattering by Alfvén waves as (Bell, 1978a,

eq. 20; Achterberg and Norman, 1980, eq. 12) :

where nx is the number density of the background plasma,

^£ = e Bo / m^ c the proton gyrof requency, and where we have neglected

factors of order unity. As can be seen from (3) and (4) , X (p) in- If

creases with particle momentum for a distribution U which decays f

faster towards higher energies than p " 1 . For strong shocks one has 'I
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U\ v+1

— = -i-i- = A (where Y is the ratio of specific heats and we have used

Y = 5/3) and the corresponding value of a is 1 , so that U <* p~2

at high energies,

However, the incoming fluid is slowed down by a force associated with

a pressure gradient of the precursor. This force is mediated by the hydro-

magnetic waves, Alfvén waves when B « 8it P / B„2 ~ \ where ? is the

pressure of the background plasma, and Bo the ambient magnetic field

strength. The precise form of this force has been derived in chapter V :

è

Here W is the energy density in Alfvên waves as measured in the rest

frame of the background plasma, and II =• •=• I dp pv U the pressure in

energetic particles. The waves are generated resonantly by the energetic

particles due to the small residual pitch angle anisotropy associated with

the spatial gradient 3 U / dx in the distribution of the energetic

particles. They have their wave vectors antiparallel to the direction of

increasing U_ , i.e. towards negative x . (Skilling, 1975 , Appendix;

Schwartz and Skilling, 1978).

It should be noted that the total force exerted by the waves on the plasma

as o whole is just equal to Fp = - V J W . The somewhat arbitrary

division of the plasma into both fast particles which can resonantly

generate waves and participate in the acceleration process, and non-

resonant particles which constitute the fluid, introduces the second part

of the force £ proportional to the gradient in the energetic particle

pressure II into the equation of motion of the fluid:

*••*} --*{'•-•*}• (6)

This equation describes the slowing down of the fluid in the precursor,

where we have used (5) and introduced the fluid pressure P . We have
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neglected dissipative effects such as viscosity. As was shown in chapter

V, this equation of motion for the fluid can be combined with Equation (1)

for the energetic particles and an equation describing the generation of

waves:

to yield an energy conservation law:

Here

W = | pu2 + -|y + W + ? (9)

is the total energy density of the system consisting of background fluid,

waves and energetic particles and £ is the energy density in the

energetic particles , defining T as the particle kinetic energy :

5 = j dp T Up . (10)

E is the total energy flux and is given by:

pu ( 4 u Z*TrW) + ( i u " V VA

Here S is the energy flux of the energetic particles as seen by a

stationary observer:

l dp T Sp (12)

3U 3 In p U

where Sp = C (u - vA) Up - D„ - £ and C = 1 - + 3 ln p ? is the
Compton Getting factor, and where we have put vg = - v A .

This equation has been derived assuming the flow of the background

plasma is isentropic with an equation of state P = P (p/p >^ .

I'
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One might argue that all entropy generation should be confined to the

shock front region of spatial extent d . The actual situation, however,

is more subtle, A measure for the total entropy density of the system of

fluid and fast particles is given by S = - k \ d3£ f (j>) in f (£>

(Klimontovich 1967), where k is the Boltzmann constant, and f(£) d3£

is the number of particles in a momentum space element d3£ around £ .

The distribution function satisfies the Vlasov equation which conserves

entropy in absence of collisions. However, we have split the exact

distribution function into three parts: 1) an averaged distribution of

non-resonant fluid particles (averaged in the sense of a time and space

average over the fast time and space variations associated with the

waves) which is described by its moments; 2) a disturbance associated with

the sloshing motion in the waves, which manifests itself as wave energy

and momentum; and 3) the resonant, fast particles. Consequently, the

entropy associated with the fluid alone is not necessarily conserved. More
3U

specifically, it can easily be shown that the term involving D.. -g-£ in

the equation for the fast particles generates entropy. For similar

arguments leading to the non-conservation of entropy in collisionless

shocks see Tidmann and Krall (1971, p. 9). The change in entropy is

essentially due to the loss of detailed (microscopic) information during

averaging. Therefore equation (8) is probably only a good approximation

outside the region of width Xfl in front of the shock. Within that

region large gradients in U occur which lead to significant generation

of entropy. A fully microscopic theory for the shock and precursor

structure would be necessary. At present, this seems an impossible task,

due to the highly non-linear character of such a theory. Therefore, in the
C

of fast particles is treated as an integral part of the shock structure.

I next section we will take an alternative point of view where the precursor
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III. GENERALIZED RANKINE-HUGONIOT RELATIONS

The situation at a shock wave where acceleration takes place in the

manner outlined in the preceeding paragraph is sketched in figure 2.

Tl,

i

i
j

i
i
i

—r

precursor
j

acceleration
region

cl
0

Tl

Fig. 2. Change of velocity u(x) and II(x) near shoak^

We assume a steady flow of fluid and fast particles towards the shock with

bulk velocity a1 , and pressure Pj and II1 respectively, at a distance

|x| ~ < X0(p) > in front of the shock; < X0(p), > is a suitable mean

value of X (p) , for example < X (p) > •
173 ƒ dp pv X0(p) U +

The

fast particle pressure builds up until it reaches the post-shock pressure

II2 at some distance, typically of order X « < X0(p) > in front of

the actual fluid shock. In the region |x| S. < Xg(p) > strong gradients

in U occur, which act as a source of scattering waves and entropy. The

fluid is slowed down and its pressure P increases ahead of the shock, an

increase which is completed in the shock front, until the post shock

values u2,P2 are reached. We will now disregard the precursor structure

in the region of extent < X0(p) > , and treat this layer as a discon-
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tinuity, just like an ordinary shock. Outside this region 3 U /3x = 0 ,

S - constant , and the energy flux of fast particles is given by:

f d p T S = / d p C w U p T = T) w H (13)

where we have used the definition of the Compton-Getting factor, and

performed a partial integration. The numerical factor n is equal to 5/2

when all particles are non-relativistic, and 4 'when they are relativest-

ic. We will assume in the following that v A « u , so that w « u .

Demanding the continuity of mass, momentum and energy flow across the dis-

continuity we get the following conservation relations:

P2u2
(14a)

PjUj* + Pj + lij - p2u2
2 + P2 + ïï2 (14b)

pjUj (J Uj2 + hj) + n2Uj lij = p2u2 (J u 2
z + h2) + n2u2 ïï2 (14c)

YPwhere subscripts I and 2 denote pre- and postshock values, and h = ; ' v

We have neglected the terms involving W with respect to E^ since,
VA

it can easily be seen from (7) that W - — H « It in the absence of

external wave sources not directly associated with the energetic

particles. We can combine 14a-c to yield a generalized Rankine-Hugoniot

relation:

h, - h, +•i -2 T n^jH, - n2v2n2 + J (v, + v z) (P2 + n2 - Pj - H J ) o
(15)

where we have introduced the specific volume V = — . Using the ex-

pression for the heat function h of an ideal fluid , h = -^T- PV , and

writing n in the suggestive form n • >„_•> we can write (15) as:

h- 2 r2-i 2

x + v2) | <p2 + n2) - (Pj + nt o . (16)
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This demonstrates that due to the strong coupling of fast particles and

fluid as expressed by (1), we can treat the energetics of the shock

acceleration process as that of an ordinary shock in a composite fluid

with mass density P , velocity u , heat function

h " I -5-r P + -jcj- 31 V and pressure P = P + H . The value of

T = J "j. x which follows from the definition of n , coincides with

what one would expect for an ideal fluid, i.e. F • •=• when all fast

particles are non-relativistic, and F = •? when they are relativistic.

Using (16) and (14a) it follows that the velocity contrast — across the

shock is given by:

"

where we have assumed that F does not change significantly across the

shock. All relations become particularly simple when F = Y . We then can

define a generalized Mach number by M = —j= =-r- and obtain the

following relations (cf. landau and Lifshitz 1959, § 85) :

— - -- (18a)
U2 (Y-l) M 2 + 2

- O (18b)

which are the jump conditions for a shock with Mach number M,. if
1 .y

This system of equations can be supplemented by an equation which ex- |
s

presses the conservation of fast particles, explicitly excluding injection ?J
3U |

processes at the shock. Assuming as before -^- a 0 outside the shock I
OX Y|

region and integrating (1) over momentum we find: J
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where N = ƒ dp U .

The Rankine-Hugoniot relations derived above may seem to be a trivial

result, But it must be kept in mind that the usual Rankine-Hugoniot

relations are derived assuming that the components of the mixture are

coupled by ordinary molecular or Coulomb collisions, where the micro-

scopic distributions of the constituents are near Maxwellian.

In the case considered here Alfvin waves provide the coupling and the

energetic particles are collisionless in the strict sense of the word,

with a non-thermal momentum distribution.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is not possible to calculate the momentum distribution U and

pressure II2 of the fast particles behind the shock without knowing the

detailed velocity profile u(x) within the precursor. The Rankine-

Hugoniot relations allow only the determination of the total pressure

P2 + II2 . The main difficulty is the highly non-linear character of Eq.

(1) which is due to the diffusion coefficient D,. . This quantity is

determined by the energy density of scattering waves W(k) at a wave

number k determined by the resonance condition kVu jf ft = 0 , where

v.| is the particle velocity along the ambient magnetic field, and

R = |e| Bc/ E its gyrofrequency. The level of scattering waves in

turn depends in a complicated way on U (x) and its gradients. All

calculations that have been done either use a simplified model for the

propagation of the particles in front of the shock where the diffusive

nature of the propagation is neglected (Eichler 1979) or use a perturba-

tion approach starting from the unperturbed Eq. (3) for the momentum

distribution (Blandford 1980).

It should also be pointed out that the influence of the fast

particles on the fluid in the precursor does not always lead to a
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steepening of the particle momentum distribution with respect to the

"unperturbed" distribution given in Eq. (3). As can be seen from (17), the

velocity ratio Uj/u2 tends to reach the value

(20)
1 + e

for strong shocks, where e = JI2/P2 . When e becomes of order unity and

4 ~ T > -jv as in tne case of an ideal non relativistic fluid and
f 5 4 Ï

relativistic particles Y = 7 » T = -~ \ the velocity ratio increases

relative to the unperturbed value ffi^v and the particle spectrum may

flatten because of the increased velocity differencerbetween the scatter-

ing centres across the shock. Such a flattening has indeed been found by

Blandford (1980). When all particles remain non-relativistic ( y = V =

-/ = •=• ) the velocity ratio î_ remains unchanged, and the momentum

distribution will steepen, the velocity difference between the scattering

centers within the precursor and those behind the shock being always less
2 uithan Uj - u 2 = > .. . A further complication in the detailed de-

;,. scription of the precursor is the possible injection of particles from

' the tail of the Maxwellian distribution of the background plasma into the

:. acceleration process which makes the distinction between background fluid

}: ( and fast particles rather imprecise. This should not change the Rankine-

; Hugoniot relations (16) - (18) since they involve the total energy

density of the system. But it again stresses the need for a detailed

microscopic description of the plasma processes within the precursor.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the energy balance of acceleration of energetic

particles near shock fronts can be described by the Rankine-Hugoniot

relations of a binary mixture of gases. This result is a consequence of
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the strong coupling between the energetic particles and the background

fluid which i s mediated by hydromagnetic waves.
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE PROPAGATION QF RELATIVISTIC PARTICLES IN A HIGH B PLASMA.

SUMMARY.

The propagation of energetic particles in a high f3 plasma is

considered. It is shown that only particles with a momentum

exceeding some minimum value can be confined at a streaming speed

much less than the individual particle velocity. This confinement

is due to pitch angle scattering on hydromagnetic waves. Simple

quasi-linear theory predicts a vanishing scattering rate for

particles with their pitch angle near 90 ,since the waves

responsible for scattering are removed by thermal damping. The

non-linear effects leading to scattering near 90° are calculated.

The relevant wave modes are discussed,and the results are

applied to cosmic ray propagation, supernova remnants and extra-

galactic radio sources.
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I. Introduction

It has been suggested that self-generated Alfvên waves will "lock"

energetic (suprathermal) particles to a magnetized plasma, making theii

bulk streaming speed of the order of the Alfvén velocity v.
(ATT p)

where B and p are the ambient magnetic field and mass density

respectively, and their distribution nearly isotropic (Wentzel, 1974;

Skilling, 1975 a-c). Particle propagation is diffusive along the

magnetic field under influence of pitch angle scattering on the (self

generated) hydromagnetic waves.

It has recently been pointed out by Holman et al. (1979), that for a

8TT P
plasma with 6 = » 1 dissipation of the Alfvén waves through

; B2

ion-cyclotron damping becomes important at short wavelengths. P is the
pressure of the assumed ambient isothermal environment.

Since short wavelength waves are responsible for scattering particles

through a pitch angle of 90°, and such "mirroring" is absolutely

necessary for the containment of particles at a streaming speed ~ v^

along the magnetic field, they concluded that high energy particles

would stream at a^velocLty v t i = (kB T^ / mjj * » vA , where vfc^ is

the proton thermal velocity, or even higher. Their arguments were based

on scattering by Alfvën waves.

However, in a high (3 plasma, the dispersion relation for hydromagnetic

waves can differ significantly from that of Alfvên waves (u) = kM v.) ,
II a

as was shown by Foote and Kulsrud (1979).

These last authors also considered the propagation of Cosmic Rays in

Supernova Remnants and concluded that they could be contained by waves

propagating along the magnetic field, but did not take ion cyclotron

damping into account.

Our aim is to synthesize and extend these two approaches, and to find

the conditions under which relativistic particles can be contained by
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pitch angle scattering, so that they will propagate diffusively along

the field with a bulk streaming speed substantially less than their

"coherent" or "scatter free" streaming velocity, which is of order of

the particle velocity itself.

In section II, the relevant wavemodes are discussed, and in section

III their interaction with relativistic particles is described. In

section IV criteria for diffusive propagation are derived, and their

consequences investigated in section V. Finally in section VI this

theory is applied to supernova remnants, cosmic ray propagation in our

galaxy, extragalactic radio sources and radio emission from intra

cluster gas in the Coma cluster.

V
'4

.ir-.j

•3

!
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II . Hydromagnetic waves in a high B plasma

At this point, we wi l l limit ourselves to circularly polarized

waves propagating along the direction of the magnetic f ield. This wi l l

be justified below. Their dispersion relation can be written (Ichima-

ru, 1973, p.'92):

kzc2

2

where for a Maxwellian distribution of protons and electrons:

1 - 1 -
k Vte

w(ü> I - W (2)

Here R(L) denotes right-hand (left-hand) polarization,where we take

(i) positive. The upper signs in (2) refer to right-hand polarization.

We have introduced the following notation:

4ir e. z n

m.

i

the plasma frequency of particles of kind j ,
e.B
m j c

, their

cyclotron frequency, and v . =( *•) their thermal velocity,where
3 j

e. , a. , T. and k_ are the particle charge, mass, temperature, and

the BoItmaim constant respectively.

W(Z) is a plasma dispersion function and is given for Z » 1 by:

W(Z) - i i (3)

Using this expression in (2), assuming ü) < ft . < \ü \
a' T e m i X

— > 1 , •=— < — , i t reduces t o :
i T i me

and

ti
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[,.a. kz V
'ti ui - k2 V.

*MÏ -a-exp
'ti c' 2k2 V t i

2J
(4)

The sane dispersion relation, without the last term representing ion

cyclotron damping, has been derived by Foote and Kulsrud (1979, eq. 18).

The upper (lower) sign in the second term refers to right-hand (left-

hand) polarization.

In a low B plasma (V^ » Vti) the second term can be neglected with

respect to the third. In a high 3 plasma however it becomes dominant for
2V

wavenumbers k » k =
fi.

V - 2

s

. Note that ion cyclotron damping becomes

important for wavenumbers k * - — = V "TT k 0 "

Solving the dispersion relation for the real part of the frequency ID

we find:

k 2 V .2

± — „ t i +

k V.

Vti
2Ü.

i

* k2 V « \

+ 1 (5)

The solution can be approximated for k « kQ and k » k0 , and the

damping increment T , defined by UJ = w + if , can be calculated:

kvA

(k « kfl) (6a)

2k2 VK V ti

'4

i
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2

I k T V
V

ti
exp

(6b)

a.

Ü.
X

y . 2 . f f2.2

-£—8. exp -

(6c)

The solution of eq. (S) is plotted in figure I, together with the

Irl
relative cyclotron damping rate -L^J- .

P=500 P=1500

i i \ S \ i i i i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

<*>L/k0^

JZJ
ID'

1.6

1.2

.8

.4

O

Figure 1. Solution of dispersion relation (4) in dimemionless

frequency w/koV. and damping inarement | Y I to | as a function of

dimenaionle88 wavenumber k/k for B = SOO 3 1500,
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This i s proportional to k~3 exp - and reaches a maximum

at k =V-TT • k where the exponent becomes of order un i ty , Here we
2 V t i

2

have used the d e f i n i t i o n of k. > and 3 • "•'••"•••• . This means that in

V
a high 3 plasma waves with wavenumber k ï | \/~jf kg are damped

appreciably, corresponding to wavelengths smaller than a few proton

gyroradii.

Waves propagating at a finite angle • with respect to the magnetic

field are subject to Landau damping. One can treat these waves as plane

polarized, and their dispersion relation becomes (Foote and Kulsrud,

eq. 16) :

2

(in2 - k 2 V 2 c o s 2 * )* - 4 P M k 2 V 2 cos" « u)z
A vKoJ A

V .
+ i V 2TT —• k2 V 2 (d)2 - k2 V.2 cos2 4) sinzi> =• 0 (7)

A

where we have neglected ion cyclotron-damping.

From this expression it is obvious that Landau damping becomes strong

when din • > ' • — ~ (23) * and for 8 » I occurs for angles
v. vti J

& > (23) , which justifies our limitation to modes propagating

along the magnetic field, when 3 ~ 10* the maximum angle of propagation

is roughly 4° .
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III. Interaction with energetic particles

Energetic particles can interact with hydromagnetic waves

propagating along the magnetic field. In ordinary (quasi-) linear

theory this interaction takes place when the resonance condition

ID0 - k V|| - V Q . * = 0 (8)

o
is satisfied. Here w is the frequency of the relevant wave mode

( o= A,R,L) and ft. = |e.| Bc/E is the cyclotron frequency of a

particle with energy E , Vn = vy is the component of the particle

velocity along the magnetic field, v is equal to + I , and is

determined by particle charge .and wave polarisation according to the

following scheme (see Appendix A) :

-1 r.h. polarization
V S3 e ^ ^ *g*

|_ +1 l.h. polarization

The pitch angle a of a particle in resonance with a given wave is given

by y r cos a = u , where:

00)
- v a.*

-res k v

The obvious condition |y J < 1 determines the minimum momentum of a

particle able to satisfy the resonance condition with a wave {cu (k) ,k}

when (u°(k) « «.* :

0 0
ck

As can be seen from (6), cyclotron damping by thermal protons will be

very strong near k = fc- H fl./v . , and we can write (11) in the form:

(12)
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while (10) can be written as:

KJ • ̂ I f j «3>
When ui > fS. all particles with v > -j— can satisfy the resonance

condition (8). For the waves considered here -j— < v . . In the

following we will concentrate on the case b i a « Q.

When hydromagnetic waves are present, the magnetic fluctuations

associated with these waves give rise to pitch angle scattering, which

reduces any anisotropy initially present in the distribution. The

scattering rate D = < (Ay)2 /2At > can be calculated from quasi-

linear theory, and is given by (Jokipii, 1971):

2

D (14)

Here B. i s the Fourier component at k of the fluctuation in the

magnetic field (note that lc.B. • JJ.B. = 0 in this particular case).

We can express D in terms of the total energy density U. per unit

I E . I *
wavenumber in a wave W. = - ^ -s— (w2e ) , where E. i s the wave

e l e c t r i c f i e l d , by using Faradays law, B. = £ (k x E.) :

D = i f i ' (1 -
4 Dm n1,* , (15)

where U = •=- is the energy density in the ambient magnetic field.
in uïï

In the traditional picture of fast particle propagation, this pitch

angle scattering leads to confinement of particles, even when no

external source of waves is present. Particles streaming with a mean

velocity U = J dy f (p,y) vy relative to the background plasma
}-\

along the magnetic field, where f (p,y) 2ir p2 dp dy denotes the
fraction of particles with momentum in the interval {p , p+dp} and
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cosine of pitch angle in the interval {u , P+dp} , generate waves

with a linear growth rate V which can be calculated using the

general expression Al of Appendix A :

rstr<k>

v
2
A

».

( s 00

p > ̂ 2. = N ƒ dpAïï p2 f(p) is the number density of fast
C*J eB/ck

particles with momentum exceeding the minimum momentum necessary to

resonate with the waves, n is the number density of the background

plasma and C = - -y a " is the Compton-Getting factor.

In calculating (16) we have assumed f (p,y) = f(p) [ 1 + 6y] ,

where ö = •* — « 1 is the anrsotropy due to particle streaming.
r becomes large enough to compensate wave damping by the back-
sec

ground plasma, as given by eq. (6). For all wave-modes involved this

leads to the condition:

U >

) From this expression it is obvious that particles exclusively

scattered by waves near k = fc, (p ~ m^ Vj.̂ ) cannot be confined to

' a streaming speed U-«-T- when N (p > m. v .) / n « 1 . If the

; opposite inequality would apply, the number- and energy density of

fast particles would exceed that of the thermal plasma, and wave

properties would be determined by the energetic particles themselves,

making the question of confinement by waves meaningless.

But even for particles with p » m^ v . , the thermal ion-

; cyclotron damping near k = k̂ , may exclude confinement of particles
v
| by self-generated waves to a streaming velocity U « v . The reason

I is that for confinement it is absolutely necessary that particles can
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be scattered through a pitch angle of 90° , i,e. y = 0 . If this were

not the case, particles would not be able to reverse their direction

of motion along the magnetic field, and their mean velocity along the

field would always be of the order of their individual velocity v .

As can be seen from eq. (14) for D , D -»• 0 for y -»• 0 when

|B. | decays faster to large k than k~l , and ordinary quasi-

linear theory would give vanishing pitch angle scattering at y = 0 .

In a high 6 plasma, ion-cyclotron damping removes all waves with

k 5 It , making the situation even worse. This means that no waves

are available to scatter particles with |y| < \im>n , with ymi<i

a ccording to (13) approximately given by:

Vmin * mi vti I P (18> '''

In order to achieve confinement of energetic particles by hydro-

magnetic waves in a high 3 plasma, some mechanism must be found to

make particles cross the gap 0 < |y| < y . .In the next section we

will investigate two possible mechanisms: mirroring on long-wavelength

fluctuations in the magnetic field strength, and resonance broadening.

'I
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IV. Grossing the gap at y =* 0

In the previous section we have emphasized that hydromagnetic

waves will only confine particles to a streaming speed U « v along

the magnetic field, when they are able to repeatedly reverse the

direction of motion of a particle along the magnetic field. In a high

3 plasma this means a gap with magnitude Ay ~ |y . I -< m.v ./p must

be bridged.

In principle, two possible mechanisms could be responsible for

such a crossing, mirroring on long-wavelength fluctuations for which

pr/2B is an adiabatic invariant, and resonance broadening which

relaxes the resonance condition (8), so that waves at a given k can

interact with particles in a finite range Ay around y = Vres • We

will consider both mechanisms, and find that they lead to similar

conditions on particle momentum p which have to be satisfied in

order to cross the boundary y = 0 .

A. Mivronng

When the magnetic field strength increases from B to B + 6B

(SB « B) on a scale X long compared with the gyro-radius

p * v̂ /fl of a particle, all particles which have a pitch angle a

so that sinz a < _. . -J,1 are mirrored and reverse their direction of
B + oB

motion along the magnetic field. When SB « B this condition can be

written as y < -g- . Ordinary pitch angle scattering on hydro-

magnetic waves in a high ft plasma will be able to redistribute y

within a cone |y| < y . along the magnetic field, with y . given ,

by (18). Mirroring will therefore only be effective for particles

which satisfy the condition:

m i v t i
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In a high f$ plasma, where Landau damping restricts wave propagation to

waves with their wave vectors nearly aligned with the ambient magnetic

field i the wave magnetic field B. is roughly perpendicular to B

since the magnetic field is divergence free: k . B£>'0.

We then have ÖB » I B + Z B. exp (i k.x - i a» t) | -B =

i I l£|2 k ~ ~. Condition (19) then becomes:

è
B2 m.. vfc, (20)

where the integration over wave numbers E = ƒ dk only includes waves

Q* k

waves with k « ^— . -v

We note here that this is a non-resonant, single step process.

A resonant version of mirroring also exists (Klimas and Sandri, 1973;

Goldstein et al., 1975) at the Cherenkov resonance u - kj,v,j = 0 , but

this only works when k. ̂  0 , so this is probably not very important

in high $ plasma's.

B. Resonance broadening

Ever since it became obvious that ordinary quasi-linear theory

gives a vanishing scattering rate at ]X = 0 for most observed

fluctuation spectra, modifications of this theory have been sought

which remove this difficulty. Several papers have devoted themselves

to this question (Volk, 1973; Ben Israel et al., 1975; Goldstein,

1976 and Jones et al., 1978).

The results are similar and we will follow the first reference.

Volk follows Dupree (1966) and Weinstock (1969, 1970) in assuming

that the non-linear effect of fluctuating magnetic fields on a

particle can be described as a slow diffusion away from the unperturbed

helical trajectory around the ambient magnetic field, which is used

in quasi-linear theory. The Lorencz-force experienced by a particle

I 9 5



due to a circularly polarized wave propagating along B> gives an

equation of notion:

where <|> = <j>0 + kz(t) - t(u +_0 ) is the phase of the force as seen

by the particle, where we have taken the z-axis along the magnetic

field. In ordinary quasi-linear theory one puts z(t) = z + vut , so

that <(> = <(i + kz + (kvu - u + Ï2 ) t , and it is obvious that the

particles must satisfy resonance condition (8) in order to be subject

to a Lorentz force which does not vanish due to phase mixing. In this

case eq. (U) is found for the scattering rate. Dupree (1966) and

Weinstock (1969, 1970) use statistical methods to take the influence

of the waves on the particle orbit into account. The phase <J> as seen

by a test particle is influenced by the waves,and (14) is modified to:

D • I 8 (I " VI2) dk ̂ — R (k, D ) , (22)

where the resonance function R is defined by

(k, D ) = dT <

O

= f dx exp | i (kvy - U + J1*)T - ~ k2v2 D T3 i (23)

This corresponds to approximating 4>(t) by :'|
':?

((»(t) = <(>o + (kvy - ü) jf J2*)t + ik
2 < Az(t) Az(t) > , where the last |

term proportional to < Az(t) Az(t) > = -̂  vz D t3 represents orbit |!

diffusion. ' |

i
In deriving (23) it is assumed that v is a constant of motion, '}

which is correct as long as the electric fields ot the waves can be 'I

9 6 |
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neglected, i.e. ^- « 1 (magnetostatic approximation). Furthermore,

a small correction to D due to the fact that y slowly changes

along the perturbed orbit has been neglected, but for values of y « 1

the dependance of the Lorentz force on . y becomes small (c.f.

eq. (21): (1 - y 2)* -*• I ) . The exponential decay a T3 of the orbit

diffusion term in (23) allows us to write (22) in the form (y « 1)

A k (24)
(k ~ K-J + ^

where Ak • -pV I -̂  i s the amount of resonance broadeningh^]1
due to orbit diffusion, and k as before is determined by

res

in. - kvy +_ J2̂  = 0 . When D •*• 0 , (24) reduces to the quasi-linear

result.

This equation is exceedingly difficult to solve because of the

implicit dependance on D through Ak . However, we can estimate

when resonance broadening will be sufficient to allow particles to

cross p = 0 from |y| = ]i . = m.v ./p . For any finite value of D

Ak becomes very large when y -> 0 , and is formally infinite at

VI = 0 . In order to scatter particles at p = p . (k = k,, ,
min res H

u « 0 ) we must have Ak ~ It, so that waves with k « lc. , which

are not damped by thermal ions, can contribute to the scattering of

particles at ]i = y • • The amount of pitch angle scattering needed

to give an amount of resonance broadening Ak at k is:

fo»r a given value of y . We now demand Ak ~ k at y = \i . , and
nun
2*

we expect only waves with k < k. to be present we can then estimate:

k = k^ . This leads to the condition D (y . ) ~ 3 y . 2 Ü . Since
n y 'min min
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f

w m n I (26)
3 Vn2 °'

so the above condition immediately reduces to:

\ z I

3y . «d» * I' ! M f f ] 2> O* I dk-^LL Ü L (27)

Using (18) this then gives the following condition on particle

momentum p , when we assume the wave-spectrum peaks at some wave-

number A < lc. :

1/3
* nu v t i (28)

Comparing this with condition (20) for mirroring through u = 0 , we

see that it is very similar, although the physics involved is very

different. As we will see below, we expect (K./J,)1'3 to be of order

unity.

Summarizing this section, we have considered the mirroring and

scattering of particles through y = 0 necessary to achieve con-

finement to streaming speeds U « v . We have found that in both

B2 licases only particles with momentum exceeding p . ~ -s m.v .
m m I* n 2 I ^ tx

k =k 'can repeatedly reverse their direction of motion.

Since this result depends on the level of the relevant waves, we will

consider the non-linear effects leading to saturation of linear

wave-growth due to particle streaming in the next section.
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quasi-linear result

Figure 2. The pitch-angle cosine diffusion coefficient D as

a function of y for two values of the particle enevgy.

This sketches the behaviour for a particle with energy E„ < E„

and E- > iSV. , where Ey corresponds to the particle energy of a

particle which satisfies Eq. (28) with an equality sign.
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V, Non-linear wave damping

In a steady state, the wave level is determined by the balance

between linear wave growth and non-linear wave damping. We have

considered two possible processes for non-linear damping:

a) Resonant three-wave interactions between two circularly polarized

waves and a low frequency electrostatic wave (an ion-sound wave:

u> = k c s ) .

The resonance conditions are

k + k = k

b) Resonant interaction between thermal ions and the high- and low

frequency heat wave of two circularly polarized waves, with

resonance condition:

(uij +_ (ü2) - (kj + k2) v z = 0 (30)

The relevant calculations are briefly summarized in Appendix B.

It turns out that three-wave interactions cannot lead to saturation of

wave-growth due to particle streaming. The only interaction possible is

the fusion of a right- and left hand polarized wave propagating in

opposite directions into an ion sound wave. Since streaming particles

generate waves with only one direction of propagation so that

(k.U)/b) > 0, this mechanism cannot lead to saturation unless an in-

dependant source of waves with (k.U)/ü) < 0 is present.

This leaves non-linear wave-particle interactions. We consider

only waves with k < \. , so that interactions at higher cyclotron

harmonics (üij +_ w2 - (kj +_ k2) v + v Q = 0 , v =£ o) do not have

to be taken into account. Usually, only the interaction between

particles and the low frequency beat wave {u)j - tii2 , ]Cj - kj} of two

waves {oij , kj} , {o)2 , k2> is considered. The reason is that in
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most applications Vineoce Landau damping leaves only waves with

•r-^— » 1 , where v is the thermal velocity of the particles

responsible for Landau damping. The high frequency beat wave will then

al3o have di + u » (kj + k ) v . , and the number of particles able

to interact with this wave is exponentially small for a Maxwellian

distribution. The interaction with the low frequency beat wave is

usually called non-linear Landau damping, and can be visualized as the

scattering of a wave {oî  , kj} of a particle into a wave {ÜI2 , k_2} ,

where the energy difference ti (k^ - k2) is given to the particle

(Galeev and Sagdeev, 1979, Ch. 3).

However, in this case of circularly polarized waves propagating

along the magnetic field, linear Landau damping is absent, and the

high frequency beat wave has ü) + ü>2 < (kj + k2) v . , and the inter-

action with thermal ions is possible. It can be visualized as the in-

duced fusion of two waves, giving up their energy and momentum to the

particle. The non-linear growth rate T . is most conveniently

expressed in terms of the magnetic energy density W„W„ = — = — =
k2c2

5 W. of the waves. The reason is that for the waves

considered here, particle dynamics in the waves is dominated by the

magnetic field. Non-linear Landau damping takes place between waves of

the same polarization, and induced fusion between waves of opposite

polarization:

f
-

AJ (kk-) i L + A£ ckk») £ } (3D
m

where the interaction coefficients for non-linear Landau damping and

induced fusion are respectively given by (see Appendix B) :

:f
VA

(32)
u 11 / 9 k 2 v . 2 R T

K (k.k') = ''yif c' ti ai
|k + k.| vt. 101



where we have introduced the notation u' = u(k') , and all frequencies

are taken positive, as before.

The expression for r , can simply be found by interchanging the

indices R and L in (31), (32). We note here that A^ (k,k')

changes sign when ttf = to' , being positive when u > ii)'" , and

R R
negative when w < w' , which is a typical property of non-linear

Landau damping in a thermal plasma. A L (k,k') in contrast is always

positive, and waves are always damped by the induced fusion process.

It can easily be checked that the coupling coefficients take the

values:

A! (k.k') = A}1 (k,k') = -!4v¥ M V„. sign (<DR(L) - U'
R(L))

K. Li 10 O tl

(33)
—— I It I v

8 |K| ti

for k,k' « k 0 , where all waves propagate in the same direction, and:
(k,k') = " j V { |k + k'| vti sign (w

R - ü)'R)

r- k *
(k,k') = i i / i ^ — |k + k'| v.. sign (u)L - w'L) (34)

(k.k') k
k + k' v.ti

when k,k' » k

Since the linear growth rate is the same for both the left- and

right hand polarized mode when U » C £ , we can put wJi (k) ~ w£ (k)

K M M

= WJJ (k) , and the non-linear damping rate given by (31) is always of

orders

Vk'-
rnl a - kvti I dk' - V -

m

f
ti

The linear growth rate is according to (16) given by:
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r = PJLo
lstr 8 Mi

l] ü N [ p

(

> m.i

(

k

' t i

ko

« k 0

« k

= 2 V Î/B kjj )
(36)

In a high 3 plasma one expects F to have its maximum in the range

k0 « k < k„ , since the minimum momentum p . = i y T mivti ~k~ *s

quite high when k « k0 . For a power law distribution

4ir p2 f (p) = — 1-̂-1 we have

N f I3"2

r „ 3ÏÏO ü H> k f v n

rstr " X ^ ï ï ^ j ^

in the range k » kfl , where N > = t«p >mivti). , and where we have

neglected a factor of order unity. Comparing (35) and (37) it follows

that the maximum magnetic energy density in the waves due to particle

streaming is of order:

i üm 4 vti n

where SL is the wavenumber where the maximum value of W„(k) is

reached, and where we have replaced N> by N , the total number

density of fast particles.

Using this result in (20) and (28), we get the following

condition on the momentum p of particles that can be confined by

mirroring or scattering on selfgenerated turbulence respectively:
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p >

P > vir

/iTf vti no
v 3ir UN

s-3
i f,. \ 2n. I" 1 ^

X I mi vti

3s-7

T mi vti

(39)

For observationally derived values of s , s > 2.5-3 ; these

conditions do not depend strongly on the particular value of -j- ,

and give similar values for the minimum momentum necessary for

confinement, and for all computational purposes we will replace (39)

by:

(40>

Applying this to protons, we note that the maximum possible streaming

velocity at a given momentum p is the individual particle velocity

v - It then follows from (40) that the proton streaming velocity

can only be reduced to values U < v for protons with

V >
'ti

(41)

hl 1 / 3

The protons at v ~ -r=- v .. are marginally confined, and will have

a streaming speed of the same order: U ~ I-TH v . , while protons

at higher energies are well confined, and probably have

Because of their small rest mass, electrons will have to be

relativistic in most astrophysical plasmas before they can satisfy

(40):
m. vti
me

= 0.6 *i '

10'
. When no protons are available for wave

generation, the same argument leading to (41) then leads to the con-

clusion that only electrons which satisfy the condition:
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Y
2/3

H,
1/3

m

me

1/6 , ,1/3

V

can be confined by self-generated turbulence. Here y = 11 -| is

the Lorentz factor.

Wave generation is probably dominated by protons in most astro-

physically relevant situations. The reason is that a) protons can

2

satisfy injection condition (12) at a kinetic energy T = Ijj- =

-r-| k„ T. , whereas electrons must have an energy which is a
J f*i c 1

factor min — , larger to be able to resonate with the same

I me vti J

wave. If all particles are accelerated from near thermal energies in an

extended tail on the Maxwellian which decays with kinetic energy, this

means far less electrons than protons are available for wave generation

at a given k , i.e. N. p > m. v . -rr- \ » N p > m. v . -j- ;

b) most acceleration mechanisms usually invoked to explain energetic

particles in non-thermal radio sources, such as stochastic Fermi

acceleration (Eichler, 1979) or shock-acceleration (Bell, 1978a,b)

favor low velocity, heavy particles, so we even expect N.(p) ~ N (p)

at similar energies. When protons indeed determine the growth rate of

the waves, (40) and (41) then give the following lower limit on the

momentum of particles confined by self-generated turbulence:

1/3
P > I"! "iV t. (43)

Summarizing the results of this section, we come to the following

conclusions:

1) Non-linear effects lead to saturation of wave generation by

streaming particles at a total magnetic energy density in the waves

Ü N Bz

of order — 77- .

K J n8ir
2) At this fluctuation level of the turbulent magnetic fields,
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V,

'I

NU

scattered through \i = 0 , leading to confinement by the waves at a

streaming velocity < v,i > = U along the ambient field. If wave

generation is dominated by protons, we have U = -̂ - v . , and

„ = fJLl2/3 l i « i l
m i n j 8ÏÏ 8ÏÏ

Particles with momentum less than the minimum momentum necessary for

confinement will form a rather anisotropic distribution ("beam") along

the magnetic field, their velocity vector within a cone y . "̂  |y| < 1.

In particular, electrons will not be confined until moderately

relativistic energies (see also Section VI);

For most observationally derived energy distributions of supra-

thermal electrons which decay with increasing energy, this situation

could apply to a majority of energetic electrons in a source.

In the next section we will apply these results to particle

propagation in non-thermal radio sources, and cosmic ray propagation

in our galaxy.
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Table 1

T

B

e

(cm"')

(K)

(G)

S

0

1 -

10"

10

,N

.1

5

6 .

2 .

R.

- 1

x 108

- 10"5

- 105

H.I.S.M,

10"' - 0.1

3 x 105-106

10"6

1 - 350

E.G.R.

10"5 - 10~' (in c lusters)

2 x 1O6 - 108

10~6 - 10"5

0.1 - 10'

I.CG,

10"'

108

10"6

350

Typical values for the thermal electron density n 3 the temperature

T , the magnetic field strength B and the plasma (5 for supernova

remnants (S.N.R.) , the hoi interstellar medium (H.I.S.M.) ,

extragalaotia radio sources (E.G.R.) and the intra cluster gas

(I.C.G.). Refernces are given in the text.

I-
i
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VI. Particle propagation in non-thermal radiosources

The results presented above have implications for the (radio)

observations of supernovae remnants and (extended) extragalactic radio-

sources, as well as the radio and X~ray observations of clusters, and

cosmic ray propagation in our galaxy. In table 1 the typical values for

the physical parameters of these objects are shown.

The data are taken from Gull (1978) and Scott and Chevalier (1975)

for the supernovae remnants, Van Breugel (1978a,b; 1979), Willis and

Strom (1978), Strom and Willis (1979) for a sample of extended extra-

galactic radio sources (E.G.R.), Mushotzky et al, (1977) for the intra

cluster gas (I.C.G.) in the Coma cluster, and Tanaka pad Bleeker (1977)

for the hot component in the interstellar medium (H.I.S.M.).

A. Supernovae remnants

From the values quoted in table 1 it is clear that these objects

are in a high B state. It is rather difficult to give an estimate of

the number of energetic particles in a remnant. Radio observations only

provide information on the energy density U e in relativistic

electrons which are responsible for the synchrotron emission, and only

after the additional assumption of equipartition is made, which equates

the total energy-density of (relativistic) particles with that of the

ambient magnetic field (see below). For energy distribution of 5

relativistic electrons decaying faster with energy E = y m c2 than '}

E - i , as is usually observed, one can estimate the number density N e .'.̂

of the energetic electrons by:

N U U .
e „ e _ e 1

n. ~ n. E . U B
o ° min m

te m c
2

E . (44)

where E
m £ n = Y m£ n

 m c2 ~ m c2 is the minimum energy of electrons *

present in the distribution. The magnetic field strength in a non- .;]

's
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thermal radio source is usually derived, by adopting those values for

the total energy-density U = a Ufi of energetic particles in the

B2

source and U = •=— that give the minimum possible energy content ofm oTT

the source needed to explain the observed synchrotron emission

(Moffet, 1976; Miley, 1976). This leads to near equipartition of
U 3

particle- and magnetic energy: ij = T • Using this in (44) we get:j
m

eq
4a 6

te (45)

If we assume a total number of energetic particles, including protons,

N =» b(Ne) is present in the source, streaming with velocity Ü ,

(':0) gives the minimum momentum of particles that can be contained at

this streaming speed by self generated turbulence:

P Ï
4a m

3b~m7
(46)

The ratio T- is really not known, but if cosmic rays are

representative, it would be of order unity (a = b = 102 , Meyer, 1975,

fig. 1; Wolfendale, 1975), which would also be in the unlikely case

that no protons were present at all, a = b = 1 . When ^ is of order

unity, it follows from (46) that only relativistic electrons with

• 1 -

(47)E >
m

m.
ti

m. c

can be contained by the turbulence generated if most particles stream

at a velocity ü . Taking representative values for S.N.R. we arrive at

E > 2.2

0.12

t i
U

T.

B
10"

V
10" K 1

2

GeV

W B
10"

(48)

\l
GeV
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which shows that electrons with y < 200 would not be contained, ever

when most particles would stream at U K c .

If the source of turbulence is not directly associated with

energetic particles, but caused by hydrodynamical instabilities, such

as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, electrons at lower energies can be

trapped in the remnant. But an absolute lower limit on the electron

energy needed to achieve trapping is according to (19) given by:

E ~ 3 T * [4-1 MeV (49)

where ÖB is the amplitude of the turbulent fluctuations in the

magnetic field strength, and T$ is the temperature of the thermal

(ion) plasma' in units of 10a K . (This notation will be used in the

remainder of this paper.)

Radio observations of Cas A (Dickel and Grei.sen, 1979) indicate

that in the radio knots reacceleration of electrons by intense

magnetic turbulence takes place. One can envisage the situation where

electrons in the quiescent regions of the remnant propagate freely

along the field with velocities of order c , until they reach a knot

where (49) becomes satisfied, and they are trapped, undergoing intense

scattering and acceleration. In this way electrons would be able to

reach the knots without experiencing dramatic synchrotron- or expansion

losses.

B. Hot interstellar medium

The hot component of the interstellar medium is detected from

diffuse X-ray emission. It fills roughly 20% of the galactic disc, and

may even form a galactic corona (Chevalier and Oergele, 1979). The

cosmic-ray energy density is roughly equal to that of the galactic

magnetic field, with electrons and positrons carrying roughly a

fraction of 10~2 of the energy of protons and heavier nuclei at the



I

same energy. The number density of protons can be estimated to be of

the order of 10"*s - 10~6 cm"* , so — - 10~5 - 10~2 . According to
no

(41) they can be contained by self-generated turbulence when
v > (5-50) v . , which includes most observable cosmic ray protons.

f N W
Electrons would have to have a momentum in excess of — m. vM-

\ao) *• '-*•

to be confined by the turbulence generated by the low energy cosmic ray

f N W 3

protons streaming at U = v ~ — v t£ , which corresponds to anI °J
energy of order

E * 0.3 — T. MeV « 6 - 600 MeV (50)

M
As suggested by Holman et al. (1979) this means that low energy cosmic

ray protons, and most cosmic ray electrons or positrons can escape from

a supernova remnant with a velocity U > v . if fS » i in the medium

around the remnant, and provided the magnetic topology allows this,

since particles still follow magnetic field lines, regardless their

streaming velocity. If the magnetic field is net aligned with the shock

front associated with the supernova, particles will not be overtaken by

the shock streaming outwards along the field, and are able to avoid

expansion losses.

C. Extragalaotic radio sources

Like in the case of supernovae remnants, our knowledge of

physical parameters in the radio lobes of (extended) extragalactic

radio sources is very scetchy. The magnetic field strength is usually

derived using the minimum energy assumption mentioned above.

Observations of synchrotron self-absorption, and radio source fine

structure from interplanetary scintillation experiments fix the

magnetic field strength within a factor 16 of the equipartition value

(Scott and Redhead, 1977), which still leaves us with a huge uncertain-

B2

ty in Um = -ĝ  . The number density of thermal particles (electrons)
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within the source is even more difficult to estimate. Only upper

limits can be derived from depolarization data, and are of order

n S 10~5 cm"3 for other sources. These values pertain to the

extended radio lobes. In the core regions of radio sources near the

nucleus of the parent galaxy they are higher, for instance

ne ~ 10~
z cm"3 in the core of Virgo A (Forster, 1980). The

temperature of the gas is unknown also, but in clusters, where the

best case can be made for a P ~ 1 situation, one might expect it to

have similar values as the temperature for the intergalactic gas in

clusters as derived from X-ray observations (T a io7 - 108 K) in

order to maintain pressure balance. In that case we get an order of

magnitude estimate for 3 :

0 = 34.6 n ^ T8 B ^ , (51)

where n ^ is the density of thermal particles in units of \0~'t cm"3

and B_6 the magnetic field strength in units of 10~6 G . Given the

uncertainty in all parameters, this could be both smaller and larger

than unity. The density of relativistic electrons which follows from
Ne

 Te
the equipartition assumption would be of order 1.2 x 10 —g2-

o
when a = 1 (no energetic protons). When 3 is rather close to unityni /~S~as (51) suggests, we have kj. = = V - ^ k ( = kQ , and both the

left- and right hand polarized waves are still Alfvén waves. The

maximum possible growth rate due to electrons streaming with velocity

U is:

rstr * 8 °i nQ vA

Comparing this with the non-linear damping rate (33), (35) near k = kn

we find that in this case dk W_(k) / U i — — . It then follows

t ÏJ no V A
from (20), (28) and expression (44) for — that electrons with

no
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¥

> ^ _ i p „ c (53)
r u me

 e

L J

can be confined by self-generated turbulence at a streaming velocity

U . This condition can be written:

> "(§]'»!.»:! B
102

1
(54)

which shows that electrons must be relativistic before they can be

confined at a streaming speed U < c in a high 6 plasma. The

necessity of electron propagation at speeds exceeding the Alfvën

velocity, so that they can fill the radio lobes or -tails in a time

less, or comparable to the radiation loss time, has been stressed by

Van der Laan (1977). Electrons which marginally satisfy (54) with

U - c will stream with velocities quite close to c , while

electrons at higher energies are well confined and could stream at

much lower velocities. The synchrotron emission of an electron with

energy E peaks at a frequency f given by:

f - l61 B-s ( r s ë v ] mz <55)

Radio observations are usually in the frequency range 10 - 101* Mhz ,

corresponding to electrons with E ~ 250 MeV (y > 500) , so the

electrons responsible for the observed synchrotron emission are well

confined according to (54) when the more numerous electrons at lower

energies stream with a velocity U ~ c . Therefore in situ acceler-

ation (Willis and Strom, 1978) is probably still necessary, but the

reservoir of moderately relativistic electrons from which the

acceleration to higher energies takes place, will be able to

propagate through the source at velocities close to c .

Recently, Spangler (1979) has proposed that electrons in extra-
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galactic radio sources form an anisotropic distribution along the

magnetic field, and therefore avoid radiation losses due to the sin2 a

dependence of the emitted synchrotron power. We have demonstrated that

such a distribution is indeed possible, but only for electrons at lower

energies than those responsible for the observed synchrotron emission.

Furthermore, we must include Compton losses on the microwave back-

ground. The total radiation losses of a particle with energy E are

given by:

«IE „ T r • 2 „ ... 2 „ I r _ E _ I ,-,,.
=« 2c o sin2 a U + •=• U D , (56)

2

where a = -£• — — is the Thompson cross-section and U R • aT" is

the energy density of the cosmic microwave background. For electrons

with a pitch angle a so that:

\Z

sin a < f = M = 0.32 - i ^ - , (57)
3 Um J B-s

where z i s the redshift of the source, Compton losses dominate, and

Spanglers argument breaks down.

D. Clusters

Radio observations of the Coma cluster have revealed the

existence of a radio halo (Willson, 1970; Jaffe, Perola and Valen-

tijn, 1976). Theoretical considerations concerning the distribution

of relativistic electrons in the halo source, which are assumed to be

injected by the active galaxies in the cluster, have led to the

conclusion that their propagation velocity should exceed the Alfvén

velocity by at least an order of magnitude in order to avoid

radiation losses, and should be about 2 * 108 cm/s for electrons

with E = 4 GeV (Jaffe, 1977).

The existence of a hot, thermal intracluster medium has been
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demonstrated Uhuru (Gursky et al., 1971) and Ariel (Cooke et al.,

1978) observations of X-ray emission, which is usually interpreted as

thermal Brems strahlung from a plasma with n ~ 10~3 - 10""* cm"3 and

T - 3 x JO7 - 108 K (Lea and Holmann, 1978; Rephaeli, 1979). Similar

values of n and T have been derived from recent observations by

HEAO of distant clusters (Henry et al., 1979).

Indirect evidence for an intra cluster medium comes from

considerations concerning the dynamics and morphology of radio

galaxies in clusters (De Young, 1977) : and gives similar values.

In this case 3 would be of order 3 x 102 , and electrons would

have to stream with a velocity U > v . « 108 T* cm/s in order to

generate the R mode near k = k„ . Such a velocity is sufficient to

explain the observations.

However, it must be noted that the evidence for cluster halo

radio emission other than in the Coma cluster is still rather

ambiguous, for a review see Miley (1980), Ch. 2.1.6.
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VII• Discussion

In this paper we have considered the propagation of energetic

particles in a high g plasma under the influence of self-generated

hydromagnetic turbulence. The most important result is that only

particles with momentum exceeding some minimum value can be confined,

since for these particles the maximum pitch angle they can reach

through scattering by the hydromagnetic waves according to quasi-linear

theory lies close enough to 90° to make mirrorin g or resonance-

broadened scattering through 90° and reversal of direction of notion

along the field possible.

The following points concerning these results should be kept in

mittd:

a) The derivations are valid, provided the turbulence is weak, i.e.
f T>2

dk W (k) « !=• (or equivalently <SB « B).
I m on

If the opposite is true, all particles are trapped by adiabatic

mirroring on large amplitude field fluctuations.

In a high B situation, the magnetic field is dynamically un-

important, and the main action of hydrodynamical turbulence on the

magnetic field is an enhanced spatial diffusion of field lines.

Since particles are tied to the field lines by the Lorentz force,

at least for fluctuations on a scale much longer than the particle

gyro radius, we expect them to behave statistically as the

magnetic field, and to diffuse with the field.

To lowest order, and excluding dynamo action by the turbulence, the

field diffuses as a scalar quantity (Moffat, 1978; Parker, 1979).

The diffusion coefficient of both energetic particles and fields

can then be estimated (Salu and Montgomery, 1977):

7 E *2 V I (58)
A
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where v, is the amplitude of the velocity fluctuations at wave-

length X .

For a Kolmogorov spectrum we have (Landau and Lifshitz, 1959)

1/3

v, = (eX) , where e is the energy density per unit mass

supplied to the turbulence per unit time, and we get the standard

estimate D = v0 Afl , where v0 end X„ are the velocity and scale

length of the largsst eddies.

b) In these calculations we have evaluated wave generation by the

energetic particles assuming their propagation could be modelled as

streaming with some velocity U along the field, with an associated

anisotropy r r - = 6 => -̂  — . When particle scattering becomes

frequent, the propagation along the field becomes diffusive rather

than streaming, and the anisotropy 6 is determined by the

equation (Skilling, 1975a)

which gives as an estimate:

1 3f
where L = — -g— is the scale length of the distribution along the

magnetic field. Since the anisotropy is now inversely proportional

to the pitch angle scattering rate, and therefore to the wave energy

density, the linear growth rate of the waves Y W(k) becomes in-

der>endant of the wave amplitude (see f.i. Schwarz and Skilling,

1978). we have not used this approximation since the assumption of

strong pitch angle scattering (near isotropy of the particle

distribution) is not justified for the particles which cannot be

scattered through u = 0 . However, the results of this paper

remain valid if in the case where (60) does apply, as long as one
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3 v23 vinterprets ü as U - -—^- the mean diffusion velocity, with

3 v2 U

= Dn , the diffusion coefficient along the magnetic field.

3) One might expect that low energy electrons, which are confined to

small pitch angles, excite another instability which would lead to

scattering of the velocity vectors to a wider range of pitch angles,

possibly even confinement to low streaming velocities. The most

likely candidate would be the electrostatic two-stream instability.

As an extreme example v.s consider electrons which all have p^ « 0 ;

Nf(]>) = N •=- ö(pj^) f (p) . The dispersion relation for electro-

static waves propagating along the field becomes (Baldwin et al.,

1969, eq. 1-124):

where Y = 11 + —E— is the Lorentz factor. If all electrons are

relativistic so that v ~ c , so that there is a small spread in

velocity, this yields an instability which has its maximum growth

rate at u ~ w ~ kc , which is given by (Akhiezer et al., 1975,

eq. 6.4.2.5.; Mikhailovskii, 1974, § 1.5) :

< 7 >"-.• ««
'where < —- > = dp —r- f(p) . This could be considerable, even when

Y i Y
N « nQ . However, in order for the approximation of small velocity

spread to be valid, we must demand (Mikhailovskii, 1974, § 3.1):

For an extended electron distribution in energy for E > Eo =

= Yo n»e c
2 , the velocity spread Av equals roughly . — - c ,

while for most distributions which decay with increasing energy we
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can approximate < — > by — j - . This means that this instability
Y YQ

would only work when:

1/3

c
vte

2/3

» 1 . (64)

where we have used (44), giving T < — w . Therefore, this

electrostatic beam-plasma instability could only work for very

relativistic electrons. Even then, it will only be able to spread

the pitch angle distribution within a cone around the magnetic

field with a width Ay < because then again condition

L no Y0
3 J

(41) for the velocity parallel to the field is violated. The

"instability" then becomes of the kinetic type, with resonance

condition oi - kv„ = 0 . The resonant cosine of the pitch angle
M V|._

is now given by y = r— < , since electron Landau damping on

the thermal plasma removes waves with k > — — . Furthermore the

growth rate T is proportional to -ji— < 0 for most distributions
and the waves stop growing.

We therefore conclude that the electrostatic beam-plasma instability

is not able to make the low energy electrons isotropic to the extent

that they are scattered through y = 0 .
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VIII. Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the propagation of relativistic

particles in a high 3 plasma.

It has been shown that self generated turbulence will only

B2
confine particles with momentum p > m^ v . C j / ^ » where u

m
 = "ĝf

and WL is the magnetic energy density associated with the turbulent

waves. We have estimated W„ to be of order \L. ~ — ^—^ U^ ,

where N and U are the energetic particle density and streaming

velocity along the field respectively and n0 , v . the number

density an! ion thermal velocity of the background plasma, by

considering non-linear effects leading to saturation of linear wave

growth.

The implications of these results have been discussed for

supernovae remnants, cosmic ray propagation in the galaxy,

extragalactic radio sources and cluster radio halos.
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Appendix A.

The generation of waves by (relativistic) particles has been

calculated by several people (Kennel and Wong, 1967; Melrose, 1968;

Tsytovich, 1977).

The growth rate F of waves with circular polarization, propagating

along the field (k̂  « 0) can be written:

+ CD 00

<">

where N± is the number density of relativistic protons or electrons,

e ' is given by (2),

where f (pi,P|i) is the particle distribution in phase space, normalized

to j dP|| I 2ir p± dp± f ^ p y ) = 1 .

9 is equal to 6,. . for the right-hand polarized mode, and 6 _. for

the left-hand mode, with the upper (lower) sign for protons (electrons) .
•n T

The dielectric function e ' can be written, according to (2) and (3) :

I The growth rate of a distribution of particles drifting with a velocity

[ U « c can be found from these equations, substituting:

*?

I; f(PX»P||) ~ f° (|P|) • + ^ - j - (A4)

^ and is given in (1 )
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Fitch angle scattering follows from standard quasi-linear theory (Hall

and Sturrock, 1967; Melrose, 1968). The scattering coefficient D can

be written:

where v. = v(l - y 2 ) ' , and v., = vp , and V » ± 1 « a s determined by

the same rules as in the expression for F . Using A(3) int A(5) we get

I
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Appendix B

When considering the non-linear interactions between circularly

polarized waves propagating along the nagnetic field, one must

calculate the non-linear currents associated with the waves by

expanding the Vlasov equation in powers of E , and calculating the

disturbance in the particle distribution at each order (Tsytovich,

1977, Ch. 2; Davidson, 1972). The general expressions for the non-

linear currents have been given by Lee and Volk (1973) for circularly

polarized waves, and we will briefly review the theory.

It is convenient to define the wave-electric fields E (k,u>) ,

E~(k,<i>) by:

E±(k,ü>) = -jj / Ex(k,u) TiEy(k,ü)) j (BI)

where k_ E k2 is the wave vector along the magnetic field (along the

z-axis) and where, in contrast to the main paper, we allow for both

positive and negative frequencies. The reality of the electric field

IS(x,t) of which E(k,ü)) is the Fourier transform, ensures that the

following relations are satisfied:

•
)
* (B2)

+ > —,
E (k,u) » E (-k,-

E (k.ii)) = E (-k,-ü))

For positive frequencies E and E represent right- and left hand

polarized modes respectively, while for negative frequencies the

situation is reversed. The relevant non-linear dispersion relations

can be written:

{ czk2 - ÜJ2 ̂ (k) 1 E±(k) = E tf^k'.k") x E (k1) E±(k") +
1 ' k'+k"=k z

+ Z Y±(k;k',k",k") E±(k') E"(k") E+(k")
k'+k".k'=k

(B3)

e (k) E (k) = E M(k;k',k") E+(k') E~(k")
z z k'+k"=k
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Here E~(k) and e (k) are the linear dielectric functions for

circularly polarized waves and electrostatic waves respectively, with

e±(k) given in (2), and e (k) by (Ichimaru, 1973):
z

ez(k) 1 +,
ti'

+(kv" kv
te

(BA)

We have introduced the notation:

E =• f dk'du' [ dkdu 6(k'+k"-k) 6(üï'+ü>"-u>)
k"=>k J '

(B5)
k'+k"=>k

with obvious generalisation to E , and suppressed all
k'+k"+k"=k

dependance on w , i.e. e(k) = e(k,w) , etc.. From eqs. (B3) one can

derive the following equation for the wave amplitudes after some

algebraic manipulation and taking an ensemble average (for an ex-

cellent short review of the methods in the electrostatic case see:

Horton and Choi, 1979):

§[ A -r v ( k ' k > > (B6)

where I (k) = I (k,oi) is defined by:

< E (k,u>) E (k^oij) > = I (k,u) (B7)

where < > denotes an ensemble average and we have used the random

phase approximation (Davidson 1972, p. 135) common in weak turbulence

theory. V is the linear growth rate: T = -2u2 Im(e+) / -J- ( U Z E + )

and V(k,k') is given by:

i

Im

.

U f I r - I r — I r 1 l r * \ M / t r — t r ' ~\r —tr M\R.yK. tv fiS, f SU \ K K j K > ^ / .

+ Y+(k;k',-k1,k) J

(see also Lee and Volk, eq. (29)) .

(B8)
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It is not necessary to derive the equivalent equation of (B6) for

I~(k) , since it follows from (B2) that l+(k,u>) = I~(-k,-w) , so that

sll information is contained in (B6) - (B8) .

To lowest order, I (k,iu) is determined by the linear dispersion

relation, i.e. ;

£^i - Re e+(k,«)

which has the solution:

(B9)

= IR(k)
+

(BIO)

R L
where u , til are the positive frequencies of the left- arid right hand

polarized waves as given in (5), (6) .

Likewise we have I~(k,ü)) = IR(k) <5(w+wR) + iNk) 6(w-J1) , where

IR(k) = IR(-k) , I^(k) = I^(-k) in order to satisfy (B2) .

Two important non-linear processes are contained in eqs. (B6), (Bd) .

The first occurs when e (k-k', ui-w') = 0 , i.e. the beat wave of two
z

circularly polarized waves excites an electrostatic eigennutde of the

plasma (resonant three-wave interactions) :

k = k' + k

oo' + (Bil)

However, in the case of the hydromagnetic waves in a high 3 plasma

considered here, this process turns out to be unimportant. The only

undamped low frequency electrostatic wave at our disposal is the ion

, provided T >> T.

to avoid ion Landau damping. It can easily be seen that the resonance

condition (Bll) cannot be satisfied in a high f$ plasma where c > vA

S A
A

for the Alfvén mode U) = kvA in the wavelength range k « k„ .

acoustic wave w ~ k c , where c
s s s s

Ve
m.
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This leaves only the wavelength range k0 « k « \^ , The interaction

between two modes of the same polarization is again impossible.
(k.U)

Streaming energetic particles only excite waves with > O.Using

the dispersion relation (6b) for the R mode, one can easily show that

[T li
(Bll) can only be satisfied when |k + k'| = which is

[ ij
impossible when | k | , | k ' | « lc. . Likewise, interaction between two

left hand polarized modes would lead to the condition

I
k(k+k') 4 c.

» 1 , which can neither be satisfied

when |k|,|k'| » k0 , This leaves only the interaction between a left

and right hand polarized wave, and an ion-sound wave. Eqs, (6),B(10)

and B(ll) then give:

— a.
2 1

k c
s s

(BI2)
vti

k - k'

The first equation gives kz = k \.
T i i t S

— - i k 2 ~ k k. so

k_ = -ZT- \-^—\ k « k and the second equation then yields k1 = k .

This then means that the left- and right hand waves propagate in

opposite directions, since their frequencies have opposite signs, so

they could not both be generated by streaming particles, which
(k.U)

generate only waves propagating in one direction so that > 0 .
0)

Therefore resonant three-wave interaction does not lead to saturation

of linear wave growth due to particle streaming, unless an independent

source of "backward" propagating waves is present.

The second process is associated with the poles in ü , M and

Y . The explicit expression for these quantities reads in our notation

(Lee and Volk, 1973, eqs. (16), (20), (24)) :
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U(k;k-k',k')

3v.

H(k') fb
+ H(k')

'z "b

3 £ b / 3 v z
L-u'-(k-k')v„

M(k-k';k,-k') =
• q 3 f

H(k) H(k') fb

ü

q. /
Y(k;k' ,-k' ,k) « - - E — 2ÏÏ V, dv, dv x

w h m 3 •> •"• z

1
ü>-kvz b

H(k')
üi-kv +£l

H(k')
(BI 3)

In this expression b denotes particle species (b = i,e) ,

JI = is the particle gyrofrequency including the sign of the
D _

charge and f. is the mean distribution, which we take Maxwellian.

The operators H(k) and L(k) are given by:

H(k)
isv -v a KV, ,

w J 3vj_ u 3v

( kv ^ .
(B1A)

L(k) = H(k)

For the waves under consideration here, k « le. » <
ti

the only poles that arise come from the terms 1

vte

which

corresponds to the interaction of a particle with the beat wave of two

circularly polarized waves with resonance condition:
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ÜJ - ü)1 - (k-k 1 ) v = O (B15)

The quantities U, M and Y can be calculated by expanding terms like
(w - kv )

(u - kv + SI) in powers of ' • 'n K< 1 • and using (B4) to
•> ... . . . »

calculate e_(k-k', u-u') in the limit (k-k')
« 1 :

ui.2 r T. . - , "I
e (k-k') - i - I + =i + i y/\ • y f

(k-k')2v t .
2L Te 2 | k k | ' t i J

It turns out that the two terms in (B8) cancel each other to order
(u-kv 2

, The end result, which is obtained after much tedious—s-

algebra, reads:

V(k,k') = --S- ' « V

When this result is substituted in (B6), and we use IB. I = I(k)
(ü2

eqs. (31) and (32) are found. We note here, that we can convert chese

results to positive frequencies only, by using (B2), and the related

symmetries e+(k,u) = e (-k,-w) , I+(kr!u) = I~(-k,-n)) , simply by the

substitution {k,u} •+ {-k,-dj} . It then directly follows from (BIO)

and (B15), that waves with similar polarization interact through the

low frequency beat wave {u-w1, k-k'} while waves of opposite

polarization interact through the high frequency beat wave

{(ü+u', k+k'} , where now all frequencies are taken positive. The

resonance condition U +_ tü' « (k + k1) v can be interpreted as an

equation expressing energy conservation by assigning to the waves an

energy tiU and momentum 'fik , so that the changg AE in particle

energy can be written (Galeev and Sagdeev, 1979, see also Lee and

Volk, 1973):
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AE « |£ . Ap - Uv . <k + k') = H (ÜI + ai') . (B18)

It then follows directly that in the case of interaction with the low

frequency heat wave (minus sign) the particle gains an amount of energy

AE - "fi(u) - m') , and this process is to be interpreted as the

absorption of a wave {ui,k} and consequent emission of a wave {oj'.k'l

i.e. wave scattering on a particle, whereas in the case of interaction

with the high frequency beat wave (plus sign) the energy AE = ti(w+w')

of both waves goes to the particle, which is to be interpreted as

(induced) fusion, where the waves both disappear.
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CHAPTER VIII

DRIFT WAVES IN A MEDIUM 0 PLASMA
WITH VELOCITY GRADIENTS

A , ACHTERBERG

Astronomical Institute of Utrecht, Zonnenburg 2,3512 NL Utrecht, The Netherlands

(Received 8 June 1979: and in revised form 11 September 1979)

Abstract—The general dispersion relation for drift waves in a medium 0 ( | 3 ~ l — I j plasma is

derived when gradients of guiding centre drift across the magnetic field are present. It is shown that for
high frequency waves (<•>» fc||Vu) cross field shear in the relative velocity of ions and electrons can
generate strong electrostatic and electromagnetic instabilities. Turbulence-induced anomalous viscosity
is briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM of the stability of inhomogeneous plasma streams has attracted
considerable attention in the past. In principle, two approaches are possible. The
first deals with phenomena, in which boundary conditions play an essential role,
such as with Kelvin-Helmholtz like instability of surface waves (DUHAU et al.,
1970; OSHAWA and NOSAKI, 1976) or localized plasma beams (ZHELEZNYAKOV and
RUKHADZE, 1972).

The second uses a W.K.B. or local approximation (SMITH and VON GOELER,
1968; HIROSE and ALEXEFF, 1973) as in the theory of drift waves (KRALL and
ROSENBLUTH, 1965), and is valid as long as the wavelengths of the modes are
much shorter than the typical scale length of the inhomogeneity.

In this paper the latter approach will be used to derive a dispersion relation for
electromagnetic and electrostatic (drift) waves in a medium /3 plasma (/3 =
8irnT/fi0

2) with cross-field velocity gradients.
When (m</mj)

1/2Sj3« 1, one can neglect the diamagnetic current due to field
gradients. To simplify the mathematics we shall neglect the compression of the
magnetic field,

where B|| is the component of the wave-magnetic field along the ambient field Bo.
We then can write (KADOMTSEV, 1965; HASEGAWA, 1975):

E± = -V±<fr; E | = ~ ,

where the ambient magnetic field is taken in the z-direction. Here i/> and <j> are
the longitudinal and transverse potential, respectively. In order to be able to make
a local approximation, we shall assume the waves to be polarized in the y-z plane
(Fig. 1).

It will be shown that velocity gradients can give rise to instabilities. These
instabilities can be of importance for the occurrence of anomalous transport
processes, such as anomalous viscosity, as was shown by HIROSE and ALEXEFF
(1973).
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A. ACHTERBERG

§o.Vfo(x)

FIG. 1.—Geometry used in the calculations.

2. THE DISPERSION RELATION

We consider a plasma with an ambient magnetic field Qo in the z-direction
with a gradient in the density, and the guiding centre drift velocity of the particles,
in the x-direction.

The equilibrium distribution function has to be constructed from the constants
of motion:

/ ~D \

(1)fo = /o(«x. % vx sin 0 +^ xj

where q and m are the particle change and mass respectively, and sin 0 = vy/v±.
The linearized Vlasov equation

— (2)

dt dx me 3v m\~ c I 3v K '

can then be solved in terms of the potentials <f> and \\i, assuming a dependence

<f>, ifi(:)A(x) exp (ik±y + ik\\Z - itot) (3)

and by expressing Bx in terms of <f> and iff through the induction equation:

c

Bx = i— fexx||(<j> — ij>), - (4)
using the method of integration over unperturbed orbits (ICHIMARU, 1973). When
the gradients in de.isity and velocity are assumed to be weak, in comparison with
Larmor radius"1, one finds (HASEGAWA, 1975, p. 114):

ƒ =_-$LV y ?-l
i" ... L^ La _ i

o /\k±vxdv± il„dxj k± at do,
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Drift waves in a medium 0 plasma

where qa and m„ are particle charge and mass respectively, and ÜL =-^z--2 is the
m c

cyclotron frequency. <r denotes particle species. The dispersion relation is ob-
tained by substituting this expression into Maxwell's equations:

(6)

S m ^ l fc J | (7)
The displacement current has been neglected (a>/k±«c).

As the equilibrium distribution function fOa. we choose a local drifting Max-
wellian:

where Ta denotes the kinetic temperature of species or in energy units, and
x = x + VylSla. Using an expansion in x, Maxwell's equations (6) and (7) can then
be written as:

O (9)

where:

(it
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A, ACHTERBERG

Here we have introduced the following notation:

kv = (zE*kJl\ t the Debye wave number;
\ if, I

5>a = o> - k||VOff, Doppler shifted frequency;

k± l a v O gavOg k±v
Oa,* . ax "*tTjm.)wl ' \v* ax

AP(A„.) = exp (-kJIpiK), where IP is the modified Bessel function of order P;

The function W(Z) is defined by

w ( z ) =^-_r~*e*p(-*2 /2>d J C
W i ' (2TT) 1 / 2L x - Z - i o +(2TT)

and is closely related to the well known Plasma Dispersion Function (ICHIMARU,
1973, p. 56). Its expansion for small and large arguments is given by:

W(Z)~ l - Z ^ f ) Z exp (~) \Z\« 1
, (12)

W(Z) - ^ |Z |»1.

The dispersion relation now follows from (9):

0. (13)

Electrostatic modes can formally be found by taking the limit c -* <* in (13).
Their dispersion relation reads:

O (14)

which could also have been obtained directly from (6). When no velocity shear is
present (&. = 0) this expression reduces to that found by ICHIMARU (1973, p. 170)
for electrostatic drift waves. Much of the apparent complexity of expressions (10)
for the matrix elements disappears when V0<r = 0, G>a = <a.

3. VELOCITY GRADIENT INSTABILITIES

In this Section, instabilities due to the gradient in the drift velocity of ions and
electrons are considered.



Drift waves in a medium 0 plasma

We shall demonstrate that low frequency electrostatic modes can be driven
unstable by shear in the ion drift velocity, whereas the (modified) electron plasma
mode (w ~ ttpj, and the drift-Alfvén mode are most effectively destabilized by
shear when there is a relative velocity between ions and electrons.

A. Electrostatic waves
/T,

(1) -
T xn

We assume that the electrons drift with a velocity U with respect to the ions, i.e.
Voi(o) = 0, Voe(x)=U(x).

After some algebra, taking only the P = 0 terms into account, (14) reduces to;

Hi) " t i f c u K T M r ^
me(<0-hU)

When both ions and electrons drift with the same velocity, ((7=0), we can neglect

& fi with respect to unity.

For long wavelengths (fc2ADe
2-*0; A0—» 1) (15) can be solved to give:

•i U ~ Si1! • U»)

This dispersion relation was first derived by D'ANGELO (1965) from a fluid
treatment.

The density gradient is seen to be stabilizing. Instability will set in when

1 a) *'
& > 1 +^ -£ ïp where c, = (Te/m,)1/2.

When no density gradients are present, (16) becomes a modified ion-acoustic
wave (MIKHAILOVSKII, 1974a):

6» = k||C,(l - é)1 / 2 (17)

with maximum growth rate

The instability calculated above corresponds to a 'Kelvin-Helmholz' instability.
The dispersion relation (16) is correct in the frame where the fluid is locally at
rest.

When I/?* 0 there is a current in the plasma, and this can give rise to a current
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driven ion acoustic instability. We assume & « fi =s 1 so that there is no Kelvin-
Helmholz instability. Nevertheless, the effect of ion-velocity shear on the resonant
instability is profound.

As can easily be derived from (15), the growth rate of the instability is given
by(ft>.* = 0):

-

When fi > 1 this expression is not valid, and we must use (17) and (18). The ion
velocity shear is seen to have a stabilizing (destabilizing) effect when & < 0 (|j >0) .
When T e»T, the critical streaming velocity Ue at which the system becomes
unstable is given by Ue = c s ( l - è ) 1 / 2 . When only electron guiding centre shear is
present, we find:

^±K^4y^i-fc)^t (20)

The velocity shear necessary to produce an instability from electron drift is mjm,.
times greater th in that needed in the case of shear in the ion drift velocity.

(2) We assume a cold plasma, in which the ions drift with respect to the
electrons with a velocity U, i.e. V„ = 0, Voi = U at x = 0, and where:

Taking the P = 0 , ±1 terms into account (14) reduces to

In the case of a weak magnetic field (<i)Pe »Cle) and w ~a>Pe, we can approximate
(21) by:

**
(a)-fc„U)2 (22)

v/here

This is just the dispersion relation for the ordinary two stream instability with an
'affective' plasma frequency öftr = <aftr(l-k|24/fe2)1/2. Since öpi2«ióPe

2 we can
solve (22) when k^U not near ü>Pe (MIKHAILOVSKII, 1974b, p. 13). The four roots
are given by:

(fc,,U)2
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Drift waves in a medium (3 plasma

One of the first two roots becomes unstable when

2 / f l e dx

The root with the + sign of the second pair becomes unstable when (k\\U)2<
- fc||2^/k2) (modified two-stream instability) or when

fc2/n,
In the case of a strong magnetic field («^«ft,.) and <a — aiPe (21) can be
approximated by:

When k||l7«ü)Pï~ü> this yields a root
1/2

< 2 5 )

fti
where we have used — - = — — , and neglected — with respect to unity.

There is only an instability when there is a gradient in the relative velocity of
a k

electrons and ions, so that — [V„ - Voi]>-^fte. In general, it is not allowable to
OX fcj_

neglect the ion contribution to the dispersion relation when calculating the effect
of guiding centre shear, as was suggested by ZHELEZNYAKOV and RUKMADZE
(1972).

The list of instabilities derived above from (21) is by no means exhaustive, but
will serve as an example for the effects of guiding centre velocity shear on
electrostatic waves.

An important special case is when there is no drift between ions and electrons,

i.e. V„(x) = Voi(x), 4 = — - £. It can then easily be seen that the terms involving

£. and | ( in dispersion relation (21) cancel each other, and velocity shear

has no influence on the dispersion relation of high frequency ltd»fc||l—-) >
/T-V«\ J

h\—I I electrostatic waves.
"Wij/ /

B. Electromagnetic waves

We shall only consider the case

Z « » l , Z o e « l , A, , e^0, ^ - « 1 , Vol(0) = 0, VM = U(x).

The electrons drift with velocity U with respect to the ions. Taking the P = 0, ±1
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ion terms and the P = 0 electron terms (drift limit) into account, (10) reduces to:

" • *
w-k,V

k,U «.

a» —

|fc,,| {TJrn,)1'2

^ (26)

The resulting dispersion relation (13) is very complicated, but can be simplified in
a number of cases.

We assume fi»^. consider long wavelengths fcj. < fc{ 7=-;—^75 and use
"i W/W)

(1) U = 0 , no current in the plasma.

The dispersion relation then becomes:

where: vti = {TJmi)
m. 141



Drift waves in a medium p piasma

The term in the first bracket is a modified drift-Alfvén wave. The condition
for instability reads:

— ) . (28)

The density gradient is again seen to be stabilizing.
When we compare (28) with the electrostatic case, we see it is much more

difficult to drive the Alfvén wave unstable since

We wish to remark here that a dispersion relation for the drift-Alfvén wave
with ion guiding centre shear has been derived by DOBROWOLNY (1972) from a
fluid treatment.

Although the effect found by the author is of the same order of magnitude as
Dobrowolny's result, the functional dependence of the dispersion relation on & is

different, Dobrowolny finding fc||2t)A
2( 1 + x ~ \ è ) for the last term of the disper-

sion relation. No explanation for this difference is given, although we surmise that
it is due to the very approximate way finite Larmor radius effects are taken into
account in this reference.

The term in the second bracket of (27) can be seen to correspond to the
essentially electrostatic low frequency mode treated in Section A.

(2) «e* = o>j* = 0, no density gradient in the plasma, & = 0, V„ = U(x).,

The dispersion relation now becomes:

«here:

The term in the first bracket again represents the (modified) Alfvén wave, which
becomes unstable when 2

k 2v-2 v 2 2
We have A, = x

 2
a « 1 and - ^ ~ - » l , and for small values of >

»*i Vti p
(me\

112

\m) condition can far more easily be satisfied than condition (28).

Therefore, shear in the relative velocity between ions and electrons is much more
effective in destabilizing the Alfvén mode.
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4. DISCUSSION

The results presented above could be of relevance to both experimental and
astrophysical plasma's. The finite size of experimental plasma arrangements, such
as electron beams, inevitably gives rise to inhomogeneous velocity and/or current
profiles. Kelvin-Helmholz-Iike instabilities have been invoked in explaining the
observed interaction between the solar wind and cometary tails (DOBROWOLNY and
D'ANGELO, 1972).

Anomalous transport, such as turbulence-induced particle diffusion or viscos-
ity are of importance to turbulent heating experiments (HIROSE and ALEXEFF,

1973) or the viscous interaction between the magnetospheric boundary and the
solar wind (EVIATAR and WOLF, 1968; TSUDA, 1967; HASEGAWA and MIMA, 1978).

At this point we shall confine ourselves to anomalous viscosity resulting from
electrostatic turbulence. This can be calculated from standard quasi-linear theory.

( k 2T \
ci)«flg> '*Vv2<Kl) t n e quasi-linear equation can be written

(SAGDEEV and GALEEV, 1979, Section 2.5):

where:

the electric potential averaged over the particle orbit, J0=zero order Bessel
function, and all other symbols have their usual meaning.

Anomalous viscosity comes from the second term in the operator Lk
a. Taking

for the equilibrium distribution function fOa. the drifting Maxwellian as given by
(8), multiplying (31) by v\\ and integrating over velocity space, we find a contribu-
tion to the resulting equation which behaves as viscosity:

vise

where:

/av„\ a av-
\ di I*. ain™ ax

where we have used JEX = ikx(j>, and assumed V„ = 0 in the frame where we are
calculating.

Expression (32) can be directly evaluated in two cases:

(1) 0<y«\a>r-km\.

%.
f . i » , - j . . . — ~ ' . - ' ' _ : ' l . ' . T ' i ' • • " " " . ' . i ri UIL11 i j H W « i u u i i i j C r j T S r r T i T i ^ i T r c * f * i T t *

7
^ ' " ^ ^ ^
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Using

y

(32) reduces to:

which is a purely resonant interaction.
(2) 7»K-fc|,U|||

c2 y <|EJk)|)
(34)

This last expression could also have been found from a fluid treatment (HORTON,
1972).

Anomalous viscosity can be important in a (nearly) collisionless plasma in a
strong magnetic field.

v. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that electrostatic and electromagnetic waves can become
unstable due to sheared guiding centre drift. In all cases the instability is most
effective for parallel wavenumbers ky which give £=1 , or equivalently

since the maximum allowable velocity shear is of the order of the thennal velocity
across a distance of the order of a Larmor radius for the derivation to be valid,
this means that k||<kx and flute-like modes will be the most unstable.

It has been shown that for electron plasma waves and drift-Alfvén waves
shear in the relative velocity of the guiding centres of ions and electrons will
destabilize the waves most effectively.
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SAMENVATTING.

Een aantal astronomische objekten zendt straling uit met een niet-

thermische energieverdeling. Dit betekent dat' de verdeling van de energie

over de golflengte niet kan worden beschreven met de wet van Planck voor

een zwarte straler met een bepaalde temperatuur.

Deze niet-thermische straling blijkt vaak verband te houden met de aanwe-

zigheid van een heet.ijl plasma en een magnetisch veld. Een plasma is een

geionizeerd gas waar de atoomkernen (protonen voor het geval van een

waterstofplasma) en de daarbij behorende elektronen ten gevolge van de

hoge temperatuur vrij kunnen bewegen,en niet aan elkaar gebonden zijn.

Al de bovengenoemde objekten vertonen grote verschillen wat betreft

hun eigenschappen. Zo vallen explosieve gebeurtenissen (vlammen) in de

buitenste atmosfeer (corona) van sterren, overblijfselen van ontploffende

sterren (supernova's) en sterstelsels die intense radiostraiing uitzenden

er onder. De energiebron die uiteindelijk verantwoordelijk is voor het

bestaan van het hete plasma is steeds verschillend: bewegingen van het

gas in de lagere atmosfeer (fotosfeer en daar onder) en hun wisselwer-

king met magnetische velden in het geval van uitbarstingen in coronae, de

schokgolf ten gevolge van door de ontploffende ster uitgeworpen materie in

het geval van supernova resten, en aktieve verschijnselen in de kernen van

melkwegstelsels,zoals inval van materie op kompakte opjekten (zwarte gaten)

in het geval van extragalaktische radiobronnen.

In al deze gevallen blijkt het plasma turbulent te zijn. Dit betekent dat

in een dergelijk plasma onregelmatige schommelingen (fluktuaties) voorko-

men in de temperatuur en dichtheid,alsmede fluktuerende elektrische en

magnetische velden. Daarbij is het niveau van de fluktuaties veel hoger

dan in een plasma dat in thermodynamisch evenwicht is.

In dit proefschrift behandelen we de effekten van zwakke turbulentie ,

waarbij de energie die is opgeslagen in de turbulente fluktuaties veel

kleiner blijft dan de energie van de deeltjes in het plasma ten gevol-

ge van de temperatuursbeweging. Sterke turbulentie,waar fluktuaties van

dezelfde orde worden als de gemiddelde grootheden,laten we buiten beschou-

wing.

f 1 4?
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Deze zogenaamde zwakke plasmaturbulentie kan een kleine fraktie van

de in het plasma aanwezige geladen deeltjes versnellen tot een energie die

veel hoger is dan de (thermische) energie van de meeste deeltjes in het

•" plasma. Deze snelle deeltjes geven vervolgens aanleiding tot de waargenomen

niet-thermische straling. Zo zenden hoogenergetische elektronen in een

< magneetveld synchrotron straling uit ten gevolge van de schroefvormige be-

weging die ze in het magneetveld uitvoeren. Deze synchrotron straling wordt

als radiostraling waargenomen in supernovaresten en aktieve sterstelsels.

Een ander stralingsmechanisme is remstraling van elektronen tijdens bot-

singen met andere geladen deeltjes wat b.v. aanleiding geeft tot Röntgen-

ztraling tijdens zonnevlammen.

Van groot belang voor zowel de uitgebreidheid en vorm,als wel de ener-

giehuishouding van een bron van niet-thermische straling is de voortplanting

van de snelle deeltjes door het aanwezige plasma. De werkzame doorsnede van

snelle deeltjes voor botsingen met deeltjes van het thermisch plasma neemt

snel af met 'toenemende energie. Dit betekent dat in een ijl plasma,waar al

niet veel (thermische) deeltjes zijn om mee te botsen,de beweging van snelle

deeltjes nauwelijks wordt gestoord door botsingen. De deeltjes worden dan

voornamelijk verstrooid door elektromagnetische veldfluktuaties ten gevolge

van de plasmaturbulentie. Deze turbulentie neemt de rol van botsingen over,

en bepaalt hoe snel de deeltjes zich voortplanten.

Deze twee processen, de versnelling en voortplanting van deeltjes met hoge

; energie in turbulente plasma's zoals die voorkomen in het heelal,zijn de

. twee belangrijkste onderwerpen van dit proefschrift.

In hoofdstuk II wordt de stochastische versnelling van relativistische

V elektronen (elektronen met een snelheid bijna gelijk aan de lichtsnelheid)

besproken in een plasma waar zwakke magnetohydrodynamische turbulentie

voorkomt. De magnetohydrodynamica is de leer van stroomgeleidende vloeistof-

\ fen in een magnetisch veld en is een goede beschrijving voor een plasma op

L grote schalen en kleine frequenties voor de fluktuaties.

: Stochastische versnelling wil zeggen dat de gedetailleerde energieverande-

'. ring van een deeltje in de tijd een ongeordend karakter heeft, maar dat de

ï energie gemiddeld in de tijd toeneemt.

ï Het mechanisme dat hier wordt besproken wordt ook wel "kleine amplitude

|- Fermi versnelling" genoemd,en is een mogelijke verklaring voor de noodza-

| kelijke herversnelling van elektronen in uitgebreide radio-sterstelsels te
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verklaren. Deze herversnelling dient ter kompensatie van de energie die de

relativistische elektronen verliezen bij het uitzenden van (radio)straling.

Uit het feit dat men deze elektronen tot op grote afstand van hun vermoede-

lijke brongebied kan waarnemen volgt dat ze zich over grote afstanden moe-

ten kunnen voortplanten zonder veel netto energieverlies. Dit geldt in het

byzonder voor de elektronen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de onlangs ont-

dekte straling in zichtbaar licht in de zogenaamde bundels in radiostra-

ling uitzendende sterstelsels. In deze bundels vindt het transport plaats

van energie tussen de kern van het melkwegstelsel , en de uitgebreide

lobben of staarten van waaruit de radiostraling wordt waargenomen (zie fi-

guur l,p, ). Het energietransport vindt plaats door supersone stroming

(stroming met een snelheid groter dan de geluidssnelheid) van het plasma.

De waargenomen energieverdeling van de optische straling suggereert dat het

ook hier gaat om synchrotron straling van zéér energetische elektronen.

De energieverliezen van bovengenoemde elektronen is zo groot,dat hun levens-

duur zonder efficiënte herversnelling zeer kort is (ruwweg 10 jaar) zodat

ze na korte tijd niet meer in zichtbaar licht zouden kunnen stralen.

Het voordeel van het versnellingsmodel besproken in hoofdstuk II boven

de meeste andere modellen is,dat het de berekening van zowel de energiever-

deling van de versnelde elektronen,als de golflengteverdeling van de tur-

bulentie op samenhangende wijze mogelijk maakt. De berekende energieverde-

ling komt overeen met de uit de waarnemingen afgeleide verdeling. Bovendien

blijkt de vorm van de verdeling niet sterk af te hangen van de natuurkundige

omstandigheden in de radiobron ( grootte,sterkte magneetveld) zolang de

turbulentie maar de meeste energie spendeert aan het versnellen van de rela-

tivistische elektronen, en niet aan het verhitten van het thermisch plasma.

In hoofdstuk III worden de preciese voorwaarden besproken die moeten zijn

vervuld wil de stochastische versnelling door magnetohydrodynamische turbu-

lentie goed werken.

Hoofdstuk IV houdt zich bezig met de tweede traps versnelling van

protonen en elektronen in grote zonnevlammen. Bij grote zonnevlammen neemt

men de zogenaamde type II radiostraling waar. Deze blijkt afkomstig te zijn

van een schokgolf die zich in de zonnecorona omhoog voortplant vanuit het

vlamgebied. Bij deze schok worden protonen en elektronen versneld die men
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"spiegels"

schok

Figuur 1. Schematische voorstelling van het schokversnellingsproaes.

Plasma stroomt langs het magneetveld IJ met een snelheid

U. ver vóór 3 en U_ overal achter de schok. Met het plasma

worden magnetische fluktuaties meegevoerd die als spiegels

werken waartussen snelle deeltjes zitten opgesloten. In de

figuur zijn deze aangegeven als vertikale streep-lijntjes.

Omdat de snelheid achter de schok kleiner is dan daarvoor,

bewegen de spiegels aan weerszijden van de schok op elkaar

toe t en winnen deeltjes die daartussen zitten opgesloten

energie. Deze energiewinst gaat ten koste van de bewegings-

energie van de plasmastroming. Daardoor neemt de stroom-

snelheid vlak voor de schok al iets af 3 en daarmee de af-

stand tussen de spiegels. De snelle deeltjes worden door

de "spiegels" samengeveegd. Hun koncentratie neemt daarom

vlak voor de schok toe (in de figuur aangegeven met stip-

peltjes). Achter de schok is de stroomsnelheid van het

plasma konstant , en vindt geen verdere energiewinst van

de deeltjes plaats. Hun koncentratie is daar konstant.

V
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later net ruimtesondes in de interplanetaire ruimte direkt kan waarnemen.

Deze versnelling begint pas ruim na de explosieve gebeurtenis van de zonne-

vlam (de eerste trap).

Als mechanisme voor de verklaring van tweede traps versnelling wordt

regelmatige eerste orde Fermi versnelling voorgesteld,die in de onmidde-

lijke nabijheid van het schokfront plaatsvindt. Het verschil van dit soort

versnelling met de stochastische (tweede orde', Fermi versnelling van hoofd-

stuk II en III is dat de energie van een deeltje tijdens dit proces zeer

regelmatig met de tijd toeneemt. De energietoename berust op het feit dat

deeltjes herhaaldelijk over het schokfront worden heengespiegeld door

magnetische fluktuaties ten gevolge van plasmaturbulentie. Deze fluktuaties

werken als spiegels die door de plasmastroming worden meegevoerd. Omdat de

stroomsnelheid voor een schok groter is dan er achter.bewegen de "spiegels"

relatief naar elkaar toe. Een deeltje dat opgesloten zit tussen de spie-

gels wint energie net zoals een ping-pong balletje,dat steeds harder gaat

stuiteren als het zit opgesloten tussen een zich naar de tafeltennis tafel

toe bewegend batje en de tafel (zie figuur 1 ).

Een aantal waargenomen eigenschappen van de versnelling,zoals de vorm van de

energieverdeling van de versnelde deeltjes en het tijdsverschil tussen de

eigenlijke zonnevlam en het begin van de versnelling,kunnen met dit model

worden verklaard. Bovengenoemd tijdsverschil is het gevolg van het feit dat

de schok zich eerst vanuit het vlamgebied naar grotere hoogte in de corona

moet voortplanten, waar het plasma ijl genoeg is dat botsingsverliezen de

energietoename van versnelde deeltjes niet weer teniet doen.

Dit versnellingsmechanisme in de buurt van schokken is tevens van be-

lang voor andere astronomische objekten. Het is oorspronkelijk voorgesteld

als bron van kosmische stralingsdeeltjes (deeltjes van zeer hoge energie

die zich in ons hele melkwegstelsel verspreid bevinden),en is sindsdien

ook toegepast ter verklaring van versnelling van deeltjes in de bundels en

de uitgebreide radiolobben van stralende sterstelsels.

In hoofdstuk V wordt de hier nauw mee verband houdende vraag besproken

van de preciese grootte van de kracht die op een plasma werkt .wanneer er

Alfvén golven (één van de laagfrequente plasmagolfsoorten) worden opgewekt

door snelle deeltjes. Dit is precies de situatie die optreedt bij versnel-

ling nabij schokken. Deze zogenaamde ponderomotieve kracht is daarom van
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belang,omdat het naar de schok toestromende plasma er door wordt afgeremd.

Dit beinvloedt het snelheidsverschil tussen het plasma vóór en achter de

schok. Juist dit snelheidsverschil geeft aanleiding tot de versnelling van

deeltjes,en daarom regelt deze pondermotieve kracht de sterkte van de ver-

snelling. De resultaten van dit hoofdstuk worden in hoofdstuk VI gebruikt

om het belangrijke probleem van de energiebalans van het schokversnelling

proces te bespreken. Daar wordt aangetoond dat deze energiebalans dezelfde

is als die van een schok in een vloeistof die bestaat uit een mengsel Vijm het

achtergrondsplasma dat de eigenlijke schok vormt, en de versnelde deeltjes.

Dit resultaat is daarom interessant,omdat zulke vergelijkingen gewoonlijk
i i

worden afgeleid voor vloeistoffen en gassen die door botsingen met elkaar

zijn gekoppeld. In dit geval echter gedragen de versnelde deeltjes zich

botsingsloos in de strikte zin van het woord. De koppeling vindt nu plaats

via de veldfluktuaties in de plasmagolven.die de rol van botsingen overnemen.

De voortplanting van snelle deeltjes in een plasma waar de gasdruk véél

groter is dan de magnetische druk is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk VII. Het

byzondere van zo'n plasma is,dat de plasmagolven die door hun verstrooiende

werking het gewoonlijk mogelijk maken dat een hoogenergetisch geladen deel-

tje zijn bewegingsrichting langs het magneetveld herhaaldelijk omkeert,

sterk worden gedempt en eigenlijk afwezig zijn. Dat geldt met name voor de

golven met korte golflengten die deeltjes moeten verstrooien die met hun

snelheidsrichting bijna loodrecht op het magneetveld staan,en dus op het

punt staan om hun bewegingsrichting langs het veld om te keren. Als de

bewegingsrichting langs het veld herhaaldelijk omkeert,is de gemiddelde

snelheid van een deeltje langs het veld ( netto afgelegde afstand/tijd)

veel minder dan de eigen (momentane) snelheid. Blijft die herhaalde omke-

. ring achterwege,dan wordt de voortplantingssnelheid van dezelfde orde van

grootte als de momentane deeltjessnelheid (de lichtsnelheid voor relati-
i

vistische deeltjes).

In dit hoofdstuk worden de aanvullingen op de eenvoudige theorie van

de verstrooing van deeltjes door plasmagolven (kleine korrekties die onder

gewone omstandigheden niet erg belangrijk zijn) besproken,die het toch

mogelijk maken dat een deeltje zijn bewegingsrichting langs het magneetveld

omkeert. Dit blijkt eenvoudiger te zijn naarmate de energie van het deeltje
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Figuur 2a.

Figuur 2b.

De richtingsverdeling van de snelheid voor energetische deeltjes die
langs een magneetveld IJ stromen is geschetst in twee gevallen:

1) In figuur 2a voor deeltjes met relatief lage energie. De
verstrooiende werking van plasmagolven is niet in staat om
de snelheden over alle richtingen te verdelen. fö> is een
uitgesproken voorkeur voor de richting van het magneetveld.
Volgens de eenvoudige theorie voor de verstrooing zou de
snelheidsrichting binnen een kegel met openingshoek CL. blij-
ven. Korrekties op die theorie voegen daar nog een hoekje

Aa aan toe t maar niet voldoende am de snelheidsriahting
langs het veld cm te keren . De gemiddelde stroomsnelheid
langs het magneetveld is van dezelfde orde van grootte als
de individuele deeltjessnelheid.

2) In figuur 2b staat hetzelfde geschetst voor deeltjes met een
hoge energie. Hier is de hoek CL, de 90° zo dicht genaderd,,
dat ven kleine extra bijdrage Aa al voldoende is om een deel-
tje zijn bewegingsrichting langs het magneetveld te doen
omkeren . De deeltjessnelheid vertoont nu maar een lichte
voorkeur voor de richting van het magneetveld
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toeneemt (zie figuur 2 ) .

Hierdoor wordt het probleem van de herversnelling van relativistische

elektronen in uitgebreide radio-sterstelsels minder knijpend. De elektronen

die radiostraling uitzenden kunnen worden versneld uit een "reservoir" van

elektronen met lagere energie die,in tegenstelling tot de stralt-nde elek-

tronen,een hoge voortplantingssnelheid hebben en dus een groot volume in

relatief korte tijd kunnen vullen. Een andere toepassing is de voortplan-

ting van stralende elektronen in supernova resten,waar de gasdruk aanzien-

lijk hoger is (een faktor 10.000) dan de magnetische druk. Daar kunnen

de elektronen zich met grote snelheid door de bron bewegen,todat ze gevan-

gen worden in gebieden met zeer intense turbulentie,waar ze verder worden

versneld.

Hoofdstuk VIII behandelt gescheerde stroming (stroming met een snel-

heidsverloop in de richting loodrecht op de stroomrichting) als mogelijke

bron voor turbulente plasmagolven. Het snelheidsverschil tussen naburige

plasmaelementen vertegenwoordigt een hoeveelheid bewegingsenergie die door

een instabiliteit aan plasmagolven kan worden overgedragen. Se intensiteit

van de golven groeit,en als reaktie daarop werkt er een wrijvingskracht op

het stromende plasma die het snelheidsverschil (de "schering") wil ver-
: kleinen. Deze zogenaamde anomale viscositeit is een ander voorbeeld van het

; feit dat plasmaturbulentie de rol van botsingen tussen plasmadeeltjes kan

overnemen. In het geval dat hier wordt bekeken (stroming langs een sterk

magneetveld) zitten geladen, deeltjes gewoonlijk "vastgeplakt" aan de mag-

netische veldlijnen ten gevolge van de Lorentzkracht. Om met een naburig

plasmaelement (dat een andere stroomsnelheid heeft) te kunnen wisselwer-

ken moeten althans sommige deeltjes zich loodrecht op een veldlijn kunnen

'. bewegen. In een gewoon plasma verbreken botsingen het kontakt tussen een

veldlijn en een geladen deeltje,in dit gsval geven de elektrische velden

in de plasmagclven aanleiding tot een "drift" van deeltjes loodrecht op

het veld.

- De instabiliteiten die in dit hoofdstuk worden behandeld zijn van be-

lang voor de grenslaag tussen een bundel in een radio-stelsel en het

intergalaktisch medium,en voor het scheidingsgebied tussen de zonnewind

f. (plasmastroming vanuit de zon) en het plasma in het magnetisch veld van

S* de aarde en Jupiter,de zogenaamde magnetosfeer. Daar komen grote snel-

•}". heidsverschillen over kleine afstanden voor.
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STELLINGEN

horend bij het proefschrift

THE ACCELERATION AND PROPAGATION OF ENERGETIC

PARTICLES IN TURBULENT COSMIC PLASMAS

1. Het traditionele bezwaar tegen Fermi versnelling , dat de

energieverdeling van de versnelde deeltjes sterk afhangt van de

fysische omstandigheden in de bron , gaat niet op zolang het

energieverlies van de versnellende turbulentie aan het achtergronds-

plasma kan worden verwaarloosd.

Dit proefschrift , hoofdstuk II.

2. De energiebalans bij versnelling van deeltjes nabij een schokfront

met hoog Alfvén-Mach getal is dezelfde als die van een schok in een

ideaal mengsel bestaande uit het geschokte plasma en de snelle deeltjes.

Dit proefschrift , hoofdstuk VI.

3. De sterke ruimtelijke uniformiteit in het radiospektrum van de diffuse

komponent van de supernova rest Cassiopeia A kan worden verklaard door

de efficiënte menging van stralende relativistische elektronen in de

bron.

Dit proefschrift , hoofdstuk VII.

J.R. Dickel en E.W. Greisen , Astron. Astrophya. 15 , 44 , 1979.

4. De afleiding , gegeven door Benford et al. ̂  voor de turbulente diffusie

• van deeltjes loodrecht op het magneetveld , verwaarloost het belangrijke

l effekt van diffusie ten gevolge van stochastische bewegingen van de

i. magneetveldlijnen .

| 1) G. Benford , A. Ferrari en E.Trussoni: Astrophys. J. 2M_ , 98 , 1980.

I 2) D.B. Melrose: Plasma Astrophysics Vol. II , p. 37.

.;>.- • " M V , . .•',;>•'-''.' T. k." .1



5. De term "resonante absorptie." ' voor de demping van Alfvén oppervlakte

: golven op een grenslaag tussen twee gemagnetizeerde plasma's dient te

worden vermeden. De demping is niet het gevolg van een resonantie van

de oppervlakte golf met deeltjes of andere plasmagolven , maar van het

voorkomen van een continue spektrum van lokale eigenwaarden van de

°) 3)
M.H.D. vergelijkingen in de inhomogene grenslaag *" ' ,

O J.A. Ionson , Aatrophya. J. ^26 , 650 , 1978 .

2) J.P. Goedbloed , Lecture Notes on Ideal Magnetohydrodynamics.p.159

e.v.

3) A.E.P.M. van Maanen-Abels , Proefschrift , Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht

p. 29.

6. De kleinschalige wervelige strukturen nabij de Grote Rode Vlek op

Jupiter zijn waarschijnlijk het gevolg van de niet-lineaire ontwik-

keling van de Kelvin-Helmholz instabiliteit van langs elkaar

stromende gassen.

7. In het akkretieschijf model van Shakura en Sunyaev is de uitgestraalde

energie alleen daarom gelijk aan de warmteproduktie door wrijving

omdat drukkrachten in de bewegingsvergelijking zijn verwaarloosd.

N.I. Shakura en R.A. Sunyaev , Mon. Not. R. astr. Soa. J_7_5»613>1976-

{. ,l 8. Het feit dat in sommige dubbele radiobronnen de "hot spots" zijn in-

: gebed in de radiolobben en zich niet ,vanuit de kern van het melkweg-

• stelsel gezien , aan de uiteinden van de lobben bevinden, kan met het

f bundelmodel worden verklaard als men aanneemt dat de emissie vóór de

hot spot een overblijfsel is van een eerdere uitbarsting in de kern.

9. Het onderwijs in de klassieke mechanica doet ten onrechte de indruk

ontstaan dat de meeste problemen analytisch kunnen worden opgelost.

Dit berust op een selektie effekt.

r 10. Bij de diskussie over het energieverbruik en mogelijke energiebronnen

i in de naaste toekomst is tot nu toe Ce weinig aandacht besteed aan de

| groeiende energiebehoefte van de landen in de Derde Wereld.

|\ 11- Dat het woord "stoplicht" veel meer is ingeburgerd dan het woord

| "verkeerslicht" getuigt van de zeer beperkte visie op de funktie van

I dit apparaat bij de weggebruiker.

I
f



12. Het gebruik van zgn. valse-kleuren fotografie van het aardoppervlak

door satellieten geeft een te fleurig beeld van ons millieu.

A. Achterberg 6 mei 1980.


